









This year marks the 250th anniversary of the casting of the Molly Stark
Cannon in Paris, France. New Boston and the Molly Stark Cannon share a
long and powerful history. As described by the dedication plaque on the Town
Common:
Home of the Molly Stark Cannon. This
brass four-pounder, cast in 1743, was
captured August 15, 1 777 at the Battle of
Bennington by General John Stark's troops.
General Stark presented "Old Molly" to
the New Boston Artillery Company ofthe
9th Regiment ofNH Militia for its part in
the battle. The Artillery Company was re-
organized in 1938 and maintains a
permanent home for Molly Stark in New
Boston.
On June 21, 1991 at the annual New
Boston Artillery Company meeting, a
motion was made and passed to establish
a fundraiser for the purpose of building a
new carriage for the Molly Stark Cannon.
Completion of the carriage was targeted for 1993 to commemorate her 250th
birthday.
Through the generous contributions and support of the citizens of New
Boston, the Artillery Company is pleased to report that Molly will be paraded
this 4th ofJuly atop the new carriage. With this new carriage, Molly will once
again be paraded, horse drawn. The Artillery Company thanks you for your
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Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1992
Number of Registered Voters - 2,202
Population (est.) - 4,000
ASSESSED VALUATION
Property $191,486,083.00
Less Elderly Exemption 245,000.00
Taxable Total 191,241,083.00
School District Tax 14.78
Town 4.60
County 1.64
Tax Rate Per $1,000 $21.02
REPORT of the SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Year Ending June 30, 1992








—Ruth Saltmarsh, New Boston's oldest citizen died
—The new fire truck arrived
—President George Bush visited New Boston
—911 became New Boston's emergency number to call for fire or police
—David Nixon resigned aft;er serving as Town Moderator for 28 years —
1964- 1992
—Helen Christensen was presented the Boston Post Gold Headed cane
and became the town's oldest citizen
—Jeremy Forest traveled to Russia as a youth ambassador
—Town of New Boston Emergency Plan was established
August 13 —The Milford Co-op Bank opened for business
October —The abutments for the new Depot Street bridge were built
December 14 —William Mulligan, president of the Historical Society and Trustee ofthe
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Willard O. Dodge, Selectman
Arthur W. Johnston, Selectman
Sandra Gendron, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Margit Hooper, Deputy Town Clerk
Linda Sizemore, Deputy Tax Collector
Karen Craven, Treasurer
Lee C. Nyquist, Esq., Moderator
Lee D. Murray, Road Agent
Ronald C. Brenner, DDS, Health Officer
James W. Dodge, Fire Chief
James E. McLaughlin, Police Chief
James E. McLaughlin, Civil Defense Director
Selectmen, Overseer of Public Welfare
David L. Nixon, Esq., Town Counsel
Dennis Sarette, Building Inspector
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Thomas Mohnan, Jr., Alternate
Philip Consolini, Alternate










































































TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Harold D. Losey, Jr.
Phillip Harvell
William Morin























David Woodbury, Esq., Treasurer
Leon Daniels Jerry Kennedy
STATE SENATOR





















Carol Hess Term Expires 1993
Beatrice Peirce Term Expires 1993
Amy Patterson, resigned, 7/92 Term Expires 1994
Ellen Ruggles Term Expires 1 994
Sally Moran Term Expires 1995
William Mulligan, (deceased Dec. 14, 1992) Term Expires 1995
Kendall Wiggin, Chairman Term Expires 1995
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Mary Carol Schaffrath Term Expires 1993
Deborah Keiner Term Expires 1993
Betsey Dodge, Chairman Term Expires 1 994
Robert Fehsing Term Expires 1995
Steven Ruddock Term Expires 1995
William Ingram, Alternate One Year Term
Cyndie Wilson, Alternate One Year Term
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM COMMITTEE






Selectmen Representative Willard Dodge
Road Agent Lee Murray
Fire Department Daniel MacDonald
Police Department Donald Sims
Conservation Commission William Ingram
Road Committee Richard Moody
Recreation Commission Sandra Gallup
Library Roger Dignard
School Board Representative Gordon Carlstrom
Cemetery David Woodbury
Transfer Station Bonnie Bethune
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
Ellen Ruggles Term Expires 1993
Mary Carol Schaffrath Term Expires 1993
David Woodbury Term Expires 1993
Martha Brooks Term Expires 1994




The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town ofNew Boston, in the County of Hillsborough qualified
to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the New Boston Central School in said New Boston
on Tuesday the ninth day of March next. Polls will be open at 8 o'clock in the forenoon to
take up Articles 1, 2 and 3. Polls will close at 7 o'clock in the evening. The balance of the
warrant will be taken up and voted upon at 10 o'clock in the forenoon on Saturday the
thirteenth day of March at the New Boston Central School.
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.
To choose all necessary officers for the ensuing year.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amendments to the existing Town Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board as follows:
Article II Establishment of Districts and District Regulations
Section 204,4, "R-A" Residential & Agricultural:
Add as a new Permitted Uses under No. 13 "Expanded Home Business".
Article III General Provisions
Section 319, Home Business:
Add "and Expanded Home Business" to the Title.
Add a second paragraph to this section to read:
"An expanded home business shall also be permitted under the same terms as noted
above, providing that the nature ofthe expanded home business is as defined in Article VI
of this Ordinance."
Section 319.1:
Add a second paragraph to read:
"The expanded home business shall also be carried on by members of the family,
however, up to six (6) non-related, on-premise employees are permitted."
Section 319.2:
Add the words "or expandedhome business" after the words "The home business" in line 1 .
Section 319.3:
Add the words "or accessory" after the word "principal" in line 2.
Section 319.7:
Renumber this original and subsequent sections accordingly, and replace this section with
the following: "All employee parking areas required for an expanded home business must
be screened from view from abutting properties and roadways."
Section 319.8 (Previously 319.7):
Add the words "or expanded home business" after the words "a home business" at the
beginning of line 2.
Article V Non-Conforming Use
Section 503, Alteration, Expansion and Change of Use:
Add the word "internally" between the words "expanded as" in line 2; and, add a new
phrase after the first phrase to read: "nor shall the change or expansion render the
premises proportionally less adequate for the use in terms of the requirements of this
Ordinance;"
Article VI Definitions
Section 602, Term Definitions:
Add a (new) definition of an "Expanded Home Business" to read:
"Accessory use that is conducted entirely within the dwelling or accessory building by the
residents thereof, which is clearly secondary to the dwelling use for living purposes and
does not change the character thereof. The expanded home business is intended to
provide for business activities such as those related to telephone, postal and/or computer
related business activities, which do not include servicing the public on site. In the event
that the owner and the resident are not the same, the owner ofthe property shall authorize
the application for the proposed use. Non-Residential Site Plan Review will be required
of all expanded home businesses."
Article VII Administration and Enforcement
Section 701.2,D:
Add a new sentence to the end of the existing Section to read: "The Selectmen may
authorize the Building Inspector to waive the requirements ofthis section at his discretion."
Are you in favor ofthe adoption of the Amendments to the existing Town Building Code
as proposed by the Planning Board as follows:
Chapter NB- 1 .0 General
Section NB-1.5: Adoption:
Section NB- 1.5.1:
Delete the words ", with amendments, the 1983 Ed.; CABO ONE & TWO FAMILY
DWELLING CODE with the 1985 Revisions"; and, replace with the words "the
CABO One & Two Family Dwelling Code, 1 992 Edition, as published by The Council
of American Building Officials".
Section NB- 1.5.2:
Delete the words "BOCA BASIC BUILDING CODE; 1981 Ed.,"; and, replace with
the words "BOCA National Building Code, Eleventh Edition, 1 990, as published by The
Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Inc."; and. Delete the words
"excluding Article 1," from line 2 of this section.
Add New Section NB- 1.5.3:
Add this new Section to read: "The Town by this Ordinance adopts theBOCA National
Plumbing Code, Eighth Edition, 1 990, as published by The Building Officials and Code
Administrators International, Inc., as the plumbing regulations that shall apply to all
buildings and structures as defined herein."
Add New Section NB- 1.5.4:
Add this new Section to read: "The Town by this Ordinance shall authorize a simplified
method of adopting updates and/or revisions to the reference codes herein contained,
being the CABO One & Two Family Dwelling Code; the BOCA National Building
Code; the BOCA National Plumbing Code; and theNFPA 70 National Electrical Code,
as provided by the following:
a. The Building Inspector, Planning Board, or their designee shall prepare an
amendment to those portions of the local building code that refer to, or that make
insertions in, deletions from, or exceptions to, the national codes.
b. The Planning Board shall hold at least one public hearing on the proposed update or
revision, for which notice shall be given of the time and place of each public hearing
at least 10 calendar days before the hearing. Notice of each public hearing shall be
published in a paper ofgeneral circulation in the Town, and shall be posted in at least
2 public places. Such notice shall include information stating where the proposed
local building code amendment and the new or amended national codes or code
provisions are available for public inspection.
c. An additional public hearing shall be held as provided for in RSA 675: 3,IV if the
proposal is substantively altered after public hearing.
d. Following such hearing, the update or revision shall become final upon approval by
the Selectmen and recording with the Town Clerk.
e. No amendment to the town's building code except as may be necessary to effect the
substitution of revised national codes or code provisions for codes or provision
previously adopted shall be adopted using this simplified procedure."
Section NB- 1.6.1: General Class 1 :
Delete the second sentence which now reads: "Those buildings and structures of over
5,000 sq. ft. in area shall also be subject to the provisions ofClass 2 or Class 3 Buildings;
Fire Protection Code for Large Buildings, Town ofNew Boston."; and, replace with a
new sentence under the following Section:
Section NB-1.6: Building Classes:
Add the new sentence to read: "Certain buildings and structures may also be subject to
the provisions of the Fire Protection Code for Large Buildings, Town ofNew Boston, as
defined therein."
Section NB- 1.6.4.1: Assembly buildings :
Add the word "not" between the words "shall be" at the end of line 3.
Section NB- 1.6.4.2: Factory and Industrial buildings :
Delete the last phrase of this section in its entirety, which reads: "except those buildings
and structures classified under General Class 2: Group F."
Section NB- 1.6.4.6: Storage buildings :
Delete the entire section as it now reads: "All building and structures involving the storage
or use of combustible vegetable or animal fibers and thin sheets or flakes of such
materials, including among others, readily ignitable and free burning fibers such as cotton,
sisal, henequen jute, hemp, baled waste paper, baled waste hay, certain sysnthetic fibers
shall be classified under General Class 2: Group S."; and, Replace with the following to
read:
"General : All buildings and structures, or parts thereof, which are primarily used for the
storage ofgoods, wares or merchandise, except those ofUse Group H that involve highly
combustible or explosive products or materials, shall be classified as Use Group S. This
includes, among others, warehouses, storehouses and freight depots.
Moderate-hazard Storage Uses : Buildings used for the storage of moderate-hazard
contents which are likely to bum with moderate rapidity, but which do not produce either
poisonous gases, fumes or explosives including, among others, the materials listed in
Table 3 10.2 of the BOCA National Building Code, herein referenced, shall be classified
as Use Group S-1.
Low-hazard Storage Uses : Low-hazard storage uses shall include buildings used for the
storage ofnoncombustible materials, and of low-hazard wares that do not ordinarily bum
rapidly such as products on wood pallets or in paper cartons without significant amounts
of combustible wrappings, but with a negligible amount of plastic trim such as knobs,
handles or film wrapping. Such uses shall be classified as Use Group S-2 including,
among others, the materials listed in Table 3 10.3 of the notedBOCA National Building
Code."
Chapter NB-2.0 Administrative
Delete the first paragraph in its entirety which reads:
"Amendment: Delete from CABO CODE: Part 1; Chapter 1 and substitute in its place
CHAPTER NB-2.0: Administrative."
Section NB-2.3: Validity :
Add a new sentence to the end to read: "Any provision of any national code adopted by
reference shall not apply when it conflicts with the provisions of this Code, the Town's
Zoning Ordinance, or with state law."
Section NB-2.4.1: Unlawfiil Action :
Delete the words "one or two family dwelling" in line 4, and replace with the words
"building or structure".
Section NB-2.4.3a:
Delete the existing test in its entirety, which reads: "Any fine(s) shall be set by the
Selectmen or any other Authority as established by State and/or local applicable law.";
and, Replace with a new sentence to read: "The Town hereby adopts the provisions of




Parti. Delete the second and third words in the beginning ofthis section, which are "or
framing"; and,
Part 3. Delete this Part in its entirety which reads: "Lath and/or wallboard:
Commonly made after all lathing and/or wallboard interior is in place, but before any
plastering is applied, or before wall joints and fasteners are taped and finished."; and.
Renumber existing Part 4, which is existing inspection stage no. 4, to become new Part 3; and.
Renumber existing Part 6. which is existing inspection stage no. 6, to become new Part 4.
Existing Part 5 will remain unchanged.
Chapter NB-3.0 Definitions
Section NB-3.0: Defmitions: Height:
Delete the existing text which reads: "As applied to a building, height shall mean the
vertical distance from the average grade level to the average elevation of the roof of the
highest story."; and.
Replace with the following to read: "As applied to a building, height shall mean the
vertical distance measured from the average elevation of the proposed finished grade at
the front of the building to the highest point of the roof, or flat and mansard roofs, and to
the average height between eaves and ridge for other types of roofs."
Chapter NB-4.0 Amendments
Section NB-4.3: Electrical:
Delete the reference to "the National Electrical Code (NFPA 70: 1984 Ed.)"; and
Replace with the following to read: "the NFPA 70 National Electrical Code, 1990
Edition"; and.
And the word ", Inc." after the words "Protection Association" in line 3 of that section.
Chapter NB-5.0 Smoke Alarms (NEW)
Add this new Section to read: "Smoke Detectors Required : Smoke detectors shall be
installed outside of each separate sleeping area in the immediate vicinity ofthe bedrooms
and on each additional story of the dwelling, including basements, cellars and unfinished
spaces, but not including crawl spaces and uninhabitable attics. Attached garage shall
include a heat detector interconnected with required smoke detectors. In dwellings or
dwelling units with split levels, a smoke detector need be installed only on the upper level,
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provided the lower level is less than one full story below the upper level, except that if
there is a door between levels, then a detector is required on each level. All detectors shall
be interconnected to provide, when actuated, an alarm which will be audible in all
sleeping areas. All detectors shall be approved and listed and shall be installed in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
When alterations, repairs or additions requiring a permit occur, or when one or more
sleeping rooms are added or created in existing dwellings, the entire building shall be
provided with smoke detectors located as required for new dwellings.
Power Source : Required smoke detectors shall receive their primary power from a
general lighting circuit and shall also be battery operated. Wiring shall be permanent and
without a disconnecting switch other than those required for overcurrent protection.
When AC/DC smoke detectors become impractical, other equal means of protection
must be provided."
4. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
1. Town Officers' Salaries
2. Town Officers' Expenses
3. Elections & Registrations
4. Cemetery




9. Board of Adjustment
10. Legal Expense
11. Southern N.H. Planning Commission (S.N.H.P.C.)
12. TriCounty Solid Waste Management District (T.C.S.W.M.D.)




17. Cost of Fires & Emergencies
18. Forest Fires
19. Street Lighting
20. General Expense Highway Department
21. Summer Maintenance & Bridges
22. Winter Maintenance
23. Resurface Tarred Road
24. Highway Block Grant (Road Construction)
25. Surplus Equipment
26. Solid Waste Disposal
27. Ground Water Monitoring
28. Hazardous Waste Collection Day
29. Vital Statistics
30. Monadnock Visiting Nurse
31. General Assistance







38. Principal Long Term Notes






To see if the Town ofNew Boston will vote to discontinue the practice of appointing
Planning Board Members by the Selectmen. In addition, to have the Planning Board
Members elected by a popular vote of the Townspeople for a three year term starting
in 1994 pursuant to RSA 673:3, or act in relation thereto. (By Petition)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,800.00 for the final
refurbishing ofthe 1 982 American LaFrance Pumper Fire Truck, or act in relation thereto.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$5,700.00 to purchase
a copier for the use of the Town Office, or act in relation thereto.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,000.00 to purchase
a plain paper fax machine for the use of the Police Department and the Town Office,
or act in relation thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,000.00 to build a
three sided structure on the site of the present highway garage for the housing of
equipment, or act in relation thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to amend the existing Fire Protection Code for Large
Buildings originally voted in 1 98 1 , amended in 1 983 and revised in 1 985 by adopting





(New Boston, New Hampshire)
SECTION ONE CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS
1-A Buildings in the Town shall be classified in the following manner. All Building
Officials and Code Administrators "National Building Code" (herein referred to as
BOCA) Use Groups are determined as per Section 9 of this Code.
1-A. 1 Class I: Class I buildings are defined as buildings that are not Class II, Class III
or Class IV. Class I buildings are not subject to this Code. For the purposes of this Code,
buildings classified as BOCA Use Group R-4 are defined as Class I.
1-A.2 Class II: A building is considered a Class II building if it meets any of the following
conditions but does not meet any of the conditions under Class III or Class IV.
1-A. 2.a Any newly constructed or substantially renovated single story building having
a gross floor area of 5000 or more but less than 7500 square feet and classified by the
Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group A (Assembly) having a rated occupancy of less
than 200 persons within any one fire area, a BOCA Use Group B (Business), or a BOCA
Use Group E (Educational) occupancy.
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Exception: Providing that the total gross floor area of all buildings (excluding that of
the covered passageways) connected as below does not equal or exceed 15,000
square feet, nor does the gross floor area of any individual building equal or exceed
5,000 square feet, one or more buildings located 80 or more feet from one another
may be connected by covered passageways described as follows:
— maximum 16 feet in width;
— maximum 14 feet in height;
— with the area of the intersection of the covered passageway with each building
having a wall of 8-inch solid masonry construction with the width of such wall
extending at least 12 inches beyond the outside dimensions of the covered
passageway, and any openings protected by a single listed 3-hour fire door;
— with a four foot by four foot listed smoke and heat vent located equidistant from the
connected buildings, such vent being operated by electrical or mechanical sensors
located within this covered passageway and between 10 and 20 feet from each fire door;
— the interior finish of the covered passageway shall be Class A;
— the covered passageway shall be used only as a passageway.
Buildings subject to this exception shall be subject only to Section Eight of this Code.
1-A.3 Class III: A building is considered a Class III building if it meets any of the
following conditions but does not meet any of the conditions under Class IV,
1-A.3.a Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building either having
one story and a gross floor area of 7500 square feet or more, or having multiple stories and
having a gross floor area of5000 or more square feet, and classified by the Board ofFire Wards as:
—a BOCA Use Group A (Assembly) having a rated occupancy of less than 200
persons within any one fire area:
—a BOCA Use Group B (Business); or
—a BOCA Use Group E (Educational) occupancy.
Exception: Providing that the total gross floor area of all buildings (excluding that of
the covered passageways) connected as below does not equal or exceed 15,000
square feet, nor does the gross floor area of any individual building equal or exceed
5,000 square feet, one or more buildings located 80 or more feet from one another
may be connected by covered passageways described as follows:
— maximum 16 feet in width;
— maximum 14 feet in height;
— with the area of the intersection of the covered passageway with each building
having a wall of 8-inch solid masonry construction with the width of such wail
extending at least 12 inches beyond the outside dimensions of the covered
passageway, and any openings protected by a single listed 3-hour fire door;
— with a four foot by four foot listed smoke and heat vent located equidistant from the
connected buildings, such vent being operated by electrical or mechanical sensors
located within this covered passageway and between 10 and 20 feet from each fire
door;
— the interior finish of the covered passageway shall be Class A;
— the covered passageway shall be used only as a passageway.
Buildings subject to this exception shall be subject only to Section Eight of this Code.
1-A.3.b Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group H (Hazardous) occupancy and having
3000 square feet or more gross floor area.
1-A.3.C Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board for Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group U (Utility) occupancy having a gross
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floor area of5000 square feet or more shall be individually evaluated as to its potential fire
hazard and the fire protection measures necessary for its adequate protection.
1-A.3.d Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group F (Factory), M (Mercantile), or S
(Storage) occupancy and having a gross floor area of 5000 square feet or more.
Exception: Providing that the total gross floor area of all buildings (excluding that of
the covered passageways) connected as below does not equal or exceed 15,000
square feet, nor does the gross floor area of any individual building equal or exceed
5,000 square feet, one or more buildings located 80 or more feet from one another
may be connected by covered passageways described as follows:
— maximum 16 feet in width;
— maximum 14 feet in height;
— with the area of the intersection of the covered passageway with each building
having a wall of 8-inch solid masonry construction with the width of such wall
extending at least 12 inches beyond the outside dimensions of the covered
passageway, and any openings protected by a single listed 3-hour fire door;
— with a four foot by four foot listed smoke and heat vent located equidistant from the
connected buildings, such vent being operated by electrical or mechanical sensors
located within this covered passageway and between 10 and 20 feet from each fire door;
— the interior finish of the covered passageway shall be Class A;
— the covered passageway shall be used only as a passageway.
Buildings subject to this exception shall be subject only to Section Eight of this Code,
1-A.3.e Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building which is part of a
planned building group as defined by this Code, unless such building is classified as Class IV.
1-A.3.f If determined by the Board of Fire Wards, any newly constructed or substantially
renovated building(s), structure(s), or any material(s) which because of its nature is
deemed as an unacceptable life hazard, or a severe health hazard to the citizens of the
Town in the event of an emergency to which the Fire Department would respond.
1-A.4 Class IV: A building is considered a Class IV building if it meets any of the
following conditions:
1-A.4.a Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group R (Residential) occupancy and
containing 3 or more living units.
1-A.4.b Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group R (Residential) occupancy and
containing, within one fire area, sleeping accommodations for 15 or more persons not
members of the same family or where sleeping accommodations are provided below grade
or more than one story above the first floor.
1-A.4.C Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building:
— determined by the Board of Fire Wards either as a BOCA Use Group I
(Institutional) occupancy; or
— licensed by the State of New Hampshire and used as a home for the elderly, the
partially or totally incapacitated, or a health care facility, where there are sleeping
accommodations for more than three persons, or where there are sleeping
accommodations above the first floor or below grade level.
1-A.4.d Any newly constructed or substantially renovated single story building
determined by the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group A (Assembly), B
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(Business) or E (Educational) occupancy ofmore than 7,500 but less than 20,000 square
feet gross floor area, and not divided by one or more fire resistive partitions into fire areas
not exceeding 7,500 square feet gross floor area. Such fire resistive partitions shall be of 8-
inch solid masonry construction. All openings in such fire resistive partitions that are
permitted shall be protected by listed materials with a three hour rating.
1-A.4.e Any newly constructed or substantially renovated multi-story building
determined by the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group A (Assembly), B
(Business), E (Educational) occupancy of more than 5,000 but less than 20,000 square
feet gross floor area, and not divided by one or more flre resistive partitions and floor-
ceiling assemblies into areas not exceeding 5 ,000 square feet gross floor area. Such fire
resistive partitions shall be of 8-inch solid masonry construction and such floor-ceiling
assemblies shall be a minimum two hour fire resistive design. All openings in such fire
resistive partitions that are permitted shall be protected by listed materials with a three
hour rating. All openings in such floor-ceiling assemblies that are permitted shall be
protected by listed materials with a two hour rating.
1-A.4.f Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group F (Factory), M (Mercantile), or S
(Storage) occupancy ofmore than 5,000 but less than 20,000 square feet gross floor area,
and not divided by one or more fire resistive partitions and floor-ceiling assemblies into
areas not exceeding 5,000 square feet gross floor area. Such fire resistive partitions shall
be of 8-inch solid masonry construction and such floor-ceiling assemblies shall be a
minimum two hour fire resistive design. All openings in such fire resistive partitions that
are permitted shall be protected by listed materials with a three hour rating. All openings in
such floor-ceiling assemblies that are permitted shall be protected by listed materials with
a two hour rating.
1-A.4.g Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group H (Hazardous) occupancy ofmore than
3,000 but less than 1 2,000 square feet gross floor area, and not divided by one or more fire
resistive partitions and floor-ceiling assemblies into areas not exceeding 3,000 square feet
gross floor area. Such fire resistive partitions shall be of 8-inch solid masonry construction
and such floor-ceiling assemblies shall be a minimum two hour fire resistive design. All
openings in such fire resistive partitions that are permitted shall be protected by listed
materials with a three hour rating. All openings in such floor-ceiling assemblies that are
permitted shall be protected by listed materials with a two hour rating.
1-A.4.h Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group A (Assembly), B (Business), E
(Educational), F (Factory), M (Mercantile), R-1 or R-2 (Residential), S (Storage), or U
(Utility) building of 20,000 or more square feet gross floor area.
1-A.4.i Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group H (Hazardous) occupancy of 12,000 or
more square feet gross floor area.
1-A.4.J Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building of more than 35
feet in height.
1-A.4.k Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group A (Assembly) occupancy with a rated
capacity of more than 200 persons within any one fire area, or any place of assembly
located below grade level or more than one story above the first floor.
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l-A.4.1 Any newly constructed or substantially renovated building determined by
the Board of Fire Wards as a BOCA Use Group U (Utility) occupancy having a gross
floor area of5000 square feet or more shall be individually evaluated as to its potential fire
hazard and the fire protection measures necessary for its adequate protection.
1-A.4.m If determined by the Board of Fire Wards, any newly constructed oi
substantially renovated building(s), structure(s), or any material(s) which because of its
nature is deemed an unacceptable life hazard or a severe health hazard to the citizens ofthe
Town in the event of an emergency to which the fire department would respond.
1-B Definitions
1-B. 1 General: Terms used in this Code shall be consistent with the definitions used
in the National Fire Protection Association (herein referred to as NFPA) Standard
101 "Code for Safety to Life From Fire in Buildings and Structures" (as per Section 9).
1-B.2 Specific definitions
1-B. 2. a Building: The structure within the outside of exterior walls and/or within an
unpenetrated, self-supported wall of minimum 8-inch solid masonry units or
reinforced concrete that extends 2 feet beyond the walls and roof of the building.
1-B.2.b Fire Area: Fire area shall mean the gross floor area determined by floor-
ceiling assemblies having a minimum two hour rating and by fire resistive partitions of
8-inch sohd masonry construction or exterior walls. (All fire resistive partitions and
floor ceiling assembhes shall be designed, and constructed in accordance with Section
Three, Part N of this Code.)
1-B.2.C First Floor: The first floor of a building is the lowest story ofwhich one-half
or more is above grade level. However, if the level below grade is used for purposes
other than storage and building services, then it shall be considered the first story of
the building.
1-B.2.d Grade or Grade Level: The grade or grade level is a reference plane
representing the average of the finished ground level adjoining the building at all
exterior walls. When the finished ground level slopes away from the exterior walls,
the reference plane shall be established by the lowest points within the area between
the building and a point 6 feet from the building.
1-B.2.e Gross Floor Area: The gross floor area of a building shall be the sum ofthe
areas within the outside of the exterior walls of all levels with no deductions.
1-B.2.f Hazardous Material: Any material that possesses one or more characteristics
equal to or more hazardous than the following descriptions:
HEALTH: Materials which on intense or continued exposure could cause
temporary incapacitation or possible residual injury unless prompt medical treatment
is given, including those requiring use of respiratory protective equipment with an
independent air supply. This degree should include:
— Materials giving off toxic combustion products;
— Materials giving off highly irritating combustion products;
— Materials which either under normal conditions or under fire conditions give off
toxic vapors lacking warning properties.
FLAMMABILITY: Materials that must be moderately heated or exposed to
relatively high ambient temperatures before ignition can occur. Materials in this
degree would not under normal conditions form hazardous atmospheres with air, but
under high ambient temperatures or under moderate heating may release vapor in
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sufficient quantities to produce hazardous atmospheres with air. This degree should
include:
— Liquids having a flash point below 200 degrees Fahrenheit;
— Solids and semi-solids which readily give off flammable vapors.
REACTIVITY: Materials which in themselves are normally stable but which may
become unstable at elevated temperatures and pressures or which react with water
with some release of energy but not violently. Caution must be used in approaching
the fire and applying water.
1-B.2.g Height: As applied to a building, height means the vertical distance from
grade to the average elevation of the roof of the highest story.
1-B.2.h Horizontal roof area: The area of a building defined by the outside of the
roof-bearing perimeter walls.
1-B.2.i Listed: When used specifically in this Code, listed shall mean equipment or
materials included in a list published by a nationally recognized testing laboratory
that maintains periodic inspection ofproduction of listed equipment or materials, and
whose listing states either that the equipment or materials meet nationally recognized
standards or has been tested and found suitable for use in a specified manner.
1-B.2.J Living Unit: A living unit is a single unit providing complete living facilities
for one or more persons including permanent provisions for Hving, sleeping, eating,
cooking, and sanitation.
1-B.2.k Non-conforming: For the purposes ofthis Code, non-conforming are those
buildings or conditions that have not been subject to previous editions of this Code
and are not in compliance with this Code when adopted.
l-B.2.1 Occupancy: The use or intended use of an area, building, floor, or other
part of a building.
1-B.2.m Place ofAssembly: A place of assembly shall include but not be Hmitedto
all buildings or portions ofbuildings used for gathering together of 50 or more persons
(as determined by Section Four) and used for such purposes as deliberation, worship,
entertainment, amusement, or awaiting transportation.
1-B.2.n Planned Building Group: A planned building group is a number of
structures constructed on a parcel ofland which meets any ofthe following conditions
(unless subject to l.A.S.d):
a) The sum of the gross floor areas of all buildings located within 80 feet of one
another, or meeting the requirements of Section 5-B.2, equals 5,000 square feet or more;
b) The sum of the gross floor areas of all buildings, except residential buildings,
equals 15,000 square feet or more;
c) There are three or more living units.
l-B.2.0 Residential: Residential occupancies are those occupancies in which
sleeping accommodations are provided for normal residential purposes and include
all buildings designed to provide sleeping accommodations.
1-B.2.P SoHd Fuel Device: Any chimney-connected device that burns wood, coal
or other similar organic materials or any combination ofthem for purposes ofheating,
cooking or both.
1-B.2.q Story: A story is that portion of a building included between the upper
surface of a floor and the upper surface of the floor or roof next above. A mezzanine
shall be considered a story if it exceeds 33 1/3 percent of the area of the floor
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immediately below. A penthouse shall be considered a story if it exceeds 10,000
square feet or 33 1/3 percent of the roof area.
1-B.2.r Substantial Renovation: Substantial renovation means any improvements
to a building which require a town building permit and result in more than than 50 per
cent increase of the assessed valuation of the building.
1-B.2.S Type of Construction:
-Fire Resistive: A building constructed of non-combustible materials (reinforced
concrete, brick, or stone and having any metal properly fireproofed) with major
structural members designed to withstand collapse and to prevent spread of fire.
-Non-combustible: A building having all structural members (including walls,
floors, and roofs) of non-combustible material and not qualifying as fire-resistive
construction.
-Ordinary construction: A building having exterior walls of masonry or other non-
combustible material in which the other structural members are wholly or partly of
wood or other combustible material.
-Wood Frame: A building in which the structural members are wholly or partly of
wood or other combustible material and the construction does not qualify as
ordinary construction.
SECTION TWO WATER SUPPLY
2-A General Requirements for Water Supplies
2-A-l The responsibility for maintenance of any required water supply system and
the grounds around same is solely that of the property owner.
2-A.2 Any water supply system required by this Code must be capable of complete
inspection and/or testing every year.
2-A. 3 Any water supply system required by this Code shall be available for Fire
Department use, at its discretion, in the event of an emergency. Ifused for an emergency on
another property, the Fire Department shall be responsible for promptly refilling said water supply.
2-A.4 Several buildings of a planned building group may utilize the same water
supply as long as it is designed for the largest hazard of the group.
2-B Type of Water Supplied Required
2-B.l Class III buildings shall provide fire protection water supplies according to
Sections 2-A, 2-B and 2-C.
2-B.2 Class IV buildings, unless specifically exempted by other provisions of this
Code, shall provide fire protection water supplies according to Sections 2-A, 2-B, 2-C, and
2-D of this Code.
2-B. 3 For Class IV buildings that are required to have static water supplies, unless
otherwise stated, the quantity of the static water supply shall be determined as if the
building was not protected by automatic sprinklers.
2-C Static Water Supply
2-C.l Unless specifically exempted by other provisions ofthis Code, any Class III or
Class IV building shall provide, as a minimum, a quantity ofwater for fire fighting purposes
determined by and installed according to NFPA Standard 1231 "Standard on Water
Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fire Fighting" (as per Section 9) and subject to other
provisions of this Code.
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2-C.2 The water storage system must be capable of flowing water at a rate of 1 ,000
gallons per minute at draft for at least three-quarters of the required water supply.
2-C.3 Unless specifically exempted by this Code, the minimum quantity of static
water for any occupancy shall be 5,000 gallons.
2-C.4 Any natural source of water shall be certified in writing by the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service or a registered professional engineer as having a 95 percent safe
yield or being available during a 50 year drought for the required quantity.
2-C.5 The fire department suction connection must not be closer than 70 feet from
the nearest part of a building nor more than 800 feet truck travel distance from any building
which it is to serve or the fire department connection of the building if required to have a
standpipe system or an automatic sprinkler system.
2-C . 6 The fire department pumper must be able to connect to the suction piping with
one ten-foot length of suction hose at any time of the year.
2-C. 7 The fire department suction connection shall not be situated so that, when in
use, a street, road, driveway, fire lane, or any other access way to a building is blocked to
vehicle travel.
2-C. 8 All pumper connections shall be marked in accordance with regulations as
published by the Board of Fire Wards.
2-D Water Supplies for Automatic Sprinkler Systems
2-D .1 For any building not containing residential or place of assembly occupancies
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the required water supplies shall be designed according to the following schedule.
2-D.l.a IfNFPA 13 "Standards for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per
Section 9) classifies the occupancy as Light Hazard or Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) and
only Hsted quick response sprinkler heads are used and are permitted to be used, the water
supply shall be designed and installed according to NFPA 13 "Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per Section 9) at the minimum flow for a duration of
twenty minutes. The minimum size for the sprinkler system water supply shall be 3000
gallons. Additionally there shall be provided a static water supply designed and installed in
accordance with this Code.
Exception: If the automatic sprinkler system water supply is sized for the minimum
flow for a duration of at least forty minutes, as per NFPA 13 "Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per Section 9), there shall be no requirement
for static water supply.
2-D. Lb If NFPA 13 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per
Section 9) classifies the occupancy as Light Hazard or Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) and
other than listed quick response sprinkler heads are installed, the water supply shall be
designed and installed according to NFPA 1 3 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler
Systems" (as per Section 9) and sized for a duration of at least one-half of the required
time but not less than thirty minutes duration. Additionally there shall be provided a static
water supply designed and installed in accordance with this Code. The minimum size for
the sprinkler system water supply shall be 5000 gallons.
2-D.Lc If NFPA 13 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per
Section 9) classifies the occupancy of the building as Ordinary Hazard Group 2 or Extra
Hazard, the water supply for the sprinkler system shall be designed and installed according
to NFPA 13 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per Section 9) and
sized for the duration of at least one-half of the required time. Additionally there shall be
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provided a static water supply designed and installed in accordance with this Code. The
minimum size for the sprinkler system water supply shall be 5,000 gallons.
2-D.l.d If the sprinkler system water supply is designed and installed according to
the minimum requirements of NFPA 13 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler
Systems" (as per Section 9), there is no requirement for a static water supply.
2-D.2 Class IV Residential Buildings
2-D.2.a Class IV buildings classified by the Board of Fire Wards as containing
BOCA "National Building Code" (as per Section 9) Use Groups R-1, R-2 or I with
sprinkler system designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 13 "Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per Section 9) or NFPA 13-R "Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies Up to and Including Four
Stories in Height" (as per Section 9) shall have a water supply designed and installed
according to the National Fire Code used to design the sprinkler system.
2-D.2.b If the automatic water supply is dependent upon a single source of electricity,
an additional water supply shall be provided containing a minimum of a 15 minute water
supply that is powered by gravity, pressurized gas, or acceptable locally-generated power.
2-D.2.C For buildings containing seven or more residential living units, static water
supply shall be provided according to NFPA 1231 "Standard on Water Supplies for
Suburban and Rural Firefighting" (as per Section 9) and with a minimum size of 5,000 gallons.
2-D.2.d For buildings classified by the Board of Fire Wards as containing BOCA
"National Building Code" (as per Section 9) Use Group I occupancies, there shall be
provided a static water supply designed and installed in accordance with this Code.
2-D.3 Class IV Place of Assembly Buildings
2-D.3.a For any Class IV building classified by the Board of Fire Wards as
containing a BOCA "National Building Code" (as per Section 9) Use Group A
occupancy, unless incidental to the primary use of the building, the water supply for the
sprinkler system shall be designed and installed in accordance with NFPA Standard 13
"Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per Section 9). Additionally,
there shall be a static water supply designed and installed in accordance with this Code.
2-D.3.b If the automatic water supply is dependent upon a single source of
electricity, an additional water supply shall be provided containing a minimum of a 15
minute water supply that is powered by gravity, pressurized gas, or acceptable locally-
generated power.
SECTION THREE CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building, where indicated, shall be constructed and
equipped to satisfy the following requirements.
3-A Chimneys, Fireplaces, and Vents
3-A.l All chimneys of Class III or Class IV residential buildings that can be
connected to solid fuel devices shall be either prefabricated chimneys listed for solid fuel
devices and installed within a 1/2 hour rated fire resistive enclosure or lined, masonry
chimneys. All chimneys shall be constructed according to NFPA 211 "Standard for
Chimneys, Fireplaces, and Vents" (as per Section 9).
3-A.2 All chimneys of Class II, Class III or Class IV non-residential buildings shall
be constructed according to NFPA 211 "Standard for Chimneys, Fireplaces, and Vents"
(as per Section 9).
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3-B Roof Coverings
Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building shall have roof coverings of a material having
an Underwriters Laboratories Class C or better rating.
3-C Stairways and Doors
NOTE: All fire resistive partitions and floor-ceiling assemblies shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with Section Three, Part N.
3-C. 1 Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building offewer than four stories in height,
shalll have all stairways completely enclosed in accordance with BOCA "National
Building Code" (as per Section 9) .
3-C.l.a All doors opening into fire rated partitions shall be in accordance with
BOCA "National Building Code" (as per Section 9).
3-C.l.b All doors opening into this stairway from a living unit shall be listed one
hour fire doors equipped with listed self-closers.
3-C. 2 Any Class III and Class IV building more than three stories in height or 35 feet
in height shall have all means of egress enclosed by a fire resistive partition having a two
hour rating.
3-C. 2.a All doors leading into such means of egress shall be listed one and one-half
hour fire doors equipped with hold-open, automatic release door controls.
3-C.2.b The automatic release door closures shall be activated by the local alarm system.
3-C.2.C Each stairway shall have a Hsted, smoke vent device of sufficient size at the
top of the stairway or an acceptable equivalent.
3-D Heating Venting
3-D.l General Requirements
3-D. 1 .a Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building shall have acceptable automatic
heat venting systems installed in the roof in accordance with this Code.
3-D. 1 .b All venting ratios specified herein are expressed as the rated area ofthe vent
compared to the horizontal roof area of the attic or cockloft directly below the roof and
within fire divisions of two hours or greater fire resistance.
3-D.l.c Unless other acceptable means are provided, in any building having a
chimney that could be connected to a solid fuel device, the heat vent nearest the chimney
shall be manually operable from inside and access shall be provided from the inside to the
roofwithout the use of any portable equipment. Such access shall be from a common area of the
building.
3-D.l.d No heat vent shall have an effective venting area of less than 16 square feet.
3-D.l.e The maximum effective vent area credited to any one heat vent shall not
exceed 24 square feet.
3-D. 1 .f If more than one heat vent is required for an area, they shall be located so as
to minimize the horizontal distance from any point to a heat vent.
3-D.l.g In buildings having roofs pitched greater than 1 in 12, the top ofall heat vents
shall be installed as close as possible to the highest point ofthe roof and not exceeding two
feet below the highest point.
3-D. 2 Residential Buildings
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All residential buildings shall have acceptable automatic heat vents installed so as to
ventilate each attic, cockloft or building area directly below the roof and contained within
fire resistive partitions rated at two or more hours. The heat vents shall provide an effective
venting ratio of 1 to 150.
Exception: There shall be no requirement for heat venting in a residential building that
contains no more than one living unit for the height and width of the building, and the
building is no more than two stories in height above grade level, and the entire roof is
constructed without the use of prefabricated structural roof components.
3-D. 3 Non-residential Buildings
3-D. 3. a All non-residential Class II, Class III or Class IV buildings having a
horizontal roof area of 20,000 square feet of less shall have acceptable automatic heat
vents installed so as to ventilate each attic, cockloft or building area directly below the roof
that is contained by fire resistive partitions rated at more than two hours. The heat vents
shall provide an effective venting ratio of 1 to 104.
3-D.3.b All non-residential buildings having a horizontal roof area of more than
20,000 square feet shall have heat vents installed so as to ventilate each attic or cockloft or
building area directly below the roof and designed in accordance with NFPA 204M
"Guide for Smoke and Heat Venting" (as per Section 9).
3-E Access to Attic or Cockloft
Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building shall provide access to any attic or cockloft
area, and the clear dimensions ofthe opening shall be a minimum of 22 by 30 inches. Such
access shall be in a common area of the building.
3-F Access to the Roofs of Class II, Class III and Class IV Buildings
3-F. 1 Buildings having roofs pitched 3 in 1 2 or less: For such buildings, access to all
roofs shall be provided by bulkhead or hatch. The clear opening of this bulkhead or hatch
shall be a minimum of 22 by 30 inches. This access shall be from a common area of the
building and it shall not be necessary to use portable equipment to attain the roof.
Exception: If permanent outside access to all roofs of a building is provided at no
greater than 16 feet in height and in an acceptable location, then an inside means of
access may not be required.
3-F. 2 Buildings having roofs pitched greater than 3 in 12: If any such building has
eaves that are more than 1 8 feet above the ground or the chord of the rafters is longer than
16 feet, and the building has chimneys which could be connected to a solid fuel burning
device, access to the roof shall be provided by a bulkhead or hatch located within 4 feet of
the chimney. The clear opening of this bulkhead or hatch shall be a minimum 22 by 30
inches. This access shall be from a common area of the building and it shall not be
necessary to use portable equipment to attain the roof.
3-G Heat or Smoke Detection Systems
Class II, Class III or Class IV buildings shall have automatic heat or smoke detection
systems designed, installed, and maintained according to:
— NFPA 72 "Standards for the Installation, Maintenance, and use of Protective
Signaling Systems" (as per Section 9)
— NFPA 72E "Standard of Automatic Fire Detectors' (as per Section 9)
— NFPA 72G "Guide for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Notification
Appliances for Protective Signaling Systems" (as per Section 9)
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— NFPA 74 "Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Household Fire
Warning Equipment" (as per Section 9).
3-G.l All local alarm systems shall have automatic means of notifying the Fire
Department according to fire alarm specifications as published by the Board of Fire
Wards. At such time as the Board of Fire Wards adopt an approved auxiliary protective
signaling system, upgrading of the existing fire department notification system of Class IV
buildings to conform will be required within three years ofthe notification ofthe property owner.
3-G.2 All local alarm systems shall have control panels that permit the disconnecting of
any initiating device or zone while permitting the continuous performance of all other
initiating devices and zones.
3-G.3 All local alarms systems shall have annunciator panels on the outside of the
building or in a common unlocked entry hall at, or in close proximity to, the normal route of
entry into the building.
3-G.4 Marking of Control and Annunciator Panels
All zone identification and system condition indicators shall be in accordance with
specifications as published by the Board of Fire Wards.
3-G.5 Outside Alarm Indicators
3.G.5.a Each building in a Planned Building Group shall have an outside alarm
indicating light which is easily visible from the normal fire apparatus approach route to the
building.
3.G.5.b All Class II, Class III or Class IV non- residential buildings shall have
an outside audible device meeting the requirements of the fire alarm specifications as
published by the Board of Fire Wards.
3-G.6 Class III or Class IV residential buildings shall have approved single station
smoke detectors, powered by the house electrical service with an integral battery power
source, installed according to NFPA 74 "Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and
Use of Household Fire Warning Equipment" (as per Section 9) in every living unit.
3-G. 7 Class III or Class IV residential buildings ofsix or more living units shall have,
in addition to the other requirements, a local alarm system installed as follows:
— all common areas within the means of egress shall be protected by smoke detectors;
— hallways shall have manual pull stations;
— each entry foyer shall have a manual pull station;
— each living unit shall have at least one heat detector.
3-G. 8 If an alarm system installation results in an excessive number ofunnecessary
alarms, the Board of Fire Wards can require that it be disconnected and a Notice of
Hazard can be issued according to Section Eight.
3-H Protection of Multi-Unit Residential Buildings
NOTE : All fire resistive partitions and floor-ceiling assemblies shall be designed
and constructed in accordance with Section 3, Part N.
3-H. 1 Residential buildings ofthree or more living units, ofside-by-side construction, with
no occupancy superimposed over another, and with a separate entrance to each unit, shall
have an unpenetrated, one hour fire resistive partition between any two living units.
In addition, this fire resistive partition shall be upgraded to a two hour rating so that
there are a maximum of four living units between those two hour partitions.
3-H. 2 Residential buildings of three or more living units, with one or more units
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superimposed over another, or with common entrance hallways, shall have a one hour fire
resistive partition and floor-ceiling assembly between any two living units.
In addition this partition and floor-ceiling assembly shall be upgraded to a two hour fire
resistive partition so that no more than six living units are contained therein.
Furthermore it is required that a four hour fire resistive masonry partition shall be
constructed so that no more than twelve units are contained therein.
These requirements shall also apply to any wall or floor-ceiling assembhes shared with
common attic, cellar, or crawl spaces.
Exception: Only those partitions having a required fire resistance of two hours or
greater and separating living units on the uppermost level, shall extend to the
underside of the roof sheathing. At all other levels, all partitions having a fire
resistance of one hour or greater shall extend to the underside of the floor above.
3-1 Multi-Occupancy Buildings
NOTE: All fire resistive partitions and floor-ceiling assemblies shall be designed
and constructed in accordance with Section 3, Part N.
3.1. 1 When a building contains more than one occupancy and adjacent occupancies
are classified as different use groups by BOCA "National Building Code" (as per Section
9), then those occupancies shall be separated by fire resistive partitions and floor-ceiling
assemblies according to the requirements of BOCA "National Building Code" (as per
Section 9) but such separations and floor-ceiling assemblies shall have a minimum two
hour rating.
3-1.2 Any partition between two different tenants of a building shall have a minimum
fire resistance rating of 1-hour.
3-J Portable Fire Extinguishers
All Class II, Class III and Class IV buildings shall have portable fire extinguishers
installed and maintained according to NFPA 10 "Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers,"
(as per Section 9) and shall meet the following requirement.
In residential buildings, a portable fire extinguisher having a minimum rating of 2A,
lOBC shall be provided for, and installed in, every living unit.
3-K Doors Into a Means of Egress
Unless otherwise specified in this Code, all doors opening into any means ofegress shall be
hsted one-hour fire doors equipped with listed self-closers.
3-L Keys and Locks
3-L. 1 Keys to gain access to normally locked areas of a building shall be provided in
an acceptable listed exterior lock box.
3-L.2 All fire alarm components and other fire protection devices shall be keyed to
Chicago Lock Company "NBFD-2" or equivalent.
3-M Standpipe Systems
All structures more than three stories in height or over 50 feet in height above grade and
containing intermediate stories or balconies shall be equipped with a Class I dry standpipe
system installed and maintained in accordance with NFPA 14 "Standard for the
Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems" (as per Section 9).
3-N Fire Resistive Divisions
The purpose of any fire resistive division is to contain heat and smoke on one side for a
length of time.
Any fire resistive partitions or floor-ceiling assemblies of specific fire resistance shall
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be designed and constructed in accordance with Underwriters Laboratories specifications.
The design of all other fire resistive partitions required by this code shall be specified in
detail on plans submitted to the Fire Wards for review and approval.
Specifically, as a minimum any fire resistive partition shall extend from the floor of the
lowest level of the building to the inside surface ofthe roofsheathing, and from the inside of
the sheathing of one to the inside sheathing of another outermost wall.
Specifically, as a minimum any fire resistive floor-ceiling assembly shall extend from
the inside of the sheathing of an outside wall or fire resistive partition to the inside of the
sheathing of another outside wall or fire resistive partition.
Any openings in fire resistive partitions or floor-ceiling assemblies that are permitted,
and any joints between these and roofor wall sheathing shall be protected with materials of
equal or greater fire resistance.
Exception: In the uppermost level of multi-unit residential buildings, fire resistive
partitions ofless than 2-hour rating shall extend to the ceiling ofthat unit but shall fully
contain each living unit.
3-0 Access for Fire Department Apparatus
3-0.1 General Requirements
All Class II, Class III and Class IV buildings shall meet the requirements ofNFPA 1141
"Fire Protection in Planned Building Groups" (as per Section 9) and of this Code.
3-0.2 Specific Requirements for Means of Access
For any building containing residential or place of assembly occupancies, an
acceptable means of access shall be constructed of a hard surface adequately designed to
support the heaviest piece of fire apparatus likely to be operated on the means of access.
For any other building an acceptable means of access shall be constructed of a hard
surface or crushed bank run gravel adequately designed to support the heaviest piece of fire
apparatus likely to be operated on the means of access.
3-0.3 Fire Lanes
3-0.3.a Chains or other barriers may be provided at the entrance to fire lanes or
driveways provided they are installed with acceptable locks.
3-0.3.b Responsibility for the maintenance of any private road, fire lane,
driveway, or parking lot is solely that of the property owner. Maintenance shall be such
that they can be used in an emergency at any time of the year.
3-0.3.C Curbs across fire lanes shall be sloping.
3-P Location of Structures
3-P.l For any building not completely protected by automatic sprinklers in
accordance with this Code and containing an occupancy classified by BOCA "National
Building Code" (as per Section 9) as a Use Group A, 75 per cent ofthe linear length ofthe
exterior walls shall be within 1 25 feet of an approved fire lane or street.
For all other buildings, at least fifty per cent ofthe linear length of exterior walls shall be
within 200 feet of an approved fire lane or street.
3-P.2 Structures exceeding 35 feet in height shall not be set back more than 50
feet from a fire lane or driveway on any of its required sides.
3-P. 3 The assigning of legal addresses to buildings shall be done by the Board of
Fire Wards, and will be done during the final construction phase.
3-Q Multi-story Openings in Floors
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3-Q. 1 In buildings not completely protected by automatic sprinklers in accordance with
this Code, unenclosed multi-story openings in floors shall not be permitted.
Exception: Unenclosed mezzanine levels are permitted providing they do not exceed
one-third of the floor area of the room and in no case shall there be more than one
unenclosed mezzanine level per room.
3-Q.2 In buildings completely protected by automatic sprinklers in accordance with this
Code, two floors may be connected by unenclosed openings in accordance with NFPA
101 "Code for Safety to Life From Fire in Buildings and Structures" (as per Section 9).
SECTION FOUR LIFE SAFETY
4-A All Class II, Class III and Class IV buildings shall conform toNFPA Standard 101
"Code for Safety to Life From Fire in Buildings and Structures" (as per Section 9), in
addition to conforming to the other provisions of this Fire Protection Code.
4-B Any Class III or Class IV residential building with six or more living units and
where stairways and entrances serve more than one living unit shall have emergency
lighting in accordance with NFPA Standard 101 "Code for Safety to Life From Fire in
Buildings and Structures" (as per Section 9).
4-C In a Class III or Class IV residential building where the exits serve only one living
unit, the means of egress shall be designed and installed as if the building had only one
living unit.
SECTION FIVE BUILDING SEPARATION
5-A If two or more Class II, Class III or Class IV buildings of a planned building
group are fully protected by automatic sprinklers according to this Code, they shall meet
the requirements of Section 5-A.
5-A. 1 Two such buildings shall be separated by a minimum of50 feet ofclear space if
there is an acceptable pumper suction point provided. If this suction point is a static water
supply, it shall be designed and installed according to Section Two and have a minimum
quantity of 5,000 gallons or as determined by Section Two, whichever is greater.
5-A.2 If such buildings are separated by 80 feet of clear space, there shall be no
requirement for static water supply.
5-A. 3 Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building that is fully protected by
automatic sprinklers shall be located a minimum of 30 feet from a common property line.
5-A.4 Incidental buildings of 100 square feet or less gross floor area shall be
separated by a minimum of 20 feet of clear space from other structures.
5-B If a Class II or Class III building is not fully protected by automatic sprinklers
according to this Code, it shall meet the requirements of Section 5-B.
5-B. 1 A building shall be separated from other buildings in a planned building group
by a minimum of80 feet of clear space between structures on that parcel, and a minimum of
60 feet from a common property line.
Exception: If all surfaces of the facing walls of two such buildings are constructed
entirely of non-combustible materials, openings in the walls are reasonably
distributed and equal no more than 10 percent of the area ofthe wall, and the height of
neither building exceeds 16 feet, they may be separated by a minimum of 50 feet of
clear space.
5-B. 2 Incidental buildings of 100 square feet or less gross floor area shall be
separated by a minimum of 20 feet of clear space from other structures.
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SECTION SIX FIRE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTSFORCLASS IVBUILDINGS
6-A Any Class IV building, in addition to satisfying the other requirements of this Code,
shall be fully protected by automatic sprinkler systems installed and maintained in
accordance with NFPA 13 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as per
Section 9), 13-R "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential
Occupancies up to and Including Four Stories in Height" (as per Section 9) and NFPA 25
"Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection
Systems" (as per Section 9), and subject to the following provisions.
6-B All areas of a building, including concealed spaces, shall be protected by
sprinklers, unless specifically exempted by the Board of Fire Wards or this Code.
6-B.l In buildings containing BOCA Use Groups R-2 and R-3, sprinklers shall be
installed according to NFPA 1 3 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems" (as
per Section 9) or NFPA 13-R "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in
Residential Occupancies up to and Including Four Stories in Height" (as per Section 9),
and sprinkler coverage shall be provided in all habitable areas including those areas
containing utilities. Sprinkler coverage may be omitted in closets where the area of the
space does not exceed 24 square feet and the least dimension does not exceed 3 feet and the
walls and ceiling are surfaced with non-combustible materials.
6-C All components of the sprinkler system shall be fully supervised by the local fire
alarm system and all ofthe following conditions shall cause an alarm activation which shall
automatically notify the fire department:
— the flow of water from one sprinkler head;
— the system pressure below an acceptable level;
— the closure of any valve that interferes with water flow.
6-D Fire Department Connections
6-D. 1 Each non-residential building shall have a fire department connection serving
only that building.
6-D. 2 Residential buildings containing seven or more living units shall have fire
department connections in an approved location.
Exception: If the sprinkler system is designed according to NFPA 13-R "Standard
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies up to and
Including Four Stories in Height" (as per Section 9), the fire department connection
shall be of an approved 1-1/2 inch design.
6-D. 3 All required fire department sprinkler connections and standpipe connections
shall be within 50 feet of an approved fire lane or street.
6-E The local fire alarm system shall have a separate zone allocated for the sprinkler
system. Any sprinkler system with multiple zones or any building with multiple sprinkler
systems shall have a separate zone ofthe local fire alarm system allocated for each zone or
sprinkler system.
6-F Any particular hazard which cannot be adequately protected by automatic
sprinklers shall be fully protected by acceptable automatic extinguishing equipment
designed and installed in accordance with an applicable nationally recognized standard.
SECTION SEVEN HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PLACARDING
7-A Any Class II, Class III or Class IV building, or an associated building, storing a
hazardous material in excess of a reasonable quantity necessary for retail sale or building
maintenance shall placard such storage in accordance with NFPA 704 "Identification of
Fire Hazards of Materials (as per Section 9), and in the following manner.
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7-B Manner of Placarding
7-B . 1 All main entrances to buildings storing hazardous materials shall be placarded
with four inch signals.
7-B .2 All other entrances to buildings storing hazardous materials shall be placarded
with three inch signals.
7-B. 3 All areas inside a building used for storage of a hazardous material shall be
placarded with three inch signals.
7-C Variances
Any requested variance in placarding shall be reviewed and may be approved at the
judgment of the Board of Fire Wards.
SECTION EIGHT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
8-A This Code is intended to insure minimum levels of fire safety protection to life and
property. The provisions of this Code should not be considered maximum limits of
desirable or necessary fire protection. Nor is this Code intended to guarantee sufficient fire
safety protection for any building or occupancy, nor does it take precedence over any other
code or requirement, whether state, local, or federal, which may be more stringent.
8-B Plans Review and Approval and Construction
8-B.l All plans for buildings or occupancies subject to this Code shall be submitted
to, and approved by, the Board of Fire Wards before a Permit for Construction can be
issued. This Permit for Construction shall be the same as that issued by the Building
Official of the Town ofNew Boston and is vahd only when approved by the Board of Fire
Wards and other appropriate town officials. The plans review process shall be completed
as soon as possible but shall not exceed thirty days from the date of submittal of all required
information. The plans review timetable can be extended at the discretion of the Board of
Fire Wards depending on the complexity of the proposal.
8-B. 2 These plans shall include a small scale, topographical drawing of the site
surrounding area showing streets, access points, water sources, and other items of fire
suppression interest.
8-B. 3 The Board ofFire Wards may require that any or all provisions taken to satisfy
the requirements of this Code shall be certified by a professional engineer of the
appropriate field, and the criteria for each provision shall be specifically cited.
8-B. 4 Due to special situations, the Board of Fire Wards may require additional
information through the hiring of consultants or expert witnesses. Such consultants, expert
witnesses, or studies undertaken shall be at the expense of the applicant and at no cost to
the Town. The firm, individual, or agency hired shall be mutually acceptable to the Board
of Fire Wards and the applicants.
8-B. 5 In the event of code violations prior to the issuance of a Certificate of
Occupancy, the Board of Fire Wards may revoke the Permit for Construction. At that time
a Cease and Desist order will be issued.
8-B.6 Any applicant who feels aggrieved by the decision of an inspector may appeal
to the entire Board of Fire Wards by filing a factual brief on said subject.
This factual briefmust be received by the Board ofFire Wards within 1 4 calendar days
of the notification of the violation(s).
All proceedings pursuant to this appeal shall be held in public hearing. Notice of said
hearing shall be published in a newspaper of accepted local distribution at least 10
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calendar days before said hearing.
8-C Certificate of Occupancy
8-C . 1 Any building or occupancy which because of size or intended use is subject to
this Code shall have such fire protection fully operational and such construction as
required fully constructed before the Certificate of Occupancy can be issued. This
Certificate of Occupancy shall be the same as that issued by the Building Official of the
Town of New Boston and is valid only when approved by the Board of Fire Wards and
other appropriate town officials.
8-C .2 Upon the request ofthe owner, the Board ofFire Wards may issue a temporary
permit of occupancy for a part or the whole ofthe building before the entire work has been
completed, provided such occupancy will not pose an imminent threat to the public
welfare. This temporary permit of occupancy shall not exceed 30 days and cannot be
reissued more than twice.
8-D Inspections and Penalty
8-D.l The Board of Fire Wards shall cause to be inspected Class II, Class III and
Class IV buildings with reasonable frequency according to the following schedule.
8-D.l. a For buildings containing occupancies classified by BOCA "National
Building Code" (as per Section 9) as Use Group R-2 that do not contain dormitory
occupancies, and Use Group R-3, complete inspections shall be conducted in all public
areas and fire protection systems shall be inspected in all areas.
8-D.l.b For buildings containing all other Use Groups as classified by BOCA
"National Building Code" (as per Section 9), complete inspections shall be conducted in
all areas.
8-D. 2 Whenever the Board of Fire Wards or its designee observes an apparent or
actual violation of a provision of this Code or other code or ordinance, a written Notice of
Hazard shall be served upon the owner or other person responsible for the conditions under
violation.
8-D . 3 A time limit for the required repairs or improvements shall be mandated by the
Board of Fire Wards according to the nature of the violation and all such repairs and
improvements shall be completed before the time limit expires. In the event that a violation
poses an imminent threat to safety, the Board of Fire Wards may require immediate
protective measures. The expense of providing these measures shall be borne by the
owner.
8-D .4 Any personwho shall violate any provision ofthis Code, or shall fail to comply
with any provision thereof, shall be guilty of a violation punishable by a fine not to exceed
two hundred dollars for each violation. Each day a violation continues shall be deemed a
separate offense.
8-E Saving Clause
The invalidity of any section or provision of this Code shall not be held to invalidate any
other section of provision.
8-F Existing Occupancies and Buildings
All non-conforming properties in active use when this Code is passed and adopted may
continue indefinitely in their present use so long as they are not substantially renovated.
Any non-conforming property which is partially or totally destroyed by reason of
obsolescence, fire, flood, or other act ofGod may be restored, remodeled and operated, if
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started and reasonably continuing within two years.
Any Permits for Construction issued will remain in effect if construction is started and
reasonably continuing within two years.
Any and all non-conforming building(s) and/or property may be altered and expanded
as the business and conditions warrant, providing however that any such expansion does
not make any building(s) or property more non-conforming.
Any and all existing conforming building(s) and/or property may be altered and
expanded as the business and conditions warrant providing, however, that any such
expansion does not make any building(s) or property non-conforming.
8-G Equivalency Concepts and Discretionary Power
Nothing in this Code is intended to prevent the use of systems, methods or devices of
equivalent quality, strength, fire resistance, effectiveness, durability and safety to those
prescribed by this Code, providing satisfactory technical data is submitted to the Board of
Fire Wards to demonstrate equivalency and the system, method, or device is approved for
the intended purpose.
In cases of practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship, the Board of Fire Wards may
grant exceptions from this Code, but only when it is clearly evident that reasonable
compliance is thereby secured.
SECTION NINE REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
The following documents are referenced in this code and are considered part of this code.
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Quincy, MA
10 "Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers, 1990 Edition"
13 "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 1991, Edition"
13-R "Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies
up to and Including Four Stories in Height, 1991 Edition"
14 "Standard for the Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems, 1990 Edition"
25 "Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire
Protection Systems, 1992 Edition"
72 "Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Protective Signaling
Systems, 1990 Edition"
72 E "Standard on Automatic Fire Detectors, 1990 Edition"
72 G "Guide for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Notification Appliances
for Protective Signaling Systems, 1989 Edition"
74 "Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Household Fire
Warning Equipment, 1989 Edition"
101 "Code for the Safety to Life from Fire in Buildings and Structures, 1991 Edition"
211 " Standard for Chimney, Fireplaces, Vents, and Solid Fuel-Burning Appliances,
1992 Edition"
704 " Standard System for the Identification of Fire Hazards of Materials, 1 990 Edition"
1141 "Standard for Fire Protection in Planned Building Groups, 1990 Edition"
123 1 "Standard on Water Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fire Fighting, 1982 Edition"
BOCA "National Building Code, 1990 Edition", Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc, Country Club Hills, IL
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1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following ordinance related to the control and
containment of hazardous material, or act in relation thereto,
CONTROL AND CONTAINMENT OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Section I. Authority: This ordinance is enacted under the authority of RSA
31:39, RSA 41:11, RSA 47:17 VI, RSA 146-A, RSA
146-C, RSA 147-A & RSA 149.
Section II. Purpose:
To provide for the control and containment of hazardous materials after accident or
discharge. The purpose of this ordinance is not to impose upon the Town, or any of its
officers and agents, any obligation to secure or remove any hazardous material from
the Town, once safe containment of the material is made; and that nothing in the
ordinance is intended to relieve any owner or person in possession of hazardous
materials of any obligation imposed by State or Federal law; and specifically, that
nothing in this ordinance shall be deemed to permit the possession, storage, or use of
hazardous materials, except in conformance with all State, Federal, or Local laws.
Section III. Application:
This ordinance shall apply to all incidents involving hazardous waste or hazardous
materials within the boundaries of the Town of New Boston and to all persons who
may possess such materials found within the Town except as prevailing State or
Federal laws or regulations may take precedence and control over any such incident
or person.
Section IV. Definitions:
For the purposes of this ordinance, the following definitions shall apply.
A. Hazardous Materials. Those substances or materials in such quantity or form
which may pose an unreasonable risk to health and safety or property, which may
include, but are not limited to, explosives, radioactive materials, etiologic agents,
flammable hquids and solids, combustible liquids or solids, poisons, oxidizing or
corrosive materials, and compressed gases which are listed by the Materials
Transportation Bureau ofthe United States Department ofTransportation in Title 49
of the Code of Federal Regulations, and any amendment thereto.
B. Person. Any individual, corporation, partnership, trust, or other legal entity.
C. User. Any person who manufactures or transports, or owns, uses, handles,
stores, or has the legal authority to control hazardous materials, specifically including
their officers, directors, employees, and agents.
D. Responsible Party. Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, trust,




Cleanup. The management, control, containment, recovery, removal or neutral-
ization of any released hazardous material for the purpose of promoting or protecting
public health or safety.
Section V. Duty To Report:
Any person who causes or has knowledge of any discharge or release of hazardous
materials from their safe container, in any manner which poses an actual or potential
threat to people, animals, wildlife, vegetation, property, or the environment, shall
immediately report the incident to the New Boston Fire Department.
Section VI. Cleanup:
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The user or transporter of a hazardous material which is intentionally or accidentally
discharged or released within the Town shall, in addition to reporting the accident as
required by Section V, take immediate action to cause the discharge or release to be
cleaned up in an environmentally safe and scientifically sound manner, and to restore
the site and the surrounding environment.
Section VII. Intentional Discharge or Release:
The intentional discharge or release of a hazardous material within the Town ofNew
Boston is strictly prohibited.
Section VIII. Cost Recovery:
A. Upon the completion of any cleanup in which Town employees participated, all
costs of the cleanup shall be itemized by each Town department involved, including
the Fire Department. Such costs shall include, but are not limited to, the cost of
cleaning, repair, restoration or replacement of any Town material or equipment used
in the cleanup, the costs of any illness or injury sustained by any employee who
participated in the cleanup, and the costs of all contracted services utilized in the cleanup.
B. Upon receipt of the itemizations (including its own), but in no event later than
sixty (60) days from the date of the release, the Fire Department shall bill the full cost
ofthe cleanup to the responsible party or parties. The bill shall include a description of
costs incurred. Bills for less than the full amount of these costs shall be allowed,
provided that the responsible party is advised of the reason therefore and the
approximate date by which it can expect to receive a complete bill.
C. Each responsible party shall be jointly and severally liable to the Town for the
costs of the cleanup for which they are responsible. Such costs may be collected by
any lawful means including, but not limited to, appropriate court proceedings. All
funds received from responsible parties shall be forwarded to the Town for deposit in
the Town treasury.
D. Any and all costs recovered from a responsible party shall be separate from and in
addition to any penalty that may be assessed for any violation of any provision of this
article.
Section IX. Penalties:
A. Any person who fails to report, as required by Section V, shall be assessed a
penalty not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1 ,000.00). Each 24-hour period that the
incident is not reported shall constitute a separate violation.
B. Any person who intentionally discharges or releases, or causes another to
discharge or release any hazardous materials from their safe container, in any manner
which poses an actual or potential threat to people, animals, wildlife, vegetation,
property, or the environment, shall be assessed a penalty not to exceed one thousand
dollars ($1,000.00).
C. Any person who fails to take the action required by Section VI shall be assessed a
penalty not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1 ,000.00). Each 24-hour period that a
person fails to take action to cause the discharge or release of a hazardous material to
be cleaned up, shall constitute a separate violation.
Section X. Remedy Not Exclusive:
Nothing in this ordinance shall be construed to limit any other remedy the Town may
have to collect from a responsible party the cost of control and containment of
hazardous materials incidents.
Section XI. Use of Costs and Penalties Collected:
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All costs and penalties collected under this ordinance shall be placed in the General Fund.
Section XII. Emergency Operations:
The Fire Chief of the Town ofNew Boston, or his designated representative(s) shall
take, and be in control of, any actions necessary to mitigate a hazardous materials
incident within the Town of New Boston, except where State or Federal agencies
have jurisdiction by law.
Section XIII. Enforcement:
The Board of Selectmen ofthe Town ofNew Boston shall be responsible for enforcing
this ordinance.
Section XIV. Repeal:
Any provision ofany ordinance which is inconsistent with this ordinance is hereby repealed.
Section XV. Severability:
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or part ofthis ordinance should be
held invalid for any reason whatsoever, such decision shall not affect the remaining
portions; which shall remain in full force and effect; and, to this end, the provisions of
this ordinance are severable.
Section XVI. Effective Date:
This ordinance shall become effective upon passage by the Town meeting.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a district fire
mutual aid system pursuant to RSA 154:30-a, Section II for the creation of the
Hilltop Fire Mutual Aid District. This District shall be comprised of Amherst,
Bedford and New Boston, or act in relation thereto.
1 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 to support
the formation of the Hilltop Mutual Fire Aid District and the purchase/upgrade of
radio and forestry equipment for the District. All new equipment purchased and other
equipment loaned to the District by New Boston shall remain the property of the
Town of New Boston. This appropriation is contingent upon the affirmative vote for
the creation of the District and funding of the District by the Towns ofAmherst and
Bedford. The appropriation is also contingent upon the approval of this District Fire
Mutual Aid System by the State Fire Marshall, or act in relation thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for site
preparation for a future Police Department Facility on town land near the Highway
Department on Old Coach Road, or act in relation thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote that wild deer shall not be taken in the Town of New
Boston by use of any fire arm, other than a shot gun loaded with single ball, muzzle
loading rifle or bow and arrow. If accepted by the Town of New Boston this article
shall be presented to the State Legislature asking it to become State Law and to be
enforced by the State, or act in relation thereto. (By Petition)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,500.00 for the
installation of a sprinkler system at the Fire Station, or act in relation thereto.
17. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $72,426.64 previously received as
off-site road impact assessments which will be used for the upgrading of certain town
roads, or act in relation thereto.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept the
dedication of any street (or road) shown on a subdivision plot approved by the
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Planning Board, provided that such street has been constructed to appHcable town
specifications as determined by the Board of Selectmen or their agent, or act in
relation thereto.
19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell at public auction or
administer property of the Town acquired by tax deed or gift, or sell to the former
owner upon payment to the Town of an amount not less than the sum total of the
overdue taxes plus sale and administrative expenses, plus interest on the aggregate of
the foregoing calculated at the rate of 18% per annum, or act in relation thereto.
20. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend
Federal or State grants, which may become available during the course of the year,
and also to accept and expend money from other governmental units or private
sources to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate money
provided ( 1 ) that such grants and other monies do not require the expenditure ofother
Town Funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the
receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies, and (3) that such items shall be
exempt from all provisions of RSA:32 relative to limitations and expenditures of
Town money, all as provided by RSA 31:95b, or act in relation thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire money to meet the
necessary expenses of the Town or act in relation thereto.
22. To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this eighth day of February in the year of our Lord
Nineteen Hundred and Ninety three.
Willard O. Dodge, Chairman
Arthur W. Johnston
Michael S. Pimenta
SELECTMEN OF NEW BOSTON
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
Willard O. Dodge, Chairman
Arthur W. Johnston
Michael S. Pimenta
SELECTMEN OF NEW BOSTON
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MINUTES OF THE TOWN MEETING
March 10, 1992
The polls were opened at 8:00 a.m. by Moderator David L. Nixon to vote by ballot on
Articles One and Two of the 1 992 Town ofNew Boston Warrant. The Lord's Prayer and
the Pledge of Allegiance were recited by those present and voting commenced. The
business portion of the meeting would begin at 7:00 p.m.
Action taken on Articles 1 and 2.
Article 1. To choose all necessary officers for the ensuing year.
TOWN OFFICERS
SELECTMAN for three years
Arthur W. Johnston 404
Herbert A. Scott 372
SELECTMAN for one year
Theodore G. Olson 384
Michael S. Pimenta 397
MODERATOR for two years
Lee C. Nyquist 587
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST for six years
Sarah Chapman 712
LIBRARY TRUSTEE for three years
Sally Moran 664
William E. Mulligan 667
Kendall F. Wiggin 648
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS for three years
William Morin 662
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS for one year
Harold D. Losey, Jr. 651
FIRE WARD for three years
Richard Dodge Moody 640
Clifford R. Plourde 639
AUDITOR for two years
AUDITOR for one year
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL BOARD for three years
Gordon A. Carlstrom 569
John R. Walker 572
MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL BOARD for one year
Paul G. Keiner 584
AUDITOR for two years
Peter Comeau 643
Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amendment as proposed by petition for
the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the New Boston Zoning Ordinance, Article II, Section 202, Zoning Map, by
changing the zoning district relative to a portion oftax parcel 2 1 on tax map sheet 5 , which
is located at the intersection of N.H. Route 77 and Dodge Road, to have 542.0 feet of
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frontage on N.H. Route 77; 280 feet plus or minus ofroad frontage on Dodge Road and to
contain 6.3 plus or minus acres from Residential-Agricultural "R-A" to Commercial "COM".
YES -363 NO -310
A motion was made by Roland Sallada and seconded by Theodore Olson that the polls
remain open beyond the 7:00 p.m. closing until all those who were present wanted to vote
had done so. The polls were closed at 7: 10 p.m. and the business portion ofthe meeting began.
Moderator David L. Nixon announced that the 1992 Town Meeting, as had the 1992
Town Report, would be dedicated to the memory ofthe late Thomas J. Mansfield, Sr. who
had served the Town as a Selectmen for many years and had died suddenly on May 24,
1991. Those in attendance were led in prayer by the Reverend Robert N. Woodland,
Pastor of the New Boston Community Church and the Pledge of Allegiance was led by
Police Chief James McLaughlin. Elizabeth Lee, a resident of Clark Hill Road, sang the
National Anthem beautifully and was warmly received by those in attendance.
Those public officials in attendance were introduced by the Moderator, who noted that
this would be his last Town Meeting since he was retiring from the position. They included
State Representative Roland Sallada, who was commended for his long and continued
public service having attained the age of 75 years in 1992, and Betsy Moore-Whitman,
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen Arthur W. Johnston, Selectmen Willard O. Dodge
and Theodore G. Olson, the two candidates for Selectmen Herbert A. Scott, Sr. and
Michael Pimenta, Town Clerk and Tax Collector Sandra Gendron, Deputy Town Clerk
Margit Hooper, Secretary to the Selectmen Linda Sizemore, Bookkeeper Naomi Bolton,
Treasurer Karen Craven, Supervisors of the Checklist M. Sandra Gallup, Sarah
Chapman and David Mudrick, Ballot Clerks Timothy Knight, Debra Gilhgan, Janice
Hawkins and Cathy Strausbaugh. The Moderator credited Daniel Jamrog, a resident of
Lull Road and sixth grade teacher at New Boston Central School for setting up the speaker
system for the evening.
It was then announced that the Little People's Depot Kindergarten would be selling
refreshments during the course of the evening and that representatives of the Community
Times would be seeking donations during the intermission. At the request ofthe Staffofthe
Community Times, the Moderator conducted an informal survey of those present the
results of which found the group favoring that the Times continue to be subsidized by any
advertiser willing to pay the costs involved and that the Board of Selectmen not set the
policy for the publication.
The Moderator noted as worthy causes the on-going fund raising efforts of the Fire
Department for the Jaws of Life to be purchased in memory of the late Selectman Thomas
J. Mansfield and the New Boston Artillery's effort to purchase a new carriage for the
Molly Stark Cannon.
This year's reigning Carnival Queen Susan Raymond was introduced by Recreation
Director Sandy Gallup who also presented gifts of appreciation to retiring members of the
Recreation Commission Rita Manna and Rhoda Hooper.
The Moderator asked the group to support the fund raising efforts of Jeremy Forest,
son of William and Felicia Forest who would be going to Russia this summer as a Youth
Ambassador, Howard Towne, past Master of the Joe English Grange was recognized to
announce that the Grange had cited William and Shirley Mulligan with a Distinguished
Service Award for their exemplary work at the Whipple Free Library. Roger Gagnon,
President of the New Boston Businessmens' Association, was introduced by the
Moderator and gave a Good Citizenship Award to Ella Daniels, a resident of Mill Street,
which was accepted in her absence by her son Wayne. Mr. Gagnon also announced that
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the Association would by sponsoring fund raisers in order that the top ranking New Boston
High School Senior be given a scholarship in memory of the late Selectman Thomas J.
Mansfield, Sr.
The Moderator took another informal consensus of those present with regard to
continuing the practice of conducting the business portion of Town Meeting on the same
Tuesday that the voting took place. The group present supported the idea that the Board of
Selectmen implement a change from the present procedure feeling that the time had come
to conduct the business portion of the meeting possibly on the Saturday following the
Tuesday vote based on the length of time that it took to conduct the business of the meeting.
The Moderator then, as usual, offered a brief history ofTown Meeting and the ground
rules under which this Town Meeting would be conducted as well as the various voting
procedures.
At this time. Chairman of the Board of Selectmen Arthur W. Johnston presented
David L. Nixon with a miniature brass gavel on which his name and the years that he has
served the Town ofNew Boston as Moderator had been engraved, along with a plaque on
which the gavel that he had used since first being elected Moderator in 1965 had been
mounted with words inscribed expressing the sincere appreciation of a job well done from
the citizens ofthe Town ofNew Boston. Mr. Nixon received a standing ovation from those
in attendance. Moderator Nixon then read a poem he had written describing his memories
ofNew Boston, which after being read was voted affirmatively upon the motion ofRoland
Sallada, that it be printed in the next year's Town Report.
Work then commenced under Article 3 of the 1992 Town of New Boston Warrant.
Article 3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for
the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
Moderator Nixon looked to the Board of Selectmen for a bottom line budget figure which
was moved by Selectman Olson and seconded by Selectman Johnston in the amount of
$1,531,573.60. Dorothy Fillmore proposed a 10% cut on the entire budget, discussion
began on the proposed budget.
Selectman Olson explained that under Town Officers' Expenses a 5% raise for the office
staff was included and stated that the same proposed 5% raise was included under the
Town Officers' Salaries line. He went on to explain that job description had been
developed for the town employees and that the Board of Selectmen had approved a step plan
which had also been developed in conjunction with the job descriptions for the town
employees. David Wilson expressed sentiment against the proposed raise, contending that
he would like a raise in his own job.
David Woodbury, Trustee of the Cemetery explained the proposed increase in the
Cemetery line of the budget from $1,000.00 to $11,000.00 and in doing so gave an
overview of the cemetery situation since the death of Thomas Mansfield who had been
sexton of the cemetery for many years. Basically, David explained that Tom had not
charged the Town for continuing maintenance of the grounds once the Trust Fund income
and the budgeted amount of $1,000.00 had been exhausted. David expressed the need for a
Cemetery Superintendent and the fact the proposed money should take care of the
maintenance of the Cemetery along with the anticipated income from the Trust Funds in
the upcoming year.
Selectman Dodge explained the budgetary situation with regard to Town Hall and Other
Town Buildings as it related to work that has been done to these buildings, and work that is
proposed to be done. When asked why the handicap access ramp had not been installed by
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a local contractor, it was explained that the Board had not been successful in receiving a
bid locally.
Lloyd Hill inquired as to whether the Planning Board and the Zoning Board ofAdjustment
were self-funding. Selectman Johnston explained that the Building Department and the
Planning Board budget lines were offset by receipts and the ZBA currently is self-
supporting. Linda Rollins asked if the Planning Board line item included a raise and
expressed her opinion that raises could not be afforded and all salaries should be frozen
this year. Discussion ensued with regard to the Planning Board, and Brandy Adams
questioned the increase noting that the number of subdivisions were down. Selectman
Johnston explained that although the number of subdivisions were down the workload of
the Planning Board Office has not decreased based on other responsibilities, such as site-
plan reviews, and he further commented that each department budget line carried its own
salaries.
The Legal Expense line was explained by Moderator Nixon whose office also serves as
Town Counsel. This expense always being based on the previous years actual costs by
agreement between the Mr. Nixon's Law Office and the Board of Selectmen.
Linda Granger expressed her opinion that a 5% increase for town employees was too
much, and moved that a cost of living raise only be granted. Moderator Nixon requested a
second, which was offered by Walter Houghton, and then suggested that Linda put her
motion in writing along with a percentage amount of a proposed increase.
Dorothy Fillmore then moved in writing to reduce the entire Town Budget across the board
by 10% of the proposed budget as printed. This was seconded by Louis Maynard and
Arnold Byam. Moderator Nixon requested that action be delayed on this motion until the
end of the discussion on the proposed budget and those present agreed.
Selectman Olson pointed out that the proposed 10% cut would affect such items as the
Shared Revenue and the Block Grant that are received by the State. He commented that if
the appropriation is cut then the money cannot be spent, money has to be appropriated in
order to be spent.
Lloyd Hill questioned the increase in the Police Department budget and the increases in
that line if the budget that have occurred over the past few years. Police Chief James
McLaughlin explained the proposed figure and referred to the comparative statement in
showing an increase in receipts due to increased rates for special details and reports that
are issued by the department.
David Smith, 20 Pine Road, requested an explanation from the Planning Board with
regard to the $ 1 ,250.00 that he personally had to pay for fire protection when he purchased
his property. Chairman of the Planning Board Harold Strong explained the above fee as it
relates to a subdivision of less than five lots. There was much discussion on this fee, and
Mr. Strong ended the discussion by commenting that all Planning Board meetings are open
to the public where procedures are also discussed and further described how this fee goes
through the system depending on what occurs with regard to future subdivision in the area
where the fee was assessed.
David Wilson inquired as to whether dirt roads were covered under the Summer
Maintenance portion of the budget. Selectman Olson responded that dirt roads are
included in this line item, and explained that a maintenance program is in place; and further
commented that the maintenance of these dirt roads is complicated by increased traffic as
New Boston grows as well as the damage caused by excess speed.
Under the Winter Maintenance line, Roger Gagnon suggested that the printed amount
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might be reduced based on the type of winter being experienced. Selectman Olson stated
that the Board intended to reduce this amount and moved that the printed amount of
$120,000. be reduced to $1 10,000. This was seconded by David Wilson and passed.
Warren Moss commented that a detailed statement of expenditures did not appear in the
Town Report with regard to the Transfer Station. Bonnie Bethune, Manager of the
Transfer Station, gave a full, detailed report and Selectman Dodge stated that a detailed
report of the station will appear in next year's Town Report. When questioned as to
whether the town could be assured that only New Boston trash was being deposited at our
station, Bonnie commented that along with the precautions employed a certain amount of
trust had to be extended.
Oscar Peters, a resident on Ridgeview Lane, offered congratulations to Bonnie on her
running of the Transfer Station, and asked the Board of Selectmen why every one was not
participating in the recycling effort pointing to commercial haulers who automatically
dumped their loads in the trailers to be hauled out ofNew Boston. Martha Wolf, McCurdy
Road, commented that commercial haulers have the ability to separate and that it was their
responsibility to do so. Oscar Peters moved that everyone should have to participate in the
recycling effort, and when the Moderator called for a consensus of those present, the vote
was overwhelmingly in favor of directing the Board of Selectmen to look towards
mandatory recycling for all those who deposit at the New Boston Transfer Station.
Louis Maynard, Mont Vernon Road, questioned the status of the paving in Waldorf
Estates when Resurfacing of Tarred Roads came up for discussion specifically as it
concerns the second coat ofpavement, and whether or not the application ofthis coat is the
responsibility of the Town. Selectman Dodge explained that the Planning Board is in the
process or reviewing the matter to determine if liens should be established.
Jay Marden, Gregg Mill Road, inquired as to whether New Boston was including any
other community in the collection efforts with regard to Hazardous Waste Day. Selectman
Dodge responded that New Boston would be sponsoring only one day for collection in
1992 based on the poor economy and the high costs this collection involves and further that
no other community was involved in this project.
Linda Rollins offered an amendment in writing that the amount of $10,000, be raised and
appropriated for the use of the Recreation Department, this was seconded by Martha
Dodge. Linda explained that her intention was to ehminate the summer program
contending that the expense of this program should not be borne by the taxpayers in
general when it provided, in her opinion, a day care service for only a small number of
children. Linda went on to question the existence of the department and, asked whatever
happened to volunteerism. Sandy Gallup, Director of the Recreation Department,
explained the history of the Town appropriation which covers the salaries of the
department, including the director for 30 hours per week, although she stated that she
spends many more hours at thatjob. She went on to comment that there are many volunteer
hours spent by people on behalf of the recreation department.
Dan Rothman, Chairman of the Finance Committee, explained the position of the
committee and referred to their report in the Town Report. He went on to explain that the
committee did not object strongly to the proposed 5% increase for the town employees, but
he did not support a 0% increase nor did he support a 10% across the board cut in the
budget. Dan offered an amendment to reduce the Recreation Department budget by
$2,735, to provide for only a 5% increase in the salary for the directors. This was seconded
by Marcel LaFlamme. Under discussion of this amendment Leslie Nixon, Ridgeview
Lane, commented that, in her opinion, a community must help care for other peoples
children in the interest of molding their futures. Linda Rollins questioned the number of
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hours that Director Gallup stated she worked contending that they were excessive and
offered to donate 20 hours per week for community service. Lloyd Hill offered his support
for the Recreation Commission noting that due to the remote location of New Boston, it
was necessary to provide activities and programs for the community. Mildred St. Pierre,
Riverdale Road moved the question, this was seconded by Linda Rollins and passed. The
voice vote on the Rothman Amendment was in doubt and a division was called for which
resulted in a vote of 175 in support of the amendment to reduce the proposed budget to
$31,915 and 118 against, thus the motion to amend this line item passed.
Linda Granger, offered her previously discussed motion in writing that the Town consider
changing the budgets of the appropriate headings to reflect a cost of living raise only for all
Town Employees. This would be a 3% raise for 1992. The headings are: Town Officer's
Salaries, Town Officer's Expenses, Building Department, Planning Board, Police Department,
Summer Maintenance, Winter Maintenance, Recreation Commission, and Solid Waste
Disposal. This was seconded by Kathleen Pearson. As had been previously requested by
the Moderator, this amendment was agreed to be acted on upon completion of the budget
discussion.
Principal on Long Term Notes was explained by Selectman Dodge and Insurance was
explained by Selectman Johnston the increase being in part due to the tripling of the
Town's rates for Worker's Compensation.
At this time, Selectman Dodge moved that the Police Department Budget be increased by
$6,000, based on the increase by the Playground Association for the rent of the building
owned by them housing the department. This was seconded by Selectman Olson. Linda
Rollins noted the amount should be $4,800 based the fact that $1,200 was already
figured into the Police Department Budget for rental expense, this was supported by Leroy
Lowell. Selectman Dodge stated that the figure offered by Linda Rollins was correct.
Lloyd Hill suggested that this increased amount be subtracted from the unexpended
balance in the Police Department budget as shown in the comparative statement. When
voted to increase the Police Department budget to $142,592., to reflect the increase in
rent, a division was called for. The result was 170 in favor ofthe increase and 123 opposed.
The amendment to increase the budget thus PASSED.
Emily St. John, Old Coach Road, offered an amendment that would freeze all wage
increases, this was seconded by Jacqueline Malandrino. Emily explained that her
amendment was intended to be a reflection of the poor economic times, and not as a
criticism of Town Officials and employees.
Selectman Dodge explained to those in attendance that the bottom line figure which now
stood at $ 1 ,5 1 3,638.60 should not and could not be cut by 10% since it included too many
fixed cost items such as Long-Term Notes. Gerard Beloin, Cochran Hill Road, backed up
Mrs. Fillmore's proposed cut, explaining his own personal circumstances, and offering an
alternative to be considered in that the Town of Gorham, N.H., he said, cuts 10% each
year from the budget and places the monies in savings for future expenditures. Joel
Daniels stated that, in his opinion, the proposed 10% cut was a great insult, and he
supported the budget as presented by the Board of Selectmen.
Margit Hooper moved the question, this was seconded by Gordon Smith. The Fillmore
Amendment was ultimately voted on by division and was defeated by 85 in favor and 218
opposed. The Granger Amendment was called to a vote by the Moderator, and was
defeated by voice vote. The St. John Amendment for a freeze in wage increases was
defeated by what was ultimately a division vote with 144 in favor and 167 opposed.
The budget as amended was then voted in the amount of $1,403,732.00 to be raised by
taxes, the total to be raised and appropriated $1,513,638.60 and was PASSED.
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At this time a motion was offered by Jay Marden and seconded by Louis Maynard that the
meeting be advanced to Article 1 3 . Since the voice vote was in doubt, a division was called
for resulting in 1 42 in favor ofproceeding to take action on Article 1 3 and 79 opposed. The
meeting moved to Article 13.
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Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the practice of appointing
Planning Board Members by the Selectmen. In addition, to have the Planning Board
Members ELECTED by a popular vote ofthe townspeople for a three year term starting in
1993 pursuant to RSA 673:3, or act in relation thereto. (By Petition)
A motion was made by Tim White to see ifthe Town will vote to discontinue the practice of
appointing all Planning Board members by the Selectmen. In addition, to have a minimum
majority of the Planning Board Members elected by popular vote of the townspeople for a
three year term starting in 1993 pursuant to RSA 673.3 or act in relation thereto. This
motion was seconded by Marcel LaFlamme. Moderator Nixon speaking as Town Counsel
reviewed the current state statute and gave his interpretation. Based on this interpretation
he rejected the above amendment on legal grounds. Tim White withdrew his amendment.
Discussioin began on the original article as printed in the Town Report which had been
duly moved and seconded. Robert Todd reviewed the letter which had been sent to the
citizens of New Boston by Planning Board Member Brent Armstrong supporting the
present practice of appointing the Planning Board by the Board of Selectmen. He
expressed disagreement with Mr. Armstrong's point of view relating to continuity and
accountability stating that he believed that continuity would still exist based on the
potential of the present Board being re-elected. He used the length of the terms of present
and past Selectmen as an example. He further contended that the present system allowed
for cronyism, and went on to describe the power of the Planning Board under state law,
contending that the time had come to elect the members to this Board.
Roger Gagnon, Clark Hill Road, stated that it was an individual's constitutional right to
elect officials, further expressing disagreement with the argument that it would be
detrimental to the system to elect the entire Planning Board in one year referring to the
present statutes. He supported the election process by listing several towns who are
currently electing the Planning Board members.
William Mulligan, Butterfield Mill Road, contended that in his opinion things would not
change much if the process by which Planning Board Members were selected were
different, supporting the current board as having done a goodjob. He said, "If it ain't broke,
don't fix it."
David Wilson expressed satisfaction in his recent dealings with the Board and contended
that they should not have any trouble getting elected.
Harold Strong then explained the interview process used to determine an interested persons
qualifications to serve, that once the initial interview took place with the Planning Board, if
they were satisfied, that persons name was submitted to the Board of Selectmen, who
would in turn conduct another interview and then make the appointment if it was deemed in
the best interest ofthe Town. He went on to describe his history of service to the Board, and
expressed his strong opinion that the Board should not be elected; and further, that he did
not feel he would run for a position on the Board should the system change.
Selectman Johnston spoke to the situation under current State Law wanting to make
everyone aware of what the change from appointed to elected would mean if this article
were adopted. He supported taking the necessary steps to amend the current legislation on
the state level so that the Board might be elected on a staggered basis, rather than replaced
all at once.
Kevin McLarnon, Colburn Road, a member ofthe Planning Board stated that he respected
both sides of the issue and went on to state the current mix of backgrounds and
personalities on the Board that resulted in all viewpoints being considered. He went on to
state that the Board has tried very hard to stay away from conflicts of interest.
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Emily St. John contended that some people have had problems dealing with the present
Board and expressed concern in that regard further stating that current members should
have the courage to run for the office.
After continued discussion, the question was moved and duly seconded; however, Claire
Dane was allowed to correct the RSA that had been submitted by the petitioners from
673:3 to 673.2.
Since the Moderator had received a request with the proper number of signatures that this
article be voted on by ballot the voting process began.
The results of the ballot vote were 121 in favor of electing the Planning Board and 138
against so the system will remain that the members ofthe Planning Board will be appointed
by the Board of Selectmen.
The meeting then returned to work under Article 4.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $98,650.00 for
the purpose of constructing the Depot Street Bridge; and, to authorize the Selectmen to
accept grants of state aid in the amount of $77,100.00 (based on 2/3's of the estimated
construction costs) from the State ofNew Hampshire Department of Transportation; and
ftirthermore, to apply $ 1 1 ,550,00 from the Highway Block Grant towards this project, the
balance of $10,000.00 to be raised by general taxation, or act in relation thereto.
A motion supporting the article as printed in the Warrant was offered by Selectman
Willard Dodge and seconded by Selectman Theodore Olson. Herbert A. Scott, Jr. passed
among the audience pictures of what the bridge being proposed might look like once installed.
Selectman Dodge stated that the pictures were an accurate concept of the proposal, and
went on to give the history ofthe need to replace the bridge between Route #13 and Depot
St. He stated that the Board of Selectmen had been working with state officials having had
many meetings and much correspondence, resulting in the 1/3 - 2/3 financial participation
by the state. Selectman Dodge reviewed the funding that was already in place at the local
level, and continued to give the financial history of the project contending that the process
for the bridge's replacement was already in progress. He then went on to describe the
bridge package that was being proposed as being visually attractive, cost-effective and
easily installed, emphasizing the need to raise only $10,000 additional tax dollars at this
meeting to complete the funding for the proposed replacement.
Selectman Dodge continued his presentation by explaining that a replacement bridge
constructed of stone, as had been suggested by some, had been looked into since interest in
having such a bridge had been expressed by individuals in the community. State officials
had commented, when asked with regard to a stone structure, that this particular location
was not appropriate and Selectman Dodge explained that the approaches to the location
were not proper, going on to describe what would have to be done to accommodate a single
stone arch. He continued his description of what would have to be done to accommodate
twin stone arches. Selectman Dodge stated that the cost of stone would be in the vicinity of
$270 per ton multiplying out to be an expense ofover $100,000 and contended that there
were many more expenses involved. He went on to state that the project would have to be
done in one season due to the type of construction involved concluding that the time
element as well as the total expense would make the replacement bridge with stone arches
totally impractical. He ended his presentation stating that even if a study committee were
to be formed to investigate the installation of a stone bridge the results would ultimately be
as he has stated above; and urged the audience on behalf of the Board of Selectmen to
adopt the article as proposed, accepting state financial participation as well as a shared
cost of work that would be necessary in the river in order to facilitate the replacement.
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Wayne Jennings, Francestown Road, asked if when this project was completed would
Depot Street be opened to two way traffic and was told that the one-way status of Depot
Street would not change.
The Board of Selectmen was asked why it was necessary to have any bridge at all at this
location; and Selectman Dodge responded that in the event of a disaster it was a second
access across the river in the center ofthe village, and it gave a higher load capacity bridge
accessing the fairgrounds than the entrance to the grounds further down Route #13,
contending that the town had some obligation to the Fairground Association; and further
described the safety aspect of a bridge at this location. He went on to state that if the
warrant article were not passed then there would essentially be no bridge, since the Town
would have to return the bridge now being rented from the State of N.H., it not being
financially feasible to continue the rental situation.
Timothy White, Lull Road, commented on the letter he had sent to the community at large
supporting the installation of a stone bridge and described his discussions with residents
Graham Pendlebury and Fred Granger regarding a stone structure. He contended that no
alternatives have been offered by the Board of Selectmen and went on to state that since
this project would be of such a permanent nature he saw the possibility of the citizenry
becoming involved promoting volunteerism. He continued by stating he had recently
learned the practical aspects ofthe undertaking and as much as he might love the vision ofa
stone bridge it would not be financially feasible and offered his support for the proposed
warrant article as put forth.
Katherine Diggs, River Road, asked if the state-owned bridge now being used would be
removed as part of the project. Selectman Dodge responded that monies were in place for
this removal once the new bridge is installed. Ms. Diggs further inquired as to the timing of
the project and Selectman Dodge responded that it must be in place during the dry season
indicating the summer of 1992.
David Wilson asked if a covered bridge had been considered for this location. Selectmen
Dodge answered stating that costs go up once you go beyond what is being proposed, that
this possibility had been discussed and the bridge could conceivably be covered and further
stated that the proposed project must have an engineer in place since this topic had been a
part of Mr. Wilson's question.
Marcel LaFlamme moved the question, this motion was duly seconded and passed.
The article as proposed in the Warrant was then voted on and PASSED.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,800.00 for
the purchase of Protective Fire Equipment, or act in relation thereto.
A motion to amend the article as printed reducing the amount to be raised to $8,850 was
offered by Fire Chief James Dodge and seconded by George St. John. James H. Dane,
Francestown Road, asked exactly what would be purchased with this money. ChiefDodge
explained that he has found secondhand equipment that is in excellent condition that can
be purchased from a fire department in Pennsylvania and recommended that a portion of
the proposed funds be used to do so, the remaining funds would be used to purchase
necessary new equipment, if the article as amended passed.
Chief Dodge's amendment to reduce the amount of the article as printed to $8,850 was
voted on and passed, the main motion now being $8,850 was voted on and PASSED.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 6,000.00 for
the partial refurbishing of the M2 Fire Truck, or act in relation thereto.
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The article was so moved by Fire Chief James Dodge and seconded by Selectman
Theodore Olson.
Chief Dodge explained the proposed expenditure as providing the funds for the first
portion of a two-part project doing the necessary repairs to this piece of Fire Department
equipment. He went on to state that this was a CIP article, originally in excess of $30,000 ,
that was now proposed to be done in two parts based on present economic conditions and
regard given to the tax rate this year. He stated that the Department would be requesting
funding next year for the bodywork on this vehicle. This year's money, if voted, would
repair the pumping equipment.
The article was voted on and PASSED.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,200.00 to
buy out the lease of the Police Department Computer, or act in relation thereto.
This article was moved by Selectman Johnston and seconded by Selectman Olson, after it
was pointed out to the Moderator that Police Chief James McLaughlin, whom the
Moderator had suggested move the article, was not a legal voter in the Town ofNew Boston.
Selectman Johnston described the scenario necessitating the lease of this equipment for
use by the department recommending the buy-out ofthe lease thereby saving interest costs.
The article was then voted on and PASSED.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for
the reconstruction of a section of Clark Hill Road, or act in relation thereto.
The article was moved by Selectman Dodge and seconded by Selectman Johnston.
The Selectman described the proposed project as reclaiming that section of Clark Hill Road
from the intersection of Route # 1 3 to the end of the present pavement in the vicinity of the
home ofJerry Kennedy. They went on to describe the serious drainage problems existing and
the reclamation process that would be used in detail when asked to do so by Joel Daniels.
Paul McGinnis, Clark Hill Road, asked ifthe drainage correction will continue up Clark Hill
Road. Selectman Dodge explained the long-range road improvement project for this road and
that the money being requested by this article would only provide funding necessary for the
section of road described above.
Cheryl Smith, Clark Hill Road, inquired if the springs in front of the property of Almus
Chancey would be dealt with. Selectman Dodge responded that they would be and explained
how the underdrains would work when installed.
John Palmer moved the question, seconded by Donald Chapman as passed.
The article as printed was then voted on and PASSED.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,570.00 to buy
out the lease of the Police Cruiser, or act in relation thereto.
This article was moved by Selectman Johnston and seconded by Selectman Olson.
Selectman Johnston explained that this money, if approved, would pay the balance owed on
the cruiser leased as a result of the accidental burning ofthe Chevrolet Blazer being used as a
cruiser by the department.
Kenneth Barss, Sr. asked why the blazer was replaced with a new vehicle and made reference
to the fact that the department had two cruisers when that may not have been the original
intent giving the history of cruiser purchases. Selectman Johnston stated that the department
had been using two cruisers for a number of years and described how the CIP worked with
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regard to cruiser replacement and the fact that this would be the year when one was due to be
replaced even if the blazer had not been destroyed by fire.
When voted on, a division vote was called for resulting in 108 favoring the buy-out of the
lease and 49 opposing. The article as printed was PASSED.
Michael Pimenta commented at this time that the Town should have been made aware ofthe
needs of the Police Department before the action had been taken to lease the two pieces of
equipment as presented by the previous two articles.
A brief recess was called by the Moderator in an effort to determine if this meeting would
continue until action could be taken on the entire Warrant, based on the lateness of the hour,
Roland Sallada suggested that a motion to restrict reconsideration of action taken on the
articles at this meeting should be considered and made a part of this meeting.
When the meeting reconvened, Richard Spenard moved that actions taken at this meeting be
restricted as provided by RSA 40: 10, this was seconded by Dan Rothman. Moderator Nixon
read RSA 40:10 and described its intent.
The motion to restrict reconsideration was voted on and PASSED.
Jay Marden moved that the meeting be adjourned and continued at a date and time set by the
Moderator, this was seconded by Marcel LaFlamme.
A division was called for when the voice vote of this motion was in doubt resulting in 1 1
3
favoring adjournment at this time and 65 opposing.
The Moderator then stated that the Meeting would reconvene on March 24, 1992 at 7:00




MINUTES OF THE RECONVENED TOWN MEETING - March 24, 1992
The meeting was called to order by Moderator David L. Nixon at 7: 10 p.m. The group was
led in the Lord's Prayer by Supervisor of the Checklist David Mudrick and the Pledge of
Allegiance by Selectman Theodore Olson. Moderator Nixon announced the results of the
recount for the two Selectmen races which had been conducted the previous evening. The
results being Selectman for a term of three years Arthur W. Johnston 404 and Herbert A.
Scott 371, Selectman for a term ofone year Theodore G. Olson 385 and Michael S. Pimenta
395.
Selectman Johnston wished to publicly thank Theodore Olson on behalf of the Board of
Selectmen and the Town Office for serving as an Interim Selectman upon the untimely death
of Thomas Mansfield. Theodore Olson was awarded a standing ovation by those in
attendance.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 to
purchase an emergency generator etc., or act in relation thereto.
Motion for the article was offered by Selectman Dodge and seconded by Selectman
Johnston. Fire ChiefJames Dodge was asked to speak to the article and explained the history
of how emergencies had been handled in the event of a power or telephone failure. He went on
to state that this article, ifpassed, would fund the installation of an automatic start emergency
generator at the antenna site on Ridgeview Lane. This money would also include a minimal
amount of landscaping. Chief Dodge concluded by stating that this generator, if funded,
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would be a continuation of improving emergency services to the community.
Jackie Malandrino asked the cost of the generator only to which Chief Dodge responded
between $3,500 and $3,600.
The article was voted on and PASSED.
Article 1 1. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and relinquish all interests therein
over an abandoned highway beginning at the northerly line of Butterfield Mill Road at
approximate state plan coordinates N 154,700 feet, E48 1,320 feet; thence northwesterly
approximately 2,100 feet as the old highway runs through land ofthe New England Forestry
Foundation to the easterly side line of Butterfield Mill Road at approximate state plan
N 164,820 feet, E480,200 feet, pursuant to RSA 231:43, or act in relation thereto.
The article was moved by Samuel Brooks and seconded by William Mulligan.
William Mulligan, Butterfield Mill Road, stated that this article, if passed, would involve no
expense to the Town. He described the approximately 1 11 mile ofold logging road as being in
the western portion of the community surrounded by Deland Forest and currently being
maintained by the Society for Protection of N.H. Forests. He went on to describe the work
that had already been done in the area to create nature trails. Dan Teague, Mont Vernon
Road, asked if the trails were open to pedestrian traffic. Mr. Mulligan responded that they
were open to all with the exception of "wheeled vehicles" which were prohibited by Forest
Foundation rules.
Discussion continued with regard to the future of the land, with Mr. Mulligan describing the
conservation easement given for perpetuity to the Society for Protection of N.H. Forests.
Warren Moss, Parker Road, brought to issue the road providing access to the area for fire
protection an issue, he contended, that the Selectmen had presented in the past when similar
situations had been brought before the Town. He went on to state that the Board of Selectmen
had also by letter allowed roads closed subject to gates and bars to be used by such vehicles as
snowmobiles.
Harold Strong stated that this article had been presented to the Planning Board who
supported the article as proposed based on the fact that the section of road in question was
surrounded on both sides by the non-profit organization and; further, the road under
discussion does not connect any two roads in the area.
The article was voted on and PASSED.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and relinquish all interests therein
over a portion of Cochran Hill Road, beginning at the intersection with Greenfield Road at
approximate state plan coordinates, N 168,2 10 feet, E484,610 feet, then running north
approximately 1 ,507 feet along said highway to Old Coach Road, at approximate state plan
coordinates, N 170,700 feet, E484,860 feet, pursuant to RSA 231:43, or act in relation
thereto. (By Petition)
The article was moved by Peter Morgan and seconded by Caroline Morgan, Peter Morgan
offered an amendment to the article as printed to read "To see if the town will permit the
installation of a gate to restrict vehicular access at the lower end ofCochran Hill Road at the
intersection ofOld Coach Road at State Plan Coordinates,N 1 70,700 feet, E484,860 feet.",
Caroline Morgan was in agreement with the amendment.
Mr. Morgan explained that he owned the area around the roadway under discussion and went
on to describe the area as being adjacent to the landfill thus an attraction for the illegal
dumping of tires and trash and it was the intention of this article to attempt eliminate this use.
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Selectman Dodge stated that the Board of Selectmen recognized this problem and were
sympathetic to the landowner; however, due to the location ofthe road and its connection to a
large land area, the Board did not favor the article as printed. Selectman Dodge went on to
state that the road could be subject to gates and bars due to its Class VI status and the
installation of a gate would prohibit vehicular traffic, but did not see this as a total solution to
the problem since the gate could be opened or removed.
Louis Maynard, Mont Vernon Road, asked for the exact location of the road in question and
Peter Morgan responded with the description.
Harold Strong speaking on behalfofthe Plannmg Board stated that the Board did not support
removing this portion of road from its present Class VI status basically for the same reasons
as had been stated by Selectman Dodge, contending that the right of way should be
maintained by the town since it is a connecting route in the area.
Kathryn Kachavos, Clark Hill Road, asked what plans the Selectmen have for dealing with
the refuse that has been illegally dumped. Selectman Dodge responded that this type of
dumping was not unusual and was difficult to track unless the offenders left refuse that might
have identification contained therein. He went on to state that the gate being requested by
the Morgan's was not the permanent answer since, as stated above, it could be removed,
Jackie Malandrino asked how the trash is being handled by the Town in the interests of Mr.
Morgan and Selectman Dodge responded that items such as tires in instances where the
landowner is clearly not responsible, the Town has picked up at no charge to the landowner.
The amendment as offered by Mr. Morgan was voted on and DEFEATED. The main
motion as printed in the warrant was then voted on and DEFEATED.
Article 1 3 having been acted on earlier in the first session ofthe meeting, the Moderator read
Article 14.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $102,295.00
previously received as off-site road impact assessments which will be used for the upgrading
of certain town roads, or act in relation thereto.
The article was moved by Selectman Johnston and seconded by Selectman Olson.
Selectman Johnston explained that the article as printed should have read " appropriate" only
since the monies referred to in this article were developers'' contributions for road improvements
and were not monies raised by taxes. Jackie Malandrino asked what roads were included in
this article and Selectman Johnston referred to the listing in the Town Report.
The article was voted on and PASSED.
Article 1 5. To see if the Town will vote to establish as Town Forest, as authorized by RSA
31:110 the following parcel of land: The triangular 80 acre +/— parcel of land at the
intersection of Saunders Hill Road and Middle Branch Road, which parcel is a portion of the
larger parcel located at Tax Map 1 , Lot 22 as acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed
dated December 30, 1978 and recorded at the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds at
Book 2667, Page 044, to authorize the Conservation Commission to manage said Town
Forest under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 1 1 2 II, to authorize the placement of any proceeds
which may accrue from said forest management in a separate forest maintenance fund, which
shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year as provided by RSA 3 1 : 1 1 3; to refer to
conservation easement with regard to said parcel to the Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests in order to provide permanent protection from uses of said parcel that
could damage or destroy its scenic, recreational, ecological and natural resource values, or
act in relation thereto.
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The article was moved by Steven Ruddock and seconded by Robert Fehsinger, Steven
Ruddock, speaking on behalf of the Conservation Commission, move to amend the article to
read "To see if the Town will vote to convey a conservation easement to the Society for the
Protection of N.H. Forests on the 80 acre Town Forest located at the intersection of
Saunders Hill Road and Middle Branch Road in order to provide permanent protection from
the uses of said parcel that could damage or destroy its scenic, recreation, ecological and
natural resource values, or act in relation thereto." This motion to amend was seconded by
Robert Fehsinger. Steven Ruddock explained that in 1 98 1 this parcel was put into theTown
Forest by vote of the Town Meeting. He went on to state that the purpose of the proposed
amendment as opposed to the printed article was to provide protection of the land for future
generations. Steven described the area and in doing so explained that the terrain was too steep
to provide any usable land for such purposes as municipal buildings and contended that the
Conservation Easement proposed is perfect protection for this particular parcel oftown-owned land.
John Bunting, Scobie Road, questioned Steve as to the difference between his amendment
and the article as printed. Steve responsed that the original article was prepared under the
assumption that this parcel ofland was not a part ofthe Town Forest and was an attempt to do
both; however, further research revealed that the land was already a part of the Forest so the
original article in its entirety was not necessary.
George St. John inquired as to where funds would go should the land be timbered ifthis article
or the amendment were passed. Steve Ruddock responded that funds resulting from
timbering would go to a Forest Maintenance Fund used to manage Town Forests. Steve's
response resulted in the question being raised that the Town does not have such a fund..
Selectman Dodge stated that normally any monies received from the sale oftimber on town-
owned property was deposited to the general funds of the town; however, the original article
as printed, if passed, would create a separate fund. He went on to state that it appeared the
amendment proposed by Steve Ruddock did not contain the wording which would establish
such a fund. Steve Ruddock stated that Selectman Dodge was correct and amended his first
amendment to add the words after "or act in relation thereto;" "to authorize the Conservation
Commission to manage said Town Forest under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 11 2 II, and to
authorize the placement of any proceeds which may accrue from any forest management in a
separate Forest Maintenance Fund, which shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year
as provided by RSA 31:113, or act in relation thereto." This second amendment would
eliminate "or act in relation thereto" from the first amendment.
Robert Todd wanted to make certain that these words not be construed to mean that the
proceeds from the sale oftimber from any ofthe Town Forest Land would be deposited to the
fund intended to be established by favorable vote of the proposed amendment. He wanted it
clearly understood that only the proceeds from timbering on this specific parcel would be
deposited into a separate fund.
The Moderator called for a vote on the second amendment as proposed by Steven Ruddock
and seconded by Robert Fehsinger, it was PASSED. A vote was then called for on the first
amendment as presented by Steven Ruddock and seconded by Robert Fehsinger, it was
PASSED. The vote was then taken on the main motion as amended and it was PASSED.
Article 16. Are you in favor of amending the following ordinance as adopted at the 1966
Town Meeting," No person shall consume any alcoholic beverage as defmed in the statutes of
New Hampshire relating thereto in or on any of the following places in the Town of New
Boston; Town Common, (including playground). School Grounds, Church Property, Bailey
Pond Picnic Area, Library on Public Property within one hundred feet (100') ofthe entrance
to any store or other place ofbusiness, or in or on any street or public way in the Town ofNew
Boston. Whoever violates any provision of this ordinance shall be fined not more than
Twenty-five Dollars ($25 .00) or less than Ten DoUars ($ 1 0.00) for each such violation," to read:
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"No person shall possess an open container of any alcoholic beverage as defined in the
statutes ofNew Hampshire relating thereto in or on any of the following places in the Town of
New Boston; Town Common, School Grounds, Bailey Pond Picnic Area, Town-owned
Property and Public Ways. An exception to the above may be granted by the Board of
Selectmen upon application. Whoever violates any provision of this ordinance shall be fined
not more than Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00), nor less than One Hundred ($ 1 00.00),
for each such violation", or act in relation thereto.
The article was moved by Selectman Johnston and seconded by Selectman Dodge.
Selectman Johnston explained that this article, if passed, would bring a current local
ordinance with regard to alcohol consumption in and around public buildings up to date with
present state law. It also includes the exception by the Board of Selectmen since the
ordinance prohibits public alcohol consumption.
Arthur Bergen, McCollum Road, questions the wording as printed referring to current state
law with regard to open containers.
Timothy White asked for specific instances where there have been violations of the
ordinance.
It was stated that without the proposed change to the existing ordinance there would be no
alcohol consumption in public buildings.
The article was voted on and PASSED.
Article 17. To see if the Town will designate Clark Hill Road a scenic road as provided in
RSA 231:157 and 231:158. (By Petition)
The article was moved by James Smith, Clark Hill Road and seconded by Edward Lee,
Clark Hill Road.
Jim Smith speaking to the article which had been presented for inclusion in the Warrant by
petition described why he had purchased the parcel of land on which he had ultimately built
his home. He stated that the road was lined with stonewalls and trees and now that traffic had
increased due to development changes to the road were taking place. He stated that the
reason he had presented the petition was that the present process for road improvements did
not give the landowners on Clark Hill Road an opportunity to know in advance what was
being planned nor the time to question what might be taking place. He contended that the
scenic road designation would give the residents a chance to keep abreast of proposed
changes to the road. He went on to state that if trees were to be cut beyond a certain diameter
or stonewalls were to be tampered with or whatever the reason a public hearing would be
necessary; he further stated that he felt the Town Officials were well intended; however he did
not see the system as working well and he, as a landowner and resident, would like to become
part of the process. He continued by pointing out that the Road Agent would still be able to
remove trees should a safety hazard exist and stated that residents and landowners on the
road were almost 100% in support of the passage of the proposed article. He concluded by
stating that costs resulting from passage of this article would be minimal to the taxpayers and
would allow the town to affirm the value the scenic beauty of the road by supporting the
article.
Gregory Maglathin, Clark Hill Road, stated that he looked at the situation differently and
was happy with the present system. He contended that he has been informed and has never
had a problem with official decisions with regard to Clark Hill Road and stated that he was
against the article since he did not consider it necessary.
Selectman Dodge explained improvements that have been accomplished on Clark Hill Road
specifically as they relate to the Master Plan. He gave the results of a traffic study done on the
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road revealing its use by some 270 vehicles per day. He stated that the Board of Selectmen
did recognize the natural beauty of the area and contended that the road was being dealt with
as best it could be by the Highway Department. He further stated that Mr. Smith had a home
on the road as a result of development in the area and that further increased traffic could be
expected due to the Messina Development on Clark Hill Road. It was his contention that the
Board of Selectmen, the Road Committee and the Road Agent are charged with the
responsibility to upgrade the roads in New Boston to the best of their ability with the monies
that are available for such uses. Continuing, he stated that one of the goals of the
aforementioned officials is to further the widening and eventually pave Clark Hill Road. He
stated that all local officials are willing to listen and went on to state that the scenic road
designation causes the dilemma ofholding a public hearing where historically few, if anyone,
attend; with an end result that local officials still make the final decision. He concluded his
remarks by stating that relocation of a stretch ofClark Hill Road is being investigated in order
that some of the beautiful trees might be saved.
Kathryn Kachavos, Clark Hill Road, spoke in favor of the article and stated that she have
never received information when she has requested such from local officials.
Joel Daniels, Clark Hill Road, stated that he did not feel the designation would hurt anyone,
but rather would provide the residents and landowners of this particular road an opportunity
to listen to prospective plans before they are implemented.
Edward Lee, Clark Hill Road, spoke in favor of the article he had seconded agreeing that no
general harm would be caused and any necessary public hearings would only involve the
residents of the area. He stated that he has off'ered the Town three valuable lots so that the
road in the area ofhis home might be relocated in the interests ofpreserving the natural beauty
and providing road safety. He contended that the road work done to improve Thornton Road
which is under a scenic designation was handled in a more proper manner than the work that
has been done on Clark Hill Road to date, in his opinion.
Robert Fehsinger, Dougherty Lane, questioned the Board of Selectmen as to whether the
work done on Saunders Hill Road and Tucker Mill Road was done in conjunction with the
Master Plan. Selectman Dodge explained the deterioration ofthe bridges in the area as being
the main focus ofthe work that was done. Mr. Fehsinger speaking to the motion stated that he
wished that the neighbors had been informed with regard to that project since he views the
work that has been done as an eyesore.
Gordon Smith asked the Board of Selectmen what roads presently were designated as scenic
and how has the maintenance been affected. Selectman Dodge listed the roads that quickly
came to mind as being Hooper Hill Road, Scobie Road, Riverdale Road and noted that there
were others. He stated that the maintenance continues and contended that the designation
makes the process more cumbersome, with the end result the same.
Roger Gagnon, Clark Hill Road, stated that he has lived on the road for many years and views
nothing that the Town has done as detrimental, contending that the Town has done a goodjob
in maintaining the road and any trees that have been cut out of necessity have not caused
serious harm to the beauty of the area.
Harold Strong supported Selectman Dodge's contention that public hearings are poorly
attended and related his comments to a public hearing held with regard to proposed work on
Scobie Road.
Paula Stockinger, Clark Hill Road, stated that she and her family live in the last house inNew
Boston on Clark Hill Road and went on to state that she cares about the area and that the
changes in the last year and one-half have, in her opinion, changed the attributes ofthe road.
She questioned the traffic count since she had been told that kids on bicycles could alter the count.
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The question was moved, this motion duly seconded was passed.
When voted on, a division was called for by the Moderator, resulting in 96 favoring passage
of the article and 48 against. The article was PASSED.
Article 18. To see of the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell at public auction
or administer property of the Town acquired by tax deed or gift, or sell to the former owner
upon payment to the Town of an amount no less than the sum total ofthe overdue taxes plus
sale and administrative expenses, plus interest on the aggregate ofthe foregoing calculated at
the rate of 18% per annum, or act in relation thereto.
The article was moved by Selectman Olson, seconded by Selectman Dodge and PASSED.
Article 1 9. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend
Federal or State grants, which may become available during the course of the year, and also
to accept and expend money from other governmental units or private sources to be used for
purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate money provided ( 1 ) that such grants
and other monies do not require the expenditure of other Town Funds, (2) that a public
hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and
monies, and (3) that such items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA:32 relative to
limitations and expenditures of Town money, all as provided by RSA 31 -96b, or act in
relation thereto.
The article was moved by Selectman Johnston, seconded by Selectman Olson and
PASSED.
Article 20. To see ifthe Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire money to meet the
necessary expenses of the Town or act in relation thereto.
The article was moved by Selectman Dodge, seconded by Selectman Olson and PASSED.
Article 21. To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
At this time Moderator Nixon presented a new gavel inscribed with his name to incoming and
newly elected Moderator Lee Nyquist. Lee accepted the gavel with pleasure and gave warm
parting words to Moderator Nixon, suggesting that David L. Nixon be unanimously voted by
Town Meeting from this date forward to hold the honorary title of "Mr. Moderator" for the
Town of New Boston. Upon motion by Representative Roland Sallada which was duly
seconded and voted by the Town Meeting, David L. Nixon was so designated and received a
standing ovation from the group for his many years of service and more importantly for ajob
extremely well-done.
Selectman Johnston moved that the meeting adjourn, this was seconded by Selectman Olson.





Farewell, Old New Boston Town
Farewell, old New Boston Town
My roots are up, my spirits down.
The time has come to leave this place.
To depart from here, a new life to face.
For 32 years you've been my home,
The hearth to come back to, where'er I roamed.
Six children of mine you've helped raise up here,
And now three grandchildren and two nephews you help to rear.
Send me cards or letters whene'er you can
Via that faithful McCreary, Dangerous Dan,
And though I may go, the good memories'U stay.
And warm my sore heart, unto my last day.
As I look out at you all, this town meeting night,
memories of yesteryear crowd into my sight.
I see Reg and Beulah smiling out there.
And sweet Rhoda Hooper, with countenance fair.
Old Harold Todd of the antiques game,
And Supervisor Don Byam, checking your name.
Just after town meeting did Easter soon come.
Sometimes early, and sometimes late.
The church always packed, right to the gate.
Little ones, through the aisles to roam.
And folks who bragged of being Baptists at home.
Begged by sweet mothers and wives to come.
Often folks you'd never seen there before,
would jam the place, the ris'n Lord to adore.
After Easter would follow old Memorial Day,
The Sunday before was New Boston's way.
A thin-ranked band of Legionnaires, in blue.
The Emerson-Bailey-Clover Post, so true.
Led by Commander Howard Towne, and crew.
Stacked arms and colors alongside the pew,
Remembered old comrades, long ago fallen
Cast a wreath into Old Piscataquog's lap.
Then marched up Meetinghouse, 'midst the sweet pollen.
Fired three salutes, and hearkened to taps
And prayed that ne'er again would the USA
Have to send more Ronnie Davis' Away - to stay.
While strewing their flowers, little girls and boys.
Wondered what, and why, did we make all that noise.
I think of my first Fourth, in nineteen sixty.
And in spite of myself, my eyes get misty.
Fred Chancey riding atop the carriage of Molly,
Walt Kirsch with Joe Kennedy, joking and jolly.
Uncle Reg one-wheeling down the street named High,
Heading the parade every Fourth of July,
And Laurier P. Michaud, Parade Marshal in kilt.
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Canadian Black Watch to the end, and to the hilt.
Over there's Roy Lowell, straw hat and all.
Smiling boss of the playground - always on call.
And Homer G. Dodge of the Old General Store,
Will open from dawn 'till dark no more.
After the Fourth came summer, and New Boston's heat,
Lazy days - Scobie and Daniels - couldn't be beat.
While cornstalks grew in the pasture called Byam,
Tempting young drivers often to try 'em.
Remember Sunday baseball, on the old dirt field?
Never to Goffstown would the New Boston boys yield!
Kennedys there, Daniels, Houghtons, and others,
A sweaty, dusty, and happy team of brothers,
Look, down there, to the steamy playground booth,
Are the Youngs, Normandins^ and others still cooking burgers, forsooth?
I think of Gus Andrews, of Post Office fame
Shaking his door 'till it rattled its frame.
No nine to five days for Good Old Gus,
Especially 'round the time of Christmas.
Merrill Todd and Fletcher Wason, stopping by
To see which could first "Halloo" the other guy.
From May till October was the best golfing time.
Up the hill to Duston's, four cars full, and in line
Starting on Sundays - at about 6 a.m.
Coming home after golf and good times - God knows when.
I can see them right now, Al Hamel, Roland Sallada
Trying to hit that ball just a little bit farther.
With Regis Lehman, Cecil Marshall, and all
Sweating and betting over that cursed white ball.
Labor Day always seemed to come back too soon
And with it, soon after, the Harvest Moon.
The trees'd turn all colors - even maroon
Frosty the nights - but sunny warmth at noon.
Then came school bells - and opening day,
And Tom Mansfield's buses - finding the way.
Shiny-faced urchins brightened the town,
Mary Statt and Linda Hersey herded them 'round.
While Fred Roberts, Rick Matthews, and Mr. J., faces benign.
When all was ready, gave the 'go in' sign.
Well, the old school's still packed to the eaves,
With kids, Mr. Mud, Ann Christoph, Mary Reeves.
I see those little ones, in Wason Library,
With the Chapmans and Mulligans - Bill reading a story.
Or being fed at noontime, all in a bunch,
Rita Manna and Linda Wilson, dishing out the hot lunch.
Fall always fell with the County Fair,
The whole town was to be seen up there,
On the 4-H grounds, by the New Boston River.
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The mornings so cold you'd wake with a shiver.
The Hechtls' farm produce always won prizes,
There'd be sheep, cattle and poultry - all shapes and sizes.
Homey arts and crafts, made by the grange.
While Dave Whipple's horseshoers sounded the clangs.
Following that would come moonlit Halloween
Smashed pumpkins everywhere to be seen.
Homer's big windows with soft wax defaced
While Chief John Ballou vainly tried to keep pace.
November'd bring Thanksgiving to town,
With leaves all raked - and fields frosty and brown.
Pickup football on the cement-like playground.
Left Hamels, Perkins', and Stouts with many a wound.
But never to worry about New Boston's health.
With Sam Brooks, now Ron Brenner, of such knowledge, much wealth.
Thereafter'd come silently the crisp Winter snows,
To chill all your bones and redden your nose.
And was there ever, O ever, such a beauteous sight
As the church-lit candles, giving Christmas Eve light?
The town folk all gathered in the '88 chapel,
While the Lord's men, now Woody, preached over the babble.
The Sanctuary full up, and others in line,
Choir voices so sweet, at caroling time,
While at the old organ, sending notes never flat.
Played everyone's friend, dear Bernie Pelchat.
Then the next year would dawn - fresh and anew
With never a problem as to what to do.
Bob Belanger's band in the Old Town Hall,
Jean Lowell made sure all had a ball.
The dancing'd go on 'till the floor beams rocked.
The ladies' eyes sparkling, the boys all half crocked.
And always right there, no matter the year
Would be Leon and Ella, spreading good cheer.
Winter, it seems, in the days of old
Brought much deeper snows, and darkness so cold.
All night we'd hear the plows going by.
As Almus, later Lee, and their crews, so we're told,
Kept one eye on the budget, so the Town wouldn't fold.
January'd bring, sometimes, a brief thaw.
But Old Man Winter'd often hee, and then haw.
However with February, then the Ides of March,
Sweet Spring'd arise, and her lovely back arch.
The sap'd then run, and Greg Peirce'd tap it
With snow, scotch, and rum, we'd all gather to slurp it!
The kids, all on spring vacation would go.
To ski, slide, and frolic, in the last of the snow.
But just 'fore the whiteness turned to mud - and to grime,
We'd all get 'het up for Town Meeting time.
The Warrant'd be articled - some by petition
Some'd be voted, others crushed to submission.
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Town folk'd file in, smiles, handshakes, and kisses,
To be greeted by Sandy Gallup, and all of her listers.
And all'd be recorded by faithful Town Clerks,
Mabel Hodge, Sandy Gendron - they sure do good works.
Our zoning and planning care of Bill Brendle, and old Bo,
But I see even now, the Town wonders how to go.
The Moderator up high - 'tween state flag and Old Glory,
With ballot box and gavel, eyes aching, feet sorey.
Trying to be fair, fighting off fatigue, and impatience
Mixing rules of order and decorum with, hopefully, some horse sense.
Peering out, at ever-growing numbers of folks,
Easing the strain, with second-rate jokes.
Relying on Sandys, Teds, Willards, Butches and Mabels,
To keep all the doings clear and all above the tables.
Hoping he sees all who'd give us a speech,
'Specially the boys in the back, led by Bucky Leach.
All praying their taxes don't get any worser.
Listening carefully to Elliott Hersey, the Town's faithful bursar.
So fare thee well, Old New Boston Town,
Whether the rest of my few days be up, or be down.
I'll remember you all, and I'll not then frown.
Even when lowered into the cold ground.
I'll yet see your hills, your brooks, and your fields.
Your Town Hall clock, Firehouse bell, and Church steeple.
But clearest of all, when comes time to yield,
I'll remember you, town folk - you best of all people.
And when in the hereafter, as time doth go by,
I look down upon your Fourth of July,
While others may hark to the meadow for larks,
I'll be listening - listening hard - for Old Molly's barks.
For as our lives go by faster - at a bone-wearying pace,
And the Lord speeds us all - all to the same place.
As life seems all pushing - 'till comes the last shove,
I'll remember you, dear New Boston, with thanks - and with love.






Shared Revenue $30,000.00$ 91,363.90$ 30,000.00
Highway Block Grant Road Const. 86,458.00 86,458.00 100,192.27
Fighting Forest Fires 100.00 .00 100.00
116,558.00 177,821.90 130,292.27
FROM LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES:
Motor Vehicle 240,000.00 242,364.00 240,000.00
Dog Licenses 3,200.00 3,998.50 3,800.00
Fees and Permits 11,500.00 13,111.00 12,000.00
Income from Departments 14,000.00 17,306.00 20,000.00
Sale of Municipal Property 3,660.00
Interest on Deposits 30,000.00 15,004.15 20,000.00
Income from Trust Funds
Babson Memorial .00
Dodge Town Poor 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Yield Taxes 15,000.00 27,431.00 25,000.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 50,000.00 75,357.00 50,000.00
Current Land Use Penalties 25,000.00 8,550.00 10,000.00
390,700.00 408,781.65 382,800.00
1992 Appropriation, Actual Expenditures and




















Cost of Fires and Emergencies
Forest Fires
HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES



























Winter Maintenance 120,000.00 130,426.13 130,000.00
Surplus Equipment 1.00 .00 1.00
Resurface Tarred Roads 80,950.00 72,493.64 70,000.00
Highway Block Grant Rd. Const. 86,458.00 19,819.67 100,192.27
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 153,000.00 158,234.34 163,084.04
Ground Water Monitoring 15,900.00 17,762.09 4,930.00
Hazardous Waste Day 10,000.00 8,553.16 10,000.00
HEALTH
Vital Statistics 55.00 46.00 55.00
Monadnock Visiting Nurse 3,000.00 2,857.00 3,000.00
WELFARE
General Assistance 8,000.00 4,140.78 8,000.00
Old Age Assistance 500.00 500.00 390.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 59,605.00 59,605.00 64,779.00
Recreation 34,650.00 31,287.00 36,916.00
Memorial Day 300.00 430.49 300.00
Conservation Commission 1.00 .00 1.00
Forestry 100.00 150.00 100.00
DEBT SERVICE
Principal-Long Term Notes 240,534.00 240,534.00 240,532.00
Interest-Long Term Notes and 21,300.00 21,340.68 8,600.00
Tax Anticipation Notes
MISCELLANEOUS
FICA Contribution 30,600.00 33,886.61 34,244.34
Insurance 94,800.00 102,383.07 119,665.29
Unemployment Compensation 100.00 .00 100.00
TOTAL TOWN EXPENSES 1,521,573.60 1,481,692.81 1,608,822.54
School District Tax 3,068,841.00 2,826,640.00 3,053,978.00
County Tax 320,000.00 317,582.00 317,500.00
TOTAL BUDGET EXPENDITURES 4,910,414.60 4,625,914.81 4,980,300.54
Less Total Revenue 507,258.00 586,604.00 513,092.27
Amount To Be Raised by Taxes $4,403,156.60 $4,039,310.81 $4,467,208.27
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TAXES TO BE COMMITTED TO TAX COLLECTOR
Property Taxes $ 4,019,956.00
Less War Service Tax Credits 18,800.00











Total Valuation before Exemptions 191,489,333.00
Less Elderly Exemptions 245,000.00
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is Computed $191,244,333.00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1992
Town Officers' Salaries $ 37,425
Town Officers' Expenses 63,400
Election and Registration Expenses 2,800
Cemeteries 1 1 ,000
General Government Building 17,500
Reappraisal of Property 15,000
Planning Board 34,298
Zoning Board 650
Southern N.H. Planning Commission (SNHPC) 2,025
Legal Expenses 4,383
Tax Map Update 1,500
Police Department 142,592
Fire Department 41,094
Cost of Fires & Emergencies 10,000
Forest Fires 200
Civil Defense 100
Building Inspection Department 21,500
Summer Maintenance - Highway 129,850
Winter Maintenance - Highway 1 10,000
General Expense of Highway 26,000
Street Lighting 5,200
Highway Block Grant 86,458
Tri-County Solid Waste Management District (TCSWMD) 1
Solid Waste Disposal 1 5 3 ,000
Ground Water Monitoring 15,900
Monadnock Visiting Nurse 3,000
Vital Statistics 55
General Welfare Assistance 8,000
Old Age Assistance 500
Library 59,605
Recreation Commission 31,917
Patriotic Purposes (Memorial Day) 300
Conservation Commission 1
Forestry 100
Resurface Tarred Roads 80,950




Hazardous Waste Day Collection 10,000
Surplus Equipment 1
Principal - Long Term Notes 240,534
Article #4-92 Depot Street Bridge - 98,650
Article #5-92 Prot. Fire Equipment 8,850
Article #6-92 Refurbish M-2 16,000
Article #7-92 Computer-Police Dept. 3,200
Article #8-92 Clark Hill Road 25,000
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Article # 9-92 Cruiser-Police Dept.
Article #10-92 Emergency Generator
Article #14-92 Road Assessments
Total Town Appropriation
Less Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees




Proceeds from Long Term Notes
Income from Trust Funds
Sale Municipal Property
State Bridge Grant Depot Bridge
Fund Balance
Total Revenues and Credits
Total Town Appropriations
Total Revenues and Credits
Net Town Appropriation
Net School Tax Assessment
County Tax
Total of Town, School and County
Deduct Business Profit Tax
Add War Service Credits
Add Overlay

































SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land and Buildings $ 233,400.00
Furniture and Equipment 15,000.00




Fire Station and Land 101,000.00
Highway Building and Land 89,900.00
Contents 10,000.00
Highway Salt Shed 15,350.00
Equipment: Fire, Police, and Transfer Station 342,600.00
PoHce State Contents 7,500.00
School Building and Land 1,094,800.00
Contents 75,000.00
Recycling Building 50,000.00
LAND AND BUILDING ACQUIRED THROUGH
GIFT AND TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED










244 acres Lydia Dodge Land, Old Coach Road 397,200.00
5 acres (1/2 Interest) Wade Knowlton Land 35,800.00
2^/2 acres Cousins Land, Molly Stark Lane 5,800.00
88.2 acres B&M Railroad Right of Way
Piscataquog Watershed 22,100.00
1/4 acre Bailey Pond 7,300.00
13.9 acres Langdell Grove, Route 13 89,300.00
Coleman Grove, not appraised
7.94 acres Swanson Grove, Route 13 4,000.00
9.9 acres Greer Grove, Route 13 92,100.00
1.05 acres Victor Daniels Land, adjacent to school property 7,900.00
3^2 acres Albert Berry Property, Route 136 35,300.00
5 8 acres Old Coach Road 1 5 5 , 1 00.00
Deeded:
85 acres Dodge Pasture, Siemeze Land 177,300.00
1.39 acres Siemeze, Beals Land 9,500.00
5 acres J.L. & Harris Wilson Heirs, Bog Road 50.00
23.71 acres A.L. Johnson, R. Morse Land 11,900.00
6 acres Hall Land 150.00
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.58 acres Sargent Land, Route 13 4,400.00
11 acres Nellie Follansbee Land and Building, Saunders Rd. 73,500.00
94 acres Nellie Follansbee Land, Saunders Road 178,600.00
25 acres Nellie Follansbee Land, Saunders Road 1,750.00
9 acres R. Colby & G. Chandler Heirs, Dodge Road 6,300.00
5 acres Walter Leach to Conservation 2,900.00
6.12 acres Walter Leach to Conservation 3,100.00
10 acres Land on Chestnut Hill Rd. (Roland Therrien) 4,000.00
BALANCE SHEET




Unredeemed Taxes — 1988 874.72
Unredeemed Taxes — 1989 11,341.36
Unredeemed Taxes — 1 990 136,861.85
Unredeemed Taxes — 1991 236,468.21
Uncollected Taxes, Levy of 1992
Property, Yield & CLU 590,398.85
Bond Authorized but unissued 65,000.00
State Reimbursement on Bridge 77,100.00
$2,385,952.40
LIABILITIES





Resurface Tarred Roads 26,028.67
Highway Block Grant 77,193.18
Forestry 450.00
Hazardous Waste Day 500.00
Surplus Equipment 4,598.50
Article #17-91 Sprinkler Transfer Station 6,945.00
Article #19-91 Master Plan 4,200.00
Article # 5-87 Depot Street Bridge 6,827.21
Article # 8-87 Plaque for Depot Street Bridge 200.00
Article # 4-92 Depot Street Bridge 98,650.00
Article # 5-92 Protective Clothing for Fire Department 5,282.92
$2,151,737.98
Excess of Assets over Liabilities $ 234,214.42
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER - 1992
Town of New Boston - Checking Account:
Cash on Hand - January 1, 1992 $ 906,567.34
Receipts to December 31, 1992 5,309,635.50
Interest Received in 1992 15,004.15
6,231,206.99
Payments by Order of Selectmen in 1992 5,076,407.25
Bank Service Charges and Checks 144.96
Account Balance as of December 31, 1992 1,154,654.78
$6,231,206.99
Town of New Boston - Timber Tax Account:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 11,160.59
Deposits in 1992 .00
Interest Received in 1992 116.02
11,276.61
Less Withdrawals in 1992 11,276.61
Balance as of December 31, 1992 .00
11,276.61
Town of New Boston - Riverdale Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 33,302.61
Deposits in 1992 .00
Interest Received in 1992 905.46
34,208.87
Less Withdrawals in 1992 500.00
Balance as of December 31, 1992 33,708.07
$ 34,208.87
Town of New Boston - Thibeault Corp. of N.H.:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 15,858.00
Deposits in 1992 .00
Interest Received in 1992 323.04
16,181.04
Less Withdrawals in 1992 16,181.04
Balance as of December 31, 1992 ^
$ 16,181.04
Town of New Boston - Joe English Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 23,996.90
Deposits in 1992 .00
Interest Received in 1992 662.33
24,659.23
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Less Withdrawals in 1992 .00
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - McCurdy Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Christie Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - G & F Construction:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1 992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Kennedy Lane & Burnham Drive:
Opened Account on April 8, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Richard Messina Gravel Pit:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992




































Less Withdrawals in 1992 .00
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - John Neville Gravel:
Opened Account on January 8, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Clark Hill Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1 992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Wilson Hill Road:
Opened Account on January 31, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Juniper Hill:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Bank Service Charges
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Hemlock Drive Cistern:
Opened Account on November 19, 1992
Deposits in 1992





































Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Fire Department:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Pine Road:
Certificate of Deposit (Smith):
Opened on December 18, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Pine Road:
Certificate of Deposit (Brackman Assoc):
Opened on December 18, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Francestown Road:
Certificate of Deposit (Colonial Mtge.):
Opened on December 18, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Francestown Road:
Certificate of Deposit (Brackman Assoc):
Opened on December 18, 1992
Town of New Boston - Dane Road Cistern:
Certificate of Deposit:
Opened on December 14, 1992
Town of New Boston - Old Coach and Greenfield Roads:
Certificate of Deposit:
Opened on December 14, 1992
Town of New Boston - Pine Road:
Certificate of Deposit (Brunette):
Opened on December 14, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Mont Vernon Road:
Opened Account as of February 28, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992




























Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Butterfield Mill Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 1,322.97
Deposits in 1992 .00
Interest Received in 1992 28.48
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Bank Service Charges
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Certificate of Deposit Opened on December 14, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Colburn Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Bank Service Charges
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Certificate of Deposit Opened on December 14, 1992 $1,298.26
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Beard Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 1,280.03
Deposits in 1992 .00


















Less Withdrawals in 1992 1,287.58
Bank Service Charges 20.00
Balance as of December 31, 1992 ^
$ 1,307.58
Certificate of Deposit Opened on December 14, 1992 $1,287.58
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - River Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992 $ 1,280.03
Deposits in 1992 .00
Interest Received in 1992 27.55
1,307.58
Less Withdrawals in 1992 1,287.58
Bank Service Charges 20.00
Balance as of December 31, 1992 .00
$ 1,307.58
Certificate of Deposit Opened on December 14, 1992 $1,287.58
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Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Parker Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992
Certificate of Deposit Opened on December 14, 1992
Town of New Boston - Water Supply - Riverdale Road:
Balance as of January 1, 1992
Deposits in 1992
Interest Received in 1992
Less Withdrawals in 1992
Balance as of December 31, 1992

















CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF NOTES PAYABLE
$340,000 - 5 years @ 6.5%
$68,000 annually plus interest semi annually
Purchase of 52 acres for landfill project
PRINCIPAL INTEREST BALANCE
03/12/89 11,050
09/12/89 68,000 11,050 272,000
03/12/90 8,840
09/12/90 68,000 8,840 204,000
03/12/91 6,630
09/12/91 68,000 6,630 136,000
03/12/92 4,420







$322,600 - 3 years @ 7.75%























Dog Licenses issued in 1992
Dog Fines collected in 1992
Less Clerk Fees
Less State Fees



















50 @ .50 $ 25.00
30 @ .50 15.00







For the Municipality of New Boston Year Ending 1992
DEBITS
-
Levies of . .
.
Uncollected Taxes Beginning
of Fiscal Year: 1993 1992 Prior 1991
Property Taxes $ 652,078.38
Resident Taxes




Revenues Committed This Year:
Property Taxes $ 4,004,346.02
Resident Taxes












Total Debits $4,063,536.60 $670,732.54
CREDITS
Levies of . .
.
Remitted to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $3,430,146.35 $285,137.58
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change 8,550.16 9,931.37





Property Taxes 4,037.73 1,714.23
Resident Taxes














SUMMARY OF TAX SALES/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
DEBITS
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1991 1990 Prior 1989 Prior 1988
Unredeemed Taxes Balance at
Beginning of Fiscal Year
Liens Sold or Executed
During Fiscal Year









(After Sale or Lien Execution)
Abatements of
Unredeemed Taxes
Unredeemed Taxes, Interest &
Costs Deeded to Munic.
Unredeemed Taxes on Initial
Sale/Lien
Unredeemed Taxes on Sales/Liens





8,151.39 28,641.55 32,064.92 372.80
1,731.00 1,100.00
$412,355.97 $313,416.47 $141,949.40 $1,988.91
CREDITS
167,719.09 $146,180.83 $ 95,513.62 $964.92
8,151.39 30,372.55 33,164.92
17.28 1.24 1,929.50 149.27
236,468.21.. 136,861.85 11,341.36 874.72
$412,355.97 $313,416.47 $141,949.40 $1,988.91
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT - 1993
The New Boston Finance Committee was established in 1 95 3 to review the budgets for
town and school expenditures and to prepare a report with its recommendations.
In January of 1993, the Finance Committee met individually with each organization
that submits a budget for inclusion in the Town Report. The Committee reviewed every
line of every budget, in meetings which lasted up to three hours per department.
In an all-day session on Saturday, January 30th, the Finance Committee sat in
deliberation on the complete budget for the town and school. Present were all five
appointed members (accorded one vote each), three Selectmen (one vote total), and three
School Board members (one vote total).
Few changes in the budgets were recommended. The Selectmen and the department
heads had worked together to eliminate or postpone expenditures, taking into consideration the
current difficult economic times. The Capital Improvements Program (CIP) had also
helped by providing a long-term perspective in prioritizing expenditures.
Ifthe New Boston tax base (assessed valuation) increases in 1 993 the same amount as
it did in 1992, and if the Town accepts the budgets and warrant articles as printed in this
Town Report, then the estimated tax rate increase will be about five percent. A major
component of this increase is the 4.9% increase in the school budget.
Most ofthe school budget increase is due to an 8.6% increase in the student population
(Readiness through 12th Grade) which will necessitate an additional teacher at the
Central School and increased tuition to the Middle and High Schools.
The Finance Committee voted 7-0 to reduce the School Budget "Tuition - Private
Schools" line item by $20,000, that amount reflecting a potential expense as opposed to an
actual one. The Committee voted 5-2 to reduce the " Staff Development" Hne item by
$4,050 to the previous year's level. The School Board accepted the recommendations and
the new figures are included in the School Budget as printed. The Finance Committee
voted 7-0 FOR the School Budget. Note that the teacher's contract, to be presented in a
separate warrant article, had not been settled at that time. Discussion of the contract
appears later in this report.
No changes to the Town Budgets were recommended. The Finance Committee
received from the Recreation Commission the job description it requested for the
Recreation Director, and recommended by a 6-0 vote with one abstention that the position
of Recreation Director be funded on the basis of a part-time position of 29 hours per week
up to $15,000 per year. The Committee also recommended that the Recreation
Commission consider increases in its program fees to help support the programs.
With respect to the Town warrant articles, the Finance Committee agreed with the
Selectmen's decision to eliminate a $50,000 warrant article to continue the reconstruction
of McCurdy Road. This year's work will instead be funded by Highway Block Grants.
The Finance Committee also recommended the passage of warrant articles for
refurbishing Fire Department pumper 76M2 and for the construction of an additional
Highway Department storage shed.
The Finance Committee voted 4-3 AGAINST a sprinkler system for the Fire Station.
The majority pointed out that the Fire Station and its contents are insured and a sprinkler
system will not reduce insurance premiums. The minority was concerned that equipment
would be difficult to replace quickly and that insurance was for current value, not
replacement cost.
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The Finance Committee voted 6-0 (1 abstention) FOR site preparation for a future
Police Station at the Town Shed site. This warrant article is also intended to get input from
the townspeople about the need for a new Police Station and its location.
The Finance Committee voted 6-0 ( 1 abstention) FOR a new copying machine for the
Town Office, and 7-0 FOR a fax machine to be located at the Police Station. The fax
machine will be available for official town and school use, too.
The Committee voted 6-1 FOR funding for a Mutual Aid Station to be located at the
NBAFS Tracking Station to provide fire protection and emergency rescue services to the
eastern part of New Boston and adjacent Bedford and Amherst. This project will also
require approval by the other towns, but does not commit New Boston to long-term
expenditures. The minority opinion pointed to the uncertainty of continued Air Force
cooperation and to the small number of emergency incidents in that part of town.
The Finance Committee met in special session on February 9th to discuss the new
Teachers' Contract for 1993-1994, the effects ofwhich will be presented to the Town as a
separate warrant article as requested by the Finance Committee.
The agreement negotiated between the School Board and the New Boston Education
Association includes NO INCREASE in the salary schedule and NO STEP ADVANCE-
MENT. The only additional cost associated with the the new one-year agreement is a
$3,000 increase in the course reimbursement line item. (Teachers receive partial
reimbursement for approved job-related education). The Finance Committee voted 5-0
FOR the new contract, and commends the New Boston teachers and School Board for
presenting the Town with a reasonable contract agreement.
Finally, the Finance Committee voted 0-3 AGAINST a school warrant article as
petitioned by voters to purchase computer hardware. There were two abstentions and a
























WARRANT ARTICLES TAX RATE AMOUNT
Refurbish 76M2 Pumper $0,154 $29,800
Fire Dept. Sprinkler System 0.085 16,500
Police Station Site Prep 0.026 5,000
Mutual Aid Station 0.013 2,500
Copier 0.029 5,700
Fax Machine 0.010 2,000
Highway Dept Storage Shed 0.078 15,000
Road Assessment (approp only) 100,192
TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES 0.396 76,500
TOWN BUDGET 7.242 1,399,372
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATION 7.637 1,475,872
Less Estimated Revenue - 2.832 - 547,200
NET TOWN APPROPRIATION $4,806 $ 928,672
SCHOOL WARRANT ARTICLES
Relating to 93-94 Contract 0.016 3,000
Computer Equipment 0.036 7,000
SCHOOL BUDGET 16.630 3,213,557
Less Estimated Revenue — 0.866 - 167,346
NET SCHOOL APPROPRIATION 15.816 3,056,211
COUNTY TAX 1.661 321,000
BUSINESS PROFIT TAX — 0.300 — 58,000
WAR SERVICE CREDIT 0.095 18,300
OVERLAY 0.103 20,000
TOTAL TO BE RAISED BY TAXES $4,286,183
Estimated 1993 Tax Rate $ 22.180 (Total/Valuation X 1000)




Meetings were held on October 5, 1992 and October 26, 1992, to discuss road
improvement projects for 1993, Present were the Selectmen, Road Agent and Road
Committee.
Proposed Road Projects for 1993:
1
.
Francestown Turnpike - Reconstruct 4500' from the New Boston/Lyndeboro Town
line to Sandhill.
2. Old Coach Road - Reclamation of 3500' from the junction of Route 13 to the
Highway Department Garage.
3. McCurdy Road - Continue up-grading from the bottom of Sam Sault Leach Hill
towards Bedford Road.
4. Bog Brook Road - Replace culverts at the junction of Christie Road.
5. Riverdale Road - A scenic road, will receive limited improvements between Parker
Road and Route 114.
6
.
Joe English Road - Ledge exploration and removal betweenMeadow Road and Barss Farm.
7. Depot Street - Finish the bridge and sidewalk approaches and shim Depot St.
Projects accomplished in 1992:
1. Depot Street Bridge - abutments were prepared for the timber frame bridge.
2. Clark Hill Road - Reclamation, drainage and paving were completed.
3. Riverside Drive - Previously a dirt road,was paved.
4. Riverdale Road (On the East side ofRoute 1 1 4) - Cemetery Hill and South Hill Road
each received surface treatment by shimming.
5. Summit Drive, Town Farm Road and Ridgeview Lane each received surface
treatment by chip sealing.
The timber frame package for the Depot Street Bridge arrived in January and was
installed by the Highway Department. The Bridge will not be opened until warmer weather
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NEW BOSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Membership and Company Assignments
Chief James W. Dodge




Training Officer Dennis Hooper
Assistant Training Officer Clifford Plourde




George O. St. John
76 - Ml 76 - M2 76 - M3
Scott Dana - Captain Dale Smith - Captain Dick Moody - Captain
G. Carlstrom - Lieutenant Dan Teague - Lieutenant G.O. St.John - Lieutenant
Brian Dubreuil Don Chapman Bill Hebert
Becky Goldthwaite Keith Jeffery Bob Kelly
Judy Knight John MacGilvary Anne Levesque
Tom O'Brien Cliff Plourde Marianne O'Loan
Jon Strong Robert Frechette
Water Supply
Dennis Hooper - Captain
76 - M4 76 - Kl



















Judy Knight - Captain











































FOREST FIRE WARDEN - James W. Dodge
Deputy Forest Fire Wardens: John Bunting, Dan MacDonald, Richard Moody, Dennis
Hooper, David Poole, Jr., Harold C. (Bo) Strong, George O. St.John, CliffPlourde, Dale Smith
NEW BOSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fire Incidents
December 1, 1991 - November 30, 1992
Inc # Date Location Type of Call NB Amount
91198 12/1/91 542 North Mast Rd Structure fire $ 68.40
91201 12/4/91 41 Pine Echo Rd Structure fire 59.90
91204 12/18/91 143 McCurdy Rd Trash fire 157.85
92001 1/8/92 12 Wilson Lane Structure fire 376.30
92002 1/9/92 41 Wilson Lane Structure fire 231.00
92004 1/14/92 560 Clark Hill Rd Structure fire 210.25
92005 1/17/92 41 Meetinghouse Hill Rd System malfunction 47.05
92007 1/18/92 134 Parker Rd Structure fire 59.90
92008 1/18/92 59 Whipplewill Rd Structure fire 150.05
92009 1/20/92 40 Whipplewill Rd Smoke scare .00
92018 2/3/92 32 Dodge Rd Equip malfunction 34.20
92019 2/4/92 Structure fire - Weare Mutual aid - Fire .00
92022 2/7/92 116 Lull Road Oil burner 51.30
92023 2/8/92 25 High Street Wires on tree 51.50
92024 2/9/92 Structure fire - Weare Mutual aid - Fire 55.35
92028 2/13/92 178 South Hill Rd Oil burner 34.30
92029 2/12/92 Structure fire - Weare Mutual aid - Fire 235.25
92031 2/14/92 8 River Road Structure fire 17.10
92035 2/21/92 84 Cochran Hill Rd Brush fire 25.70
92040 2/27/92 Cover fire station False alarm 21.35
92041 2/28/92 Cover fire station False alarm 21.35
92042 2/28/92 39 Wilson Hill Road Appliance fire 47.05
92045 3/1/92 15 Central School Road Alarm malfunction 4.35
92048 3/8/92 345 Mont Vernon Road Chimney fire 89.95
92049 3/9/92 74 Thornton Road Structure fire 43.10
92050 3/10/92 Cover fire station False alarm 42.90
92053 3/10/92 Cover fire station False alarm .00
92054 3/15/92 286 Chestnut Hill Road Oil burner problem 128.30
92055 3/19/92 Structure fire - Goffstown Mutual aid - fire 64.35
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92056 3/20/92 179 McCurdy Road Structure fire 394.00
92057 3/20/92 1 1 7 Thornton Road Smoke in building 47.15
92058 3/21/92 179 McCurdy Road Structure fire 167.25
92059 3/21/92 1 3 Thornton Road Brush fire 119.40
92065 4/1/92 6 Laurel Lane False alarm 42.80
92066 4/3/92 45-A Beard Road False alarm 30.05
92068 4/4/92 127 Clark Hill Road Brush fire 38.55
92070 4/5/92 Hopkins Road Smoke in area 4.35
92072 4/7/92 49-A Styles Road Brush fire 90.05
92073 4/8/92 Cover fire station False alarm 4.35
92074 4/9/92 Parker Road Grass fire 38.65
92075 4/11/92 444 Chestnut Hill Road Vehicle fire 59.90
92077 4/15/92 West end of Lull Road Brush fire 196.90
92078 4/16/92 137 Francestown Road Chimney fire 76.90
92079 4/17/92 Meetinghouse Hill Road Wires in trees 46.85
92080 4/17/92 Meadow Road Wires in trees 12.85
92081 4/17/92 2 Central Square Alarm malfunction .00
92082 4/17/92 Cover fire station Tele system trouble 47.05
92086 4/30/92 412 Old Coach Road Brush Fire 52.50
92090 5/8/92 15 Central School Road System malfunction 4.35
92092 5/10/92 55 Weare Road Illegal burn .00
92093 5/10/92 260 Clark Hill Road Illegal burn 102.60
92098 5/12/92 412 Old Coach Road Fire in compactor 59.90
92099 5/13/92 530 Old Coach Road Car fire 47.05
92100 5/16/92 311 Lyndeboro Road Camper fire 123.85
92102 5/17/92 20 McCollom Road Brush fire 149.85
92109 5/29/92 Brush fire - Weare Mutual aid - Fire 103.20
92111 6/1/92 2 Valley View Tree on wire 8.70
92113 6/3/92 52 High Street Oven fire 42.90
92119 6/15/92 540 Old Coach Road Brush fire 51.40
92121 6/20/92 52 Sharp Road Electrical fire 47.05
92122 6/23/92 82 Cochran Hill Road Car fire 29.95
92123 6/28/92 65 Pine Echo Road Service call .00
92125 6/30/92 5 Meetinghouse Hill Road Malicious false alarm 4.35
92126 7/6/92 25 High Street Tree on wire 42.60
92132 7/9/92 100 Mont Vernon Road Tree on wire 12.75
92136 7/14/92 194 McCurdy Road Burned food 4.35
92141 7/22/92 459 Chestnut Hill Road Gas grill fire 30.05
92143 7/24/92 N/A Tele system trouble 42.90
92144 7/24/92 1 7 Cedar Drive Unintentional false .00
92147 7/27/92 Fire Station Tele system trouble 21.35
92159 8/8/92 32 Dane Road Fire alarm 4.35
92161 8/22/92 194 McCurdy Road Burned food 17.20
92162 8/23/92 8 River Road Stove fire 47.05
92170 9/6/92 101 Wilson Hill Road Chimney fire 77.10
92174 9/16/92 376 Clark Hill Road Furnace problem 55.85
92176 9/24/92 1 Joe English Road Vehicle fire .00
92178 9/30/92 80 Mont Vernon Road Chimney fire 89.75
92183 10/7/92 643 North Mast Road Equip malfunction .00
92186 10/14/92 15 Central School Road Fire alarm .00
92187 10/17/92 551 Lyndeboro Road Extinguished fire .00
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92191 10/21/92 Fire Station
92192 10/22/92 3 River Road
92194 10/24/92 99 Francestown Road
92195 10/27/92 332 Joe English Road
92197 10/22/92 15 Central School Road
92198 10/29/92 233 Lull Road
92199 10/30/92 Tele Office
92203 11/2/92 Struct, fire - Bedford
92204 11/3/92 45 Mont Vernon Road
92205 11/5/92 Tele office
92206 11/9/92 Cover Goffstown station
92207 11/9/92 519 Clark Hill Road
92208 11/14/92 30 Riverside Drive
92209 11/21/92 Fire Station
92212 11/25/92 15 Central School Road






Tele system trouble .00
Mutual aid - Fire 68.60
Service call 4.35
Tele system trouble .00
Mutual aid - Fire 30.05
Chimney fire 133.05
Car fire 51.60
Tele system trouble .00
Fire alarm .00
Total Fire Incidents 5,587.25
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NEW BOSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Rescue Incidents
December 1, 1991 - November 30, 1992















































37 Briar Hill Road
143 McCurdy Road
336 Francestown Road
327 Joe English Road
80 McCurdy Road
330 Riverdale Road
198 Saunders Hill Road








353 Butterfield Mill Road
362 Clark Hill Road
364 Chestnut Hill Road
MVA - Goffstown
253 Mont Vernon Road
446 Joe English Road
MVA - Goffstown
26 Whipplewill Road
Lyndeboro at Hopkins Road
230 River Road
15 Bedford Road
4 Meetinghouse Hill Road
125 Bedford Road
60 Francestown Road
364 Chestnut Hill Road
124 McCurdy Road
280 Colburn Road
20 Tucker Mill Road
150 Parker Road
40 Briar Hill Road
Med Emergency - Goffstown
40 Briar Hill Road
699 Bedford Road
260 River Road
























Mutual aid - Rescue 51.20
Medical emergency 55.35
Medical emergency 59.80
























92084 4/24/92 353 Butterfield Mill Road
92085 4/27/92 20 Wilson Lane
92087 5/4/92 17 Riverside Drive
92088 5/5/92 114 Pine Road
92089 5/7/92 709 Bedford Road
92091 5/9/92 144 Bedford Road
92094 5/11/92 364 Chestnut Hill Road
92095 5/11/92 165 Bunker Hill Road
92096 5/11/92 205 Francestown Road
92097 5/12/92 339 McCurdy Road
92101 5/16/92 48 Thornton Road
92103 5/23/92 198 Saunders Hill Road
92104 5/23/92 36 Styles Road
92105 5/24/92 254 Mont Vernon Road
92106 5/25/92 569 Francestown Road
92107 5/25/92 116 Tucker Hill Road
92108 5/28/92 82 Lull Road
92110 5/29/92 58 Hopkins Road
92112 6/3/92 Walk-in - Fire Station
92114 6/3/92 Med'l emergency - Goffstown
92115 6/8/92 40 Briar Hill Road
92116 6/13/92 163 Bunker Hill Road
92117 6/14/92 124 McCurdy Road
92118 6/14/92 92 Town Farm Road
92120 6/17/92 120 Christy Road
92124 6/28/92 364 Chestnut Hill Road
92127 7/6/92 25 Hilldale lane
92128 7/6/92 40 Mill Street
92129 7/7/92 Meadow & Joe English Roads
92130 7/8/92 117 Saunders Hill Road
92131 7/9/92 204 McCurdy Road
92133 7/9/92 310 Bedford Road
92134 7/10/92 40 Jessica Lane
92135 7/12/92 13-A Styles Road
92137 7/15/92 Weare - medical emergency
92138 7/16/92 25 Hilldale Lane
92139 7/19/92 600 North Mast Road
92140 7/20/92 40 Briar Hill Road
92142 7/23/92 1 1 2 Thornton Road
92145 7/24/92 84 Cochran Hill Road
92146 7/25/92 12 River Road
92148 7/28/92 501 Mt. Vernon Road
92149 8/1/92 205 Parker Road
92150 8/4/92 70 Pine Echo Road
92151 8/6/92 70 Pine Echo Road
92152 8/7/92 30-A Styles Road
92153 8/8/92 Walk-in Fire Station
92154 8/11/92 Rescue - Weare
92155 8/12/92 364 Chestnut Hill Road
92156 8/16/92 Playground





















































92158 8/18/92 45 Mont Vernon Road Service call 4.35
92160 8/22/92 52 High Street Medical emergency 34.20
92163 8/24/92 84 River Road Medical emergency 38.25
92164 8/25/92 280 Colburn Road Medical emergency 51.20
92165 8/27/92 1 Maple Street Injured child 8.50
92166 8/28/92 110 Riverdale Road Medical emergency 47.15
92167 8/29/92 110 Riverdale Road Medical emergency 38.35
92168 8/30/92 540 North Mast Road Medical emergency 4.35
92169 9/4/92 165 Bunker Hill Road Medical emergency 34.20
92171 9/7/92 36 Woods Lane Medical emergency 59.80
92172 9/10/92 200 River Road MVA 64.05
92173 9/10/92 279 Weare Road Injured child 42.70
92175 9/22/92 27 Hopkins Road Medical emergency 34.20
92177 9/24/92 1 3 Mont Vernon Road Injured person .00
92179 10/1/92 Rescue - Weare Mutual aid .00
92180 10/1/92 530 North Mast Road MVA 81.25
92181 10/2/92 1 3-B Hemlock Drive Medical emergency 42.70
92182 10/6/92 Francestown Road MVA 38.45
92184 10/11/92 10 Bunker Hill Road Medical emergency 42.80
92185 10/14/92 57 Highland Road Medical emergency 42.70
92188 10/17/92 364 Chestnut Hill Road Medical emergency 51.30
92189 10/18/92 30 Laurel Lane Injured person 47.05
92190 10/21/92 236 Meadow Road Person choking 38.45
92193 10/24/92 1 1 8 Thornton Road Medical emergency 68.40
92196 10/27/92 1 Old Coach Road Injured person .00
92200 10/31/92 19 Baker Lane Injured child 60.20
92201 10/31/92 57 Christy Road MVA 72.85
92202 11/2/92 372 Weare Road MVA 51.10
92210 11/24/92 364 Chestnut Hill Road Medical emergency 55.55
92211 11/24/92 36 Mont Vernon Road Medical emergency 29.95
92213 11/25/92 605 River Road MVA 136.80
Total Rescue Incidents 5,087.00
REPORT OF THE TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
1 992 was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our largest fire was in May
in Rumney where a suspicious origin fire burned approximately 150 acres with a total cost
of approximately $30,000. The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted many other
communities in wildland fire suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136 acres. Our major
causes of fires were fires kindled without a permit, unknown causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire prevention. New
Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27) requires that "No person, firm or corporation shall
kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause to be burned any material in the open,
except when the ground is covered with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit
from the Forest Fire Warden ofthe town where the burning is to be done ." Violation ofthis
statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine ofup to $ 1 ,000 and/or a year in jail and you
are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The small average fire size
of .47 acre/fire is a tribute to early detection by the public or our fire tower system and a
quick response of our trained local fire departments. Please help your Warden and fire
department by requesting and obtaining a fire permit before kindling an open fire.
The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted 28 towns with a total of $20,000 in
50/50 cost share grants for fire fighter safety items and wildland suppression equipment in
1992.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please contact
your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or Division of Forests and Lands at
271-2214.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1992
State District Town of New Boston
Number of fires 289 30 6






POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1992
1 992 was a very busy year for your Police Department, with nearly a 22% increase in
services over last year.
We have experienced some internal changes, including the promotion of Officer Tim
Lamy from Part-time to Full-time status. This promotion fills the vacancy left by the
departure of Officer DeMichelis. I would also like to welcome Tom Fleming to the
Department. Tom has been hired as our Part-time Animal Control Officer, and his
diplomacy in handling these complaints has resulted in numerous positive compliments as
to his capabilities.
New Boston residents should be aware that we have taken advantage of Federal
Highway Safety Grants, which increase our available man-hours for specialized patrols,
such as a radar enforcement and DWI, as well as aiding in the purchase of needed equip-
ment. New Boston, to date, has been fortunate to receive six separate grants. The goal
to make our roads safer has been realized, with a decrease in motor vehicle accidents from
109 in 1991 to 88 in 1992.
The Town still lacks 24-hour, full-time coverage due to budget constraints in these
difficult economic times. During these times when an officer is not on-duty, we rely on on-
call New Boston personnel or State Police. Response time is inherently greater during
those time frames and I ask your continued patience on this subject.
The Community has responded exceptionally in the area of reporting suspicious
vehicles and persons. This, plus an increase in Burglary Patrols has produced a decrease in
the number of burglaries for 1992. Keep up the good work, it helps us in assisting you.
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First N.H. Bank (formerly Amoskeag CD.)
First N.H. Bank (formerly Bank East CD.)
First N.H. Bank (formerly Nashua Trust CD.)
New Dartmouth (formerly Numerica CD.)
First N.H. Checking Interest












State of N.H. Filing Fee
Safe Deposit Box Rent
Stuart F. Clark, Inc.
H.C Strong











First N.H. Bank (formerly Amoskeag CD.)
First N.H. Bank (formerly Bank East CD.)
New Dartmouth (formerly Numerica CD.)
First N.H. Bank (formerly Nashua Trust CD.)
First N.H. Bank Passbook













BURIALS - NEW BOSTON 1992
\/l/92 Placed in Tomb Ruth Saltmarsh - Age: 96 years
French and Rising Funeral Home
1/1 1/92 Placed in Tomb Jane E. Herbert - Age: 68 years
French and Rising Funeral Home
1/1 1/92 Placed in Tomb Cecil H. Strong - Age: 87 years
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/9/92 Buried Ruth Saltmarsh - Age: 96 years
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/9/92 Bured Clara Todd - Age: 77
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/10/92 Buried Ashes Sarah H. Moody - Age: 21
5/1 1/92 Buried Barbara Anne Van Tassell and Baby - Age: 36
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/12/92 Buried Jane Elizabeth Herbert - Age: 68
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/12/92 Buried Cecil H. Strong - Age: 87
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/13/92 Buried Doris Houghton - Age: 82
French and Rising Funeral Home
5/18/92 Buried Leslie Jones - Age: 85
Saville Funeral Services Inc. Arlington, MA
5/22/92 Buried Ashes Louise Barr Brooks - Age: 77
6/9/92 Buried Catherine Moore - Age: 52
French and Rising Funeral Home
6/11/92 Buried Arthur E. Richards - Age: 67
French and Rising Funeral Home
7/3/92 Buried Ashes Linda Clark McGoldrick - Age: 54
8/4/92 Buried John P. Ellingwood Sr. - Age: 74
McHugh Funeral Home
9/9/92 Buried Ashes Corinne Holt Pilling - Age: 89
1 1/9/92 Buried Ashes Lyn F. Brown - Age: 77
11/12/92 Buried James Lannan - Age: 61
French and Rising Funeral Home
11/26/92 Buried Ashes Martin Flansbury - Age: 52
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EULOGY FOR BILL
It was a great honor for me when Shirley asked me to speak regarding Bill's activities in
New Boston.
Somepeople feel that God created the Universe with a big bang. However, there is no
doubt at all that he created Bill with a big booming voice. That booming voice he brought
with him when he and Shirley came to our Town in 1 979, and with his voice Bill created a
big bang in New Boston. "Bill was the epitome of volunteerism." He started almost
immediately giving of himself.
Bill's presence in New Boston was first felt in the Whipple Free Library. Here he did
Yeoman duty. Every Saturday morning he would be there sitting on the floor surrounded
by kids just waiting for him to start reading to them. To see and hear "Mr. Bill" and the
wide-eyed kids and, by the way, quite a few parents just a few steps back, was a real thing of
beauty.
"Mr. Bill" also read for the school children and worked with them at the school library.
Everybody loved the time he came, dressed in his bathrobe and slippers, and read "Ira
Sleeps Over."
Because of Bill's help, the local phone book was the library's biggest fundraiser
followed by the annual library auction, and who can ever forget many times during an
auction when he had consummated a sale by the statement, "and another soul made happy."
Bill was not only a long time Trustee and Friend of the Library, but he had many other
activities.
Ever since he arrived in New Boston, he showed keen interest in our town and its history.
Just to visit with Bill and Shirley at their home, you would absorb New Boston history.
Adjacent to their home is the site of Butterfield Mill and to research it. Bill went to the New
Boston Historical Society and discussed it with the members. It wasn't long until Bill
accepted an office and quickly rose to its Presidency. His tenure was that of service to the
Society and the community.
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One of his loves in New Boston was compiling "Oral Histories" and he accomplished
this with many ofour elderly citizens, one ofwhom was me. He worked tirelessly preparing
a lengthy videotape of all facts of contemporary life in our town.
He always attended Town Meeting and School Meeting and lent his voice to the
problems at hand.
He was always to be found manning the booth selling historical and commemorative
items for the benefit of the Fire Department, Artillery Company, Library, and Historical
Society. The Piscataquog River was always dear to Bill's heart, not only because it flowed
right through his and Shirley's property but because his thoughts always encompassed
conservation, wildlife, and the beauty of nature. He and Shirley thought alike on these
subjects and followed through by giving easements in perpetuity on all of their property to
the Piscataquog Watershed Association to insure that their property will always be green.
Bill's latest project was working with the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium Foundation
in an effort to obtain support for children's programs at the Planetarium from the Saudi
Arabian government in collaboration with the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium. It would be
nice to see this come to fruition in Bill's name.
One of Bill's many honors was because of his and Shirley's willingness to volunteer.
They were awarded the Governor's Volunteer Recognition Award for Volunteer Work in
New Hampshire.
In closing, Bill will be sorely missed in New Boston because Bill made "every soul in







Year Ending December 31, 1992
There is a saying that "Librarians will get you through times of no money better than
money will get you through times of no libraries." For the past few years we have not been
able to increase our hours and have had to reduce our book budget. In spite of this, our
circulation continues to increase, although at a slower pace. This year's statistics show
that people were using the library more and more for low cost entertainment - the
circulation of videos, books on tape and software saw the biggest increase. Children's
circulation also increased slightly.
Each year we try to find interesting programs to present. In February of 1 992 we held
an after-school program with a speaker on Native Americans and an evening of family
entertainment with musician Brownie Macintosh. During National Library Week we held
our third annual "Night of a Thousand Stars" with members of the community reading
their favorite stories or poems. In the fall we presented an evening of poetry reading by a
local scholar-it was a very special evening for adults with a fire in the fireplace and hot
mulled cider. During Children's Book Week we helped the Rural Arts program bring
musician Purly Gates to the school for a residency and the Hayes Fund helped sponsor one
of the Concerts on the Common. In December we held our annual craft workshop to
decorate the library for the holidays. Next year we would like to sponsor a book discussion
group through the N.H. Humanities Council. We are also pleased to be able to have
displays of local crafts, artwork and collections and thank those who have made them possible.
Summer is always our busiest time at the library. The summer reading program for
1992 was entitled "Discover Road. ..'92." This was the third summer reading program
designed by the Children's Librarians of New Hampshire. In June, our children's
librarian, Joni Staigers, and volunteer Bill Mulligan, went to school to read to each class
and tell them about this program.. One hundred children signed up and ninety of them
received certificates for reaching their reading goals. This was an all time record number.
Pre-school story hours were also held during the summer. This program ended with a teddy
bear picnic. Special activities for the summer program included a mini-genealogy course
taught by Elliott Hersey, mural making and exotic t-shirt design with Jill Weber and an
origami workshop taught by Lisa O'Loan. The program ended with a trip to the American
Stage Festival and a "make-your-own" sundae party. Thanks to many volunteers for
helping whenever we needed it.
This year the Hillstown Co-operative of area libraries became involved in two
interesting new projects. The first is an Audio Co-op to provide unabridged audio books on
a rotating basis to area libraries. These audio books are very expensive and each Hbrary
contributed to the purchase. Some area service organizations also contributed funds. This
will be an on-going project so the collections will grow each year. Listening to a book on
tape is very popular with commuters, families going on trips, individuals working on crafts
orjust relaxing. The second project involved writing and receiving an LSCA Title VI grant
for a literacy collection for the sixteen area libraries. A coordinator has been hired and
each library will receive $800 worth of literacy materials early in 1993.
We have been fortunate to have had Ruth Dodge work for us for another year through
the Green Thumb Program. With her help we have completed the barcoding project and
she now helps with processing new materials and many other important projects. Our very
talented staff includes Joni Staigers who holds at least four story hours almost every week
and also reads at school for special occasions. Lisa O'Loan is our very artistic assistant
who creates wonderful signs, displays and crafts projects. Each year the work at the
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library is made easier by the help of our volunteers. Janice Hawkins continued to work
every Friday afternoon and Bill and Shirley Mulligan continued to man the desk and story
corner on Saturday mornings. In the fall, Bill became too ill to continue with the story
reading and the trustees and others wanted this special time to continue by volunteering to
help.
It's very difficult to even mentiion Bill without bringing back a flood ofmemories of the
years that he supported the Library, the Friends of the Library and other organizations in
town. Bill read to a generation of school children and showed us all by example what
volunteerism means. We will always miss him, but it is a real tribute that others have
stepped forward to continue his work. A memorial fund has been started and will be used to
further quality children's services.
During the year the Friends of the Library continued their fundraising with the annual
auction, rummage sale, and book sale. They celebrated the end of the year with their
annual party, the Wassail open house. The funds raised by the Friends support the
purchase of videos and other special projects.
With an eye to the future, the Librarian has attended a space planning workshop and
the Trustees have met with a consultant from the State Library about the need for more
space. Early in the year we completed a project to create more desk space, more work
space and increased reference shelving. The library "meeting room" (the children's room
with the book shelves moved) has been used almost weekly either by community groups or library
programs.
In 1993 we hope to increase our book budget to replace some very badly worn
children's books and to allow us to keep up with the increasingly sophisticated requests we
receive from our patrons. We also hope to start serious planning for the future of library




WHIPPLE FREE LIBRARY - 1992
Total Town Appropriation Approved and Received $59,605.00








































Trust Funds + 2,806.91









Moved Hayes & Kanzer
Fund Principal to broker - 4,164.96
Balance 12/31/92 $ 2,646.32
Hayes Memorial Fund
Principal: $2,598.00
Savings Account Balance 1/01/92 $587.52
Interest + 13.52
Spent -200.00




Savings Account Balance 1/01/92 $294.10
Interest + 6.53
Spent - 74.34












For the Year Ending December 31, 1992
LIBRARY TRUSTEES TERM EXPIRES
Beatrice Peirce 1993
Carol Hess 1993
Amy Patterson (resigned 7/92) 1994
Ellen Ruggles 1994
Sally Moran 1995
Bill Mulligan (deceased 12/92) 1995
Kendall Wiggin, Chairman 1995
LIBRARY STAFF
Librarian: Sarah Chapman
Children's Librarian: Joni Staigers
Assistant: Lisa O'Loan
Aides: Nola Page, Mary Statt






LIBRARY HOLDINGS on 1/1/92 14,748






A-V: audio tapes 15
videos 28
Withdrawn from circulation/Lost -218





Items borrowed through Hillstown Co-op 192
Items borrowed through N.H.A.I.S. 44
(New Hampshire Automated Information System)
Items loaned through Hillstown Co-op 70
Items loaned through N.H.A.I.S. 28
10 a.m. - 8:30 p.m
10 a.m. - 8:30 p.m
10 a.m. - 5:00 p.m












WHIPPLE FREE LIBRARY BUDGET - 1993
Proposed 1993 Expenditures from Town Funds
Payroll $41,109
FICA 3,145





Office and Postage 1,200





NEW BOSTON PLANNING BOARD
The New Boston Planning Board generally met on the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month during the year, in the Conference Room at the Town Hall, to hear
applications for subdivisions or non-residential site plans. However, in addition to these
meetings and agendas, many evenings were spent in special meetings for either joint
hearings with the Zoning Board ofAdjustment, or as public work sessions and hearings on
matters such as the Capital Improvements Program (CIP), and proposed amendments to
the Subdivision Regulations, Zoning Ordinance and Building Code. Many additional
hours were devoted to on-site inspections performed by the Board regarding new
applications, as well as ongoing projects; deliberations on various cases pending before the
Town; interviewing candidates for positions available on the Board; and holding pubhc
hearings on proposed improvements/construction to scenic roads.
Capital Improvements Program - The CLP. Committee took up the Plan of 1992 for
review and update on October 6, 1992. Thereafter, they met several times throughout the
months to their last work night on December 1st. The Committee worked hard to re-
organize and streamline the 6-year budget for 1993 through 1998, with emphasis on the
current CIP budget for 1 993. This was evident in that the 1 993 proposed budget started off
with $290,000 slated in capital improvements from the Plan of 1992. At the Committee
work sessions, the Chairman reiterated on numerous occasions, that the annual cap of
$250,000 estabHshed by the Committee years prior, should be held once more in 1993.
The 1993 Plan now presents that figure at $246,300.
The Committee work sessions also addressed in depth, for the first time, the future
needs ofthe Police Department for an alternative to the present Depot Station; and the cost
and plans associated with the Station; and the cost and plans associated with the future
expansion of the cemetery grounds. Although there was a lot of headway made on a
preliminary basis regarding these two projects, the Committee will be looking forward to
receiving much more information in terms ofplans, costs, phasing ofthe projects, and other
related data, in conjunction with the pursuit of these project developments for the Plan of
1994.
On December 1 5th the CIP Committee held a public hearing on the proposed Plan of
1993 and adopted it without amendment. The Plan was then forwarded to the Board of
Selectmen and the Finance Committee for their considerations of the warrant articles to
come before the Town Meeting, this March of 1993, from the scheduled capital
improvements/investments. Once again, the Committee recommended that the Priority
Listing found in Table II of that report be taken into serious consideration by those
individuals, when recommending and/or considering these proposed warrant articles. The
same sentiment is imparted to the Townspeople in considering their vote(s) at Town
Meeting.
Zoning Ordinance - The only amendment to the Zoning Ordinance that was proposed in
1992 was one by PubHc Petition, to rezone an area located on N.H. Route 77, also known
as Weare Road, from the district of Residential-Agricultural to a Commercial District.
Given the proximity of other commercially zoned lands in that area, along with the
potential for expanding those commercial areas, the Planning Board's recommendation
was in favor ofthe petition as proposed. The amendment was passed by 363 votes being in
favor of the amendment, as opposed to 310 votes being against it.
In 1 993 , the Planning Board is proposing amendments to the Zoning Ordinance, which
will be voted on by ballot on Tuesday, March 9th. PubHc Hearings were held on these
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proposed amendments on Wednesday, January 6, 1993 and Tuesday, January 26, 1993.
The proposed amendments serve:
1
.
To include provisions for "expanded" home businesses to operate as Permitted Uses,
subject only to Non-Residential Site Plan Review, in the Residential-Agricultural
Districts of the Town;
2. To better define the terms under which alterations, expansions, and changes ofuse are
allowable when relating to non-conforming properties;
3. To include provisions for the Selectmen, at their discretion, to authorize the Building
Inspector to waive the requirements of building setback certification at his discretion.
Building Code - The Planning Board is authorized under State RSA 675:3 to hold public
hearing on and present proposed amendments to the Building Code to the Town Meeting.
Again, amendments are voted on by ballot, as is the case with amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance.
The Planning Board held public hearings on the proposed amendments to the Building
Code concurrently with the proposed amendments to the Zoning Ordinance as noted
above. Ballot votes on the proposed amendments will be cast on March 9, 1993.
The proposed amendments mainly represent the updating of the referenced national
codes within the Town's Building Code, to the current editions available. However, some
other changes are:
1. To include the provisions of the BOCA National Plumbing Code as the plumbing
regulations for the Town;
2. To correct the discrepancies, errors, and conflicting provisions as found within the
existing Building Code for the Town;
3. To include a new definition for building height, so that it does not conflict with that
found in the Zoning Ordinance for the Town;




To include provisions which would authorize a simplified method of adopting updates
and/or revisions to the national codes adopted by reference under the Town's
Building code, as provided for in State RSA 674:52.
These proposed amendments will serve to bring our Building Code up to date with
current codes and building construction practices, as our Code has not been amended
and/or updated since its adoption in 1986.
Subdivision Regulations - The Planning Board spent many hours working on the
proposed amendments to the Subdivision Regulations for the Town, as once again, they
have not been amended and/or updated since 1986. The proposed amendments will serve
to bring the Town's regulations in line with current state statutes, as there have been
substantial changes therein since 1986; and to incorporate the many separate policies and
procedures that the Board has adopted from time to time, over the last five or six years.
In an attempt to draw residents to the meetings for input on the amendments being
considered to the Subdivision Regulations, the Board made public in several ways, the fact
that starting with April 4th, the first Tuesday of each month would be devoted solely, or
primarily, to dealing with those amendments. The Board included several notices and
articles in the Better Times, the Goffstown News, the Town's cable channel 8, and, by
public notices posted throughout the Town. However, the meetings were sparsely attended
at best.
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Due to the CIP Committee meetings being resumed in October, and the anticipated
work load associated with considering amendments to the Zoning Ordinance and Building
Code, however, the Board was forced to set aside the proposed amendments to the
Subdivision Regulations, for that period between October and Town Meeting. The Board
plans to take up the proposed amendments again, in April of 1 9 9 3 , and, hopes to be holding
public hearings on the proposed amendments by the end of the spring to early summer as
the amendments are at a rough, final draft stage. The Board will certainly attempt, once again,
to make the public aware, in every way available to them, of the public work shops and
hearings to be held on these amendments.
Master Plan - The Planning Board also had a very busy year in relation to the work being
done to update the Master Plan for the Town. A complete inventory of the town roads has
been compiled to include all of the new development roads that have been accepted
throughout the recent years, as the State's inventory was last performed in 1989.
Information was gathered such as road classification, width, length, surface type,
shoulders, etc. New traffic and speed counts were also taken on the majority ofthe Town's
roads.
The last components to be collected in 1 993 regarding the town's roadways will relate
to the sufficiency and/or deficiency of the town roads, by evaluating each of their present
conditions and how they serve the current traffic thereon.
Also, the base map is all but complete and ready to submit to the Southern N.H.
Planning Commission (SNHPC), from which the overlays to the Zoning Map will be
designed and produced. The overlays will represent soils map, floodplain map, aquifer
location map and the zoning map for the Town.
The last component to be updated along with the noted "transportation" and the "land
use" sections ofthe Master Plan, will be the "housing" section, as the Board will delve into
the details of the 1 990 census and the SNHPC 's resulting study of regional housing needs
assessment, which they completed last year.
Planning Board Officers for the year were Harold Strong as Chairman, Kevin McLamon
as Secretary, and Claire Dane as Planning Coordinator/Recording Secretary/Treasurer.
Also serving on the Board as Ex-Officio members, were the three Selectmen, each in turn
serving on a four month rotation schedule. Other regular members were Brent Armstrong
and Lucien Tessier, who was previously an Alternate to the Board. Alternates to the Board
were Bruce Fillmore, Thomas Mohan, and the newest member, Philip Consolini. We
welcome Philip to the Board, and, we extend our best wishes to Bruce, who will no longer
be serving on the Board.
Also, we would like to extend a special "thank you" to Ella Daniels, who retired from
the Board in March of 1992. Ella became part of the Board as an Alternate member in
1978, and became a regular member in 1979. Her years of dedicated service to the Town









Willard Dodge, Ex Officio
Arthur Johnston, Ex Officio







Name, No. of Lots, Location
Barss, Kenneth & Gloria (2)
Mont Vernon Road
Byam, Arnold & Louise (2 Parcels)
River Road
Byam, Phyllis I. (1 Parcel)
River Road
Chickering, Martha D. (1)
River Road
Colonial Mortgage, Inc. (2)
Francestown Road
Demary, Eleanor C. (3)
We are Road
Kelly, Robert R (2)
Weare Road
Kennedy Brothers ( 1 Parcel)
off of Kennedy Lane
Nixon, David L. & Janet E (4)
Old Coach Road
St. John, George & Emily (1 Parcel)
Butterfield Mill Road
Sizemore, Ronald and
Anderson, Ellen C. (2 Parcels)
Meetinghouse Hill Road
Strong, Estate of Cecil (1 Parcel)
Helena Drive
Wilson, Estate of Lillian D. (2)
Old Coach & Greenfield Roads
Wilson, Estate of Lillian D. (2)




















Future Fire Protection Water Supply Funds Collected from Subdivisions in 1992:
Road Paid By




Mont Vernon Road $1,250.00
Lori A. Frost
Riverdale Road C. Strong Estate 6/08/92 1,250.00
Francestown Road Colonial Mtg. 6/23/92 1,250.00
Old Coach Road Frank Wilson Jr. 12/04/92 1,250.00
Weare Road Dodge Farms 12/24/92 1,250.00
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New Development Roads Completed and Accepted as Class V Roads in 1992, as
















Name, No. of Lots, Location




by Raymond Burgess, Trustee (9)
Old County Road
Reason
Non-compliance to the Zoning Ordinance/
re: backlots
Non-compliance to the Zoning Ordinance/
re: Class 6 road frontage
NON-RESIDENTIAL SITE PLANS APPROVAL
Name, Site Location
Chase, Robert & Donna
340 Francestown Road
Compagna, Andre C. Jr.
47 Misty Meadow Lane
Grosso, David L.






666 North Mast Road
Pine Street Trust
662 North Mast Road
Poole, Nonah
301 Joe EngHsh Road
(Operated jointly with)
Smith, Cheryl






"Town & Country Animal Hospital" to
operate a veterinary clinic from the basement
of the dwelling as a Home Business.
To operate a small engine repair center from
the garage as a Home Business.
"New Boston Hardware" to expand the
hours of operation for that commercial
business.
"Elderberry Ranch" to operate a riding
stable as a Home Business.
"KPI" a/k/a "Kay's Private Investigation"
to operate from the dwelling as aHome Business
John L. Scott to operate a farm stand and fish
market as a commercial business on that site.
"Marc's Amusement Co." to warehouse the
business equipment for storage and maintenance
of same on the commercial site.
To operate a seamstress and caning business
from the residence as a Home Business,
To operate a furniture reupholstering
business from the basement of the residence
as a Home Business.
"Timberinghill Farm Preschool &
Kindergarten" to operate from the residence
as a Home Business.
"Diversified Crystal" to operate from the




636 North Mast Road
"Manchester Gymnastics Academy, Inc."
d/b/a "We're Getting Fit" to operate in a
newly created (third) tenant space in the
building with that Commercial District.
STATE OF CONDITION
1992 INCOME AND EXPENSES
Income
Receipts from Registry Fees $ 681.74
Receipts from Other Subdivision Fees:
Certified Letter Fee $ 1,585.00
Secretarial Fee 1,425.00
Application Fee 3,000.00 6,010.00
Sale of Master Plans, Regulations
Handbooks, W.R.M.P. & Postage 124.00
Reimbursement of Engineering
Consultation Fees 1,672.53
Road & Other Deed Preparation Fees 500.00
Receipts from N.R.S.P.R. Fees:
Certified Letter Fee 505.00
Secretarial Fee 725.00
Application Fee 371.95 1,601.95
Total Income $10,590.22
Expenses:
Registry Fees $ 431.51
Certified Letters and Mail 1,070.00








Lectures, Seminars, Library, etc. 250.00
Printing 113.00 2,229.22
Engineering Consultation Fees 2,624.44
Total Expenses $34,255.92
Balance (Actual Expense to the Town) $23,665.70
1992 Budget Appropriation
Less Total Expenses
Less Actual Expense (Balance)
1992 Budget Raised by Taxes







ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment held regular meetings on the third Tuesday of each
month. Present Board: Chairman William Brendle, William Elliot, Richard Dilley,
William Hebert, Lloyd Hill; alternates, Oscar Peters and Holly Bowen, Clerk. There
were 7 hearings in 1992.
2/18/92 Pam Pitchard DBA Pam's Cut & Curl - Special exception to add a tanning
booth and extend hours of operation from Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 8
am - 8 pm, Wednesday 8 am - 5 pm and Saturday 9 am - 5 pm to Monday thru
Friday 9 am - 9 pm and Saturday 9 am - 5 pm on property located at 5 5 River
Road, New Boston, NH. Granted.
9/15/92 Charles Lee - Vaiiance to construct a 27' x 22' carport for the purpose of
storing 2 cars for personal use only on property located at 575 North Mast
Road, New Boston, NH. Denied because physical circumstances and
conditions did not prevent the carport from being located in a conforming area.
9/15/92 Maurice Whipple - Special exception to rent 1 800 square feet of the building
area to the business known as "Manchester Gymnastics Academy" on
property located at 636 North Mast Road, Goffstown, NH. This was granted
contingent upon approval of the site plan review committee.
10/13/92 Barry & Dorothy Perlow - Variance to construct an attached 2 car garage for
the purpose of storage ofAutomobiles for personal use on property located at
7 East Lull Place, New Boston. Denied because physical circumstances and
conditions did not prevent the Garage from being located in a conforming
area.
10/13/92 Pine Street Trust - Special exception to lease the majority of the building and
lot located at 662 North Mast Road to "Marc's Amusement Co." for
purposes of storage and maintenance of business equipment. Granted.
1 1/17/92 Charles Lee - Appeal of denial for variance to construct a 27' x 22' carport for
the purpose of storing 2 cars for personal use only on property located at 575
North Mast Road, New Boston. Denied because physical circumstances and
conditions did not prevent the Carport from being located in a conforming area.
1 2/8/92 Eleanor Demary, Agent James Dodge - Variance for the existing red barn on
lot 55 to encroach by 2'1" within the sideline setback required to be 20' on
property located at 117 Weare Road, New Boston. Denied.
12/8/92 Eleanor Demary, Agent James Dodge - Variance to the 200' square and 20'
sideline setback required to an existing building. Granted. Included in this










Due to the continuance of the recession being experienced throughout the country, the
Building Department showed a decrease in the total amount of permits issued.





The total income generated from permit fees and additional inspection fees was
$7,089.56. This represents a decrease of 39% from the total collected in 1 99 1 , which was
$11,706.32.
Dennis Sarette, Building Inspector
Simone Hunter, Secretary
REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN
NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
All dues-paying members of the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission are
offered a wide range of services, resources and technical assistance by a professional
planning staff who, from time-to-time, are assisted by specialized consultants on an as-
needed basis. With the concurrence of your representatives, each year the staff develops
and carries out regional planning programs that are mandated under the state and federal
laws, as well as those planning activities which pertain more directly to your community.
Local planning assistance is provided upon receiving a request from your Planning
Board and/or the Board of Selectmen. Certain studies that are of common interest to all
member municipalities are conducted, notifications made and training workshops held on
an as-needed basis.
Services that were performed for the Town ofNew Boston during the past year are as follows:
1. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture meetings. These meetings were attended
by New Boston officials.
2. Conducted a six-hour training workshop for the planning board members. The New
Boston Planning and Zoning boards were invited to that workshop.




Prepared a handbook on impact fee development and provided a copy to the Planning Board.
5. Conducted traffic counts on several locations in the Town of New Boston.
6. Provided detailed review and comments on the Proposed Amendments to the
Subdivision Regulations.
New Boston's Representatives to the Commission are:
Harold "Bo" Strong
Brent Armstrong
Executive Committee Member: Harold "Bo" Strong
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1992 ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The New Boston Conservation Commission has finally realized a long term project
coming to ftiiition with two of the three trails on the 80 acre town land known as Middle
Branch Conservation Area (MBCA) off Saunders Hill Road being completed. This
includes the construction of a footbridge under the guidance of TrailWrights, Inc., in
September. Maintaining the MBCA for foot traffic only will eliminate erosion ofthe trails,
especially the vulnerable river ridge and areas bordering wetlands.
The LCIP Land, known as the King Land behind the vet's office off Mill Street, now
has its official sign and a gate, the latter to protect the river area and hill trail from wheeled
vehicle erosion. You can enjoy hiking to the knob by following the natural contours. We
hope to find time and manpower in 1993 to establish trails.
The Conservation Commission continues our supporting role of Hazardous Waste
Collection Day by providing manpower. Thank you all citizens who contribute materials
to this collection.
As authorized by the state, we continue as advisor to the Planning Board on issues of
concern for the development and preservation of our Natural Resources for the future of
our town. This includes reviewing gravel permits and wetland issues. The NBCC would
hke to remind all residents that dredging or filling of any wetlands is not permitted without
obtaining a permit from the Town Office and observing the review process.
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HOME HEALTH CARE
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
Report to the Town of New Boston
January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1992, Home Health Care and Community Services continued to provide home
care and community services to the residents of New Boston. The following
information represents a projection of Home Health Care and Community Services'
activities in your community in 1992. The projection is based on actual services
provided from January through September 1992 and an estimate of usage during




Child Health Nursing 1 Visit




Home Health Aide 5 Visits
Medical Social Work Visits
Nutritionist Visits
Office Visits Visits
Child Health Program 1 Child
Health Promotion Clinics 2 Clinics
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 43
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly scheduled blood pressure clinics,
child health clinics, telephone consultations were made available to your residents
throughout the year. Town funding, in part, supported these additional services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1 992 with all funding sources is projected
to be $9,787.00
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee, or at no charge to residents in
1992 is projected to be $2,857.00 for home care.
For 1993, we recommend an appropriation of $3,000.00 to continue home care
services at the current level.
Thank you for your consideration.
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1992 RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT
Another exciting year transpired for the Recreation Department of New Boston.
Hats off to all of the wonderful coordinators of the Aerobics, Gymnastics, Dance,
Music and Volleyball programs for their hard work and leadership. Monies raised through
these programs help to bring all of the other events sponsored by the Recreation
Department to the townspeople of New Boston.
We have continued in our tradition ofbeginning every year with our Winter Carnival, a
weekend packed with events encouraging families to spend time with each other having
fun. Heather Raymond, daughter of Debbie and Gerry Raymond, was crowned the 1992
Winter Carnival Queen at the Carnival Ball from a field of 7 young girls. Heather
officiated at all events sponsored by the Recreation Department throughout the year. All
kinds offun games were held on Saturday even though there was no snow. The 1992 Prince
and Princess, Patrick Sweezey and April Kappus, were crowned on Saturday evening
prior to the Lip Sync. Volleyball and Basketball Tournaments rounded out the rest of the
weekend activities and winners went home with their ribbons and trophies.
Saturday evening, March 28th, bagpipes were piping in the haggis for the beginning of
Scottish Night in New Boston. With the help ofButch and Margot Johnston ofthe Scottish
Shoppe in New Boston, the Recreation Department put on a dinner and entertainment for
over 300 people. A rousing $2,000 profit was taken in from this event and the money was
placed in a special savings account for the Gazebo project.
As usual, it seems like every child in New Boston comes out for the annual Easter Egg
Hunt. The Easter Bunny leads the children to the school grounds where pounds of candy
and prizes are scooped up in a short amount of time. A scavenger hunt is held for the
children in 4th, 5th, and 6th grade.
New Boston's Common was packed with people of all ages for our first Concert on the
Common. The music of "The Barbecue Brass Quintet" was enjoyed by all. This series
continued throughout the Summer with music provided by such bands as: Jack Jackson's
Big Band, A Scottish Medley of Music and Dance featuring LezHe Paterson, the Pipes
Awa and some ofLezlie Paterson's dance students; and New Boston's own Karen St.John
and her band. The Pony Express.
Before we knew it, school was out and the summer program began. Over 100 children
between the ages of 6 and 1 2 spent Monday through Friday playing games, learning crafts,
going on trips, learning to swim, etc. with a wonderful staff. The Polliwogs, ages 3, 4, and 5
spent two days a week with their staff reading stories, playing games, etc.
September brought two new programs to the Recreation Department, the After-School
Program at which thirty youngsters learn crafts, play games, etc. every day after school
under the direction of the staff, and the Crafts Program for adults.
Halloween brings out the kids in all of us as we look for the scariest, prettiest, most
original costumes for the annual Halloween Party for all townspeople. A costume parade
is the highlight of the evening with prizes awarded. Games and activities, lots of cider and
donuts make up the rest of the fun activity.
What would Christmas be without the annual Breakfast with Santa, and the Tree
Lighting Ceremony on the Common followed by a musical program at the School.
Children's eyes were as big as saucers as they looked at Santa and told him oftheir wishes.
Everything from "a cow", to a "new tractor", to "snakes" and "bugs" were ordered for
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under the tree. 1992's Tree Lighting Program began with the Hghting of the tree by
Selectman Mike Pimenta followed by the lovely singing of the Children's Choir and Adult
Choir of the Community Church, and the Choir from the Baptist Church. This year we
were also fortunate to have Matthew Richmond entertain us. The school gym was filled
with young and old to listen to the music of the children who make up the School Band
under the direction of Miller Jamrog, the wonderful voices of Jamie Miller, David
Mudrick, Samantha Hersey, and Elizabeth Lee accompanied by pianist Elizabeth Moore
Whitman, and a piano recital by Megan Smith.
The senior citizens of New Boston have been a major part of the Recreation
Department this past year. They meet once a week at the New Boston Central School for
lunch and then are invited to stay for an informational program or to just play cards, board
games, etc. It has been a highlight for some of these seniors as it is a way for them to get
together and enjoy a social afternoon. Trips are also planned for them throughout the year.
During the summer, the Seniors are invited to a special picnic put on by the children ofthe
Summer Recreation Program. A newsletter is mailed to over 200 New Boston Seniors
monthly to keep them informed of services available to them and also helpftil hints to make
their daily existence more enjoyable.
Other activities and programs sponsored by the Recreation Department are: the annual
Scholarship awarded to a graduating New Boston student (1992 recipient was Wendy
Strausbaugh), a Monte Carlo Night, and the New Boston Stampede Road Race.
All of these programs and activities are put together with a lot of hard work and long
hours by the members of the Recreation Commission and the Friends for Recreation and
also many townspeople who volunteer their time. A big thank you to all who have
contributed in any way to another successful year. Without your help over $48,000 could
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1992 Savings Account for Gazebo
$4,869.79 * Includes Profit from Scottish Night
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NEW BOSTON SOLID WASTE TRANSFER STATION
AND RECYCLING CENTER REPORT 1992
The New Boston Solid Waste Transfer Station and Recycling Center has completed
its fourth year of transferring soHd waste to the Consumat Sanco Landfill in Bethlehem,
N.H. and transferring recyclables to be processed into new materials. 2,015 total tons






















1991 1992 1991 1992
5 5 $ 2,893 $ 2,420
3 4 799 1,376
3 3 114 122
28 28 2,399 2,305
4 5 354 486
57 56 3,913 4,603
12 21 698 2,006
38 40 2,724 2,754
66 41 4,748 2,870
9 10 1,293 1,175
131 122 -273 -838











1,498 *Net savings - based on
receipts, less trucking
2,015 and fees, plus costs avoid-
tons ed by not landfilling.
The leveling off of recycling activity in Table I may indicate a continued lull in the
economy considering new construction is still at a low. It most certainly indicates that
residents worked as hard to recycle in 1992 as they did in 1991.
These figures do show an increase in magazine, tin can, mixed paper, aluminum scrap,
clothing and plastic recycling. Aluminum cans, batteries, cardboard, glass and scrap metal
tonnage figures have stayed relatively the same. Newspaper figures are down partly due to
inventory stored on site awaiting shipment to market.
In more simplified terms, by weight. New Boston transports two 1 4-ton trailer loads to
the landfill each week or a total of 107 trailer loads in 1992. In comparison, 25 loads of
recyclables were marketed, 1 load oftires were reprocessed or burned as fuel, an estimated
3^2 loads of material was composted on site, an estimated 7 loads of wood & brush were
burned on site, and 1/5 of a load ofhousehold hazardous waste was processed for a total of
37 loads removed from the waste stream in 1992.
Therefore, 74% of the waste stream was landfilled and 26% was managed in other
ways in 1992. This 74% is the most costly part ofthe operation, $105,567.00, or 66^/2% of
the total operating budget of $158,797.00 was spent on landfill tipping fees and trucking
costs. For every ton of solid waste landfilled it costs $52,00 and another $ 1 8.00 a ton to get
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it to the landfill. This brings us to that idea of cost avoidance. For every ton of material we
do not put into the hopper at the transfer station or do not put out with our rubbish on the
curbside (unless it is picked by a commercial hauler that recycles)- we avoid the cost of
$70.00 per ton ($52.00 plus $1 8.00) or SVi^t per pound. Total avoided costs in 1 992 were
$15,567.00 realized by keeping items such as aluminum cans, cardboard, clothing, glass,
magazines, mixed paper, newspaper, plastics and tin cans out of the hopper. Scrap metal,
car batteries, tires, compost and wood are not factored into this cost avoidance figure
because they have been traditionally kept out of the landfill.
In addition, there are revenues from most of these materials - we received $11 ,274.00
for the materials marketed in 1992 alone. For the first time, we received revenue for
magazines. A 2 1 ton trailer load was delivered to a Vermont paper mill (where they make
tissue paper and household paper products) in July. We received $30.00 per ton or
$633.00, spent $105.00 in trucking fees and avoided spending $1,470 in landfill fees.
Therefore, the net value of this one load of magazines was $1,998.00!
The overall costs of trucking these and other materials in 1 992 as well as fees involved
came to a total of $5,897.00. Therefore, $11,274.00 (receipts) $5,897.00 (costs) +
$15,567.00 (costs avoided) = $20,944.00 in net savings as shown in Table 1.
Throughout the year, the question has arisen quite often as to whether there are
markets for our recyclables. The answer is Yes - our plastics may go as far as the Bronx in
New York City and our metals may stop in Portsmouth on their way to Japan or go north to
Canada, and our magazines may go to Vermont and our glass and paper to Massachusetts,
but there are markets for those materials that are clean and processed according to the
market specifications. New Boston has made a name for itself in the recycling arena and
we have a fine reputation to uphold. One of our major assets is a very willing and
cooperative public, most of whom truly believe in recycling. Secondly, we have a
dedicated and hardworking staff at the recycling center. Thirdly, we have a town
government who also strongly supports recycling. And fourth, we, as a town, are a member
of one of the best cooperative marketing associations in the country, the New Hampshire
Resource Recovery Association, with whom we market 75% of our materials.
There is no doubt progress is being made. On a town wide basis the New Boston
Central School now has a recycling program in full swing. Mixed paper, newspaper,
magazines, cardboard, glass and tin cans are delivered each week to the recycling center by
Trash Pickup of Hillsboro, N.H. This program was initiated by the Girl Scouts in the
spring of 1992 and was built upon by Rick Matthews and the teachers in the fall.
Also the reusable items room and clothing bins are a popular place which is open to all
residents and is sure to produce a bargain or two. There is also an "items wanted" and
"items for sale" bulletin board in the recycling room for pubhc use. In the fall of 1992,
there was even a mention in the Boston Globe about our room and our recycling efforts.
Most importantly, and regretfully, there is still too much solid waste going north from
New Boston. Although the landfill is no longer in our own backyard, it is still is someone's
backyard. We are basically under contract with the landfill to fill "air space" which we do
fill each year with our 1500 tons (or 107 trailer loads) of solid waste. New Boston is under
contract with the Consumat Sanco Landfill until the end of 1994. At that time we will
either sign up with the landfill for another five years or find another disposal site.
Times continue to change and it has become essential that all residents participate to




1992 HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE
COLLECTION DAY REPORT
Although June 6, 1992's weather conditions were rainy and wet, New Boston's
resident participation in the Town's 6th Annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection
Day was not dampened. Over the years, New Boston has exhibited a conscious
responsibility in deahng with the household hazardous waste concerns of our homes,
environment and the community. Also it shows our children's children that we can each
make an individual difference in making changes for a safer and more enjoyable future by
protecting their environment.
The 102 residents who participated represented 7.6% of the Town's total households
and was, by the Government's national average of 1-2% an excellent Collection Day. But
one must really look at the non-participation rate of92.4% as either a non-caring attitude,
or that residents have changed to a safer substitute for hazardous household products or
that residents utilize the Household Products Recycling Market Program. I personally
hope it to be the latter for our children's sake.
The New Boston Conservation Commission, the New Boston Fire Department, the
Joe English Grange and the New Boston Solid Waste Committee were co-sponsors ofthe
Collection Day. These people put in many hours in providing you these services and
should be thanked for all their hard work. Laidlaw Environmental Services provided all
necessary services during the Collection Day which yielded 6,5 35 gallons (or 3.27 tons) of
household hazardous waste. The people who filled out the survey and list prior to coming
really helped things go very smoothly. Great job and thanks for the distribution of the
survey/list to the New Boston Better Times (May issue).
A public informational meeting was held at the New Boston Central School Library on
June 6, 1992 at 7 p.m. the week of the Collection Day. I also visited the New Boston
Central School and had an excellent time in discussing environmental issues of home,
community and the world. It makes me very happy to see how much our young people
know about the protection of our Earth, and especially how much they really care and I
thank them very much. We all can really learn from our children. Please take the time to
hsten, because it's really their world that we are damaging at a fast rate. We really must
make changes for their sake.
The Goffstown News provided many timely articles to remind us ofthe Collection Day
- thank you very much. The Joe English Grange again provided the coordination of the
Elderly and Handicap Pick-up Program - an excellent service. Thank you. The help and
assistance given by Mrs. Gendron and Mrs. Sizemore at the Town Office again made
things stay orderly and accessible. Thank you very much. The media blitz's were handled
by T.V. Stations 9, 11 , 50 and Radio Stations WGIR-FM, WOKQ-FM andWFEA-FM.
Again a great service provided - thank you.
Many handouts were placed at the Town Office, Library, and Transfer Station/Recycling
Center for everyone's use. The New Boston Solid Waste Committee provided the
coordination for the Household Products Recycling Market Program. This is one service
many more people should take advantage ofbecause it not only reuses a product that is still
good, but it also reduces the Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day cost. Over the
years I see a sizable amount of reusable products being thrown into a hazardous waste
drum. I thank the Solid Waste Committee for their hard work. The New Boston's
Conservation Commission, Fire Department, and Police Department all assisted in
making things move in a safe and orderly manner. Thank You. I would also like to thank
Bonnie Bethune and co-workers for all their assistance and continued support over the
years.
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The information below reflects all costs incurred and reimbursements for the Collection Day.





Lab Safety Supply, Inc.
Laidlaw Environmental Service
May Sponsor










Cost of Collection Day
Amount Left
State of N.H. Reimbursement to New Boston
N.B. Better Times Reimbursement for Vi Sponsor
Edmund Scientific Return for products not available
Total Reimbursement
Amount Left


















In closing, if anyone has not yet picked out a New Year's resolution for 1993, please
consider this. Ifwe took one hazardous household product each month and searched out a
safer alternative to replace it, we may someday soon end the need for Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Days on the scale we now experience. We must remember
that "Every Day is Earth Day" and that we can make a difference in creating a change that
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NEW BOSTON SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE - 1992
The New Boston Solid Waste Committee was formed as a result of the enactment of
the New Boston Solid Waste Ordinance in March of 1991. The committee of five
members and two alternate members was appointed by the Board of Selectmen to
investigate and assist in planning for present and upcoming solid waste issues. The most
prominent issue throughout 1992 was septage disposal. As the town is responsible to its
residents to provide a solid waste facility, so is the town responsible to provide a septage
disposal facility according to RSA 149-M:13. Presently, most of New Boston's
septage,via private haulers, is transported to the Concord Wastewater Treatment Plant on
a spot market basis, i.e. Concord could shut us off at any time.
There are at least five options at this time: 1) Contract with the Milford Wastewater
Treatment Facility for $300,000 to accept our septage for 15 years; 2) Driamad System -
a dewatering system which would be operated and maintained by the town. Start up cost
would be an estimated $100,000 with estimated $30,000 per year operating budget; 3)
Solar Aquatic - a proposal in other towns in New England, not yet approved by the State of
N.H. This process would require involvement from surrounding towns; 4) Land
application - has been looked into in the past, was not viable then; questionable
environmental risks; 5) Status Quo - remain taking the risk of spot market with the
Concord facility.
Regardless, options 1 through 3 would require a substantial capital expenditure in the
near future; option 4 has environmental and long-term risks; and option 5 has its associated
risks of eventually having no place to dispose of our septage. Also, underlying many ofour
monthly meetings is the issue ofmandatory recycling. At March 1992's Town Meeting an
impromptu vote was taken on charging fees to commercial haulers for depositing
unseparated waste at the recycling center-in an unbinding vote, it was unanimous that
these haulers should be charged a fee. Another vote was taken as to how many people
would adopt a manatory recycling ordinance. Two-thirds of those in attendance voted in
favor of mandatory recycling.
And although at least 91 municipalities of the 212 towns/cities in N.H. have a
mandatory recycling ordinance, they all vary in their intent. Some towns have a mandatory
ordinance which only covers some items where others cover the full range of recyclables.
Enforcement is the second roadblock - a mandate must be enforced to serve its purpose.
Therefore at this time, considering the past success ofthe voluntary program which has
removed an overall 26% from the waste stream, the Committee does not recommend full
mandatory recycling at this time. The Committee is investigating the charging of fees to
non-recycling commercial haulers.
Another task that will be taken on by the Committee in 1993 is an informational
booklet which will be made available to all residents. This booklet will provide how-to's as
well as some do's and don'ts on recycling, household hazardous waste, septage and composting.
The Solid Waste Committee will continue to investigate the above issues as well as
other pertinent solid waste issues. The Committee meets the third Wednesday of each
month at 7 pm in the Historical Building. We welcome your concerns and ideas.
Martha Brooks Mary Carol Schaffrath
Michael Richard David Woodbury
Ellen Ruggles Robert Todd, Alternate
Bonnie Bethune, Ex-Officio
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DEATHS RECORDED IN NEW BOSTON - 1992
Date Name of Deceased
Father's Name and
Place of Death Mother's Maiden Name
Dec. 12 Clara Deignan New Boston Silas Gates
Enis Conn
May 12 Martin J. Flansbury New Boston
Jan. 7 Jane E. Herbert Manchester
Feb. 26 Linda B. Hersey New Boston
Nov. 8 James Lannan New Boston
July 26 Cecilia Loring Goffstown
Mar. 1 Samuel E. Miller New Boston















May 17 Robert H. Seaver Manchester William Seaver
Eleanor Ewens
Jan. 7 Cecil H. Strong Manchester George M. Strong
Mamie L. Melvin
Feb. 14 Warren M. Stubbert New Boston
Oct. 30 William A. Tiley New Boston







Feb. 3 Barbara A. Van Tassell Manchester





I hereby certify that the above return is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT
NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING MINUTES
Saturday, March 14, 1992
10:00 A.M.
New Boston Central School
The 1992 Annual School District Meeting was called to order at 10:15 A.M. by
Moderator, Ted Olson, on March 14th at the New Boston Central School. Elliott Hersey
led those assembled in the Pledge of Allegiance, and Rev. R.Woodland offered a prayer.
Moderator, Ted Olson, introduced Roland Sallada, State Representative; Betsy
Whitman, State Representative; School Board Chairman, Maureen Brown; School Board
Members, Betty Borry; Gordon Carlstrom; Vice Chairman, Roger Dignard and John
Walker; Principal, Rick Matthews; Superintendent, Owen Conway; Assistant Superintendent,
Charles Gaides; Business Administrator, Benjamin Hampton; Assistant to the Superintendent
for Special Needs, Carol Kingston; Attorney, Margaret Moran; Attorney, Jane Cummings;
new School Board Member, Paul Keiner; Treasurer, Elliott Hersey; Supervisors of the
Checklist, Sandy Gallup and Sara Chapman; Auditors, Cheryl Smith and Brian Towne;
Ballot Clerks and Constable Lamy.
Elliott Hersey spoke in appreciation and gratitude for the response to the death of his
wife, Linda, in visits, cards and other expressions of concern. He gave a brief history of
Linda's considerable efforts on behalf of the town and schools in New Boston. He stated
the family's wish that funds donated in her name be used for a greenhouse to be attached to
the school and used by all the students.
Roger Dignard, Vice Chairman, presented a plaque and roses in appreciation to
Maureen Brown, Chairman, for more than 3 years of service as a member of the School
Board. She expressed her pleasure in serving.
Moderator Olson gave corrections to the Town Report and explained the voting process.
Article 1. Maureen Brown moved that the salaries of the School Board and Truant
Officer and the compensation of any other officer or agent of the District be accepted as
printed in the Town Report, or take any other action in relation thereto. Roger Dignard
seconded the motion. It was voted in the affirmative.
Article 2. Betty Borry moved that the report of agents, auditors, committees or
officer of the District be accepted as presented in the Town Report, or to take any other
action in relation thereto. The motion was seconded by John Walker and passed.
Article 3. John Walker moved that the District accept the provisions of RSA
198:20-B providing that any school district at an annual meeting may adopt an article
authorizing indefinitely, until specific recision ofsuch authority, the School Board to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by the school district, money from a state,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the
fiscal year. Betty Borry seconded the motion and it passed.
Article 4. Fritz Green moved that henceforth the multi-purpose room of the New
Boston Central School shall be known as the Mansfield Gymnasium in honor ofThomas J.
Mansfield, late of New Boston, and that a plaque be placed on the wall therein in
commemoration (as petitioned by voters). Brian Towne seconded the motion. Fritz Green
spoke to the motion and volunteered to head a committee to raise funds for the project (est.
$1,000.00) and see that the plaque is displayed by Labor Day 1992. Roland Sallada
amended the motion to the "TOM MANSFIELD GYMNASIUM", Fritz Green
seconded his motion. The amendment passed. The motion passed.
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Marcel Laflamme moved to advance to Article 7. The motion was seconded by Dan
Teague. The motion passed.
Article 7. Maureen Brown moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Million Fifty-four Thousand One Hundred Two Dollars ($3,054,102) for the
support ofthe schools, for payment of salaries ofschool district officials and agents, and for
the payment of salaries of statutory and contractual obligations of the district, or take any
other action in relation thereto. John Walker seconded the motion. Maureen Brown spoke
for the budget, noting that the bulk of the increase is due to the much larger number of
students we are paying tuition for at Goffstown. Tim White spoke concerning the small
amount of funds allotted to Science in our elementary school. Tim White moved to amend
to Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) the amount on Hne 610-13. Joni Smith seconded his
motion. Roger Dignard spoke for the School Board. Dan Rothman spoke for the Finance
Committee. Both parties do not recommend the increase at this time. Dick Moody moved
the question. This was seconded by Don Chapman. The motion passed. The amendment
was defeated. Jackie Malandrino moved to amend the bottom line of the budget down to
Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000). Mrs. Severence seconded the motion. Willard
Dodge responded. Discussion followed. Joni Smith moved the question, seconded by Tim
White. The motion passed. There was a request for a written ballot on the budget issue.
The amendment was voted on and was defeated. A five minute recess was declared to see if
the ballot petition could be rescinded. It was not. The meeting reconvened. John Bunting
moved the question. Marcel Laflamme seconded the motion. It passed. The polls opened
at 11:50 A.M. and closed at 1 2:25 P.M. The motion for the total budget of Three Million
Fifty-four Thousand One Hundred Two Dollars ($3,054, 102) passed with 168 voting yes
and 2 1 voting no.
Article 5. Gordon Carlstrom moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of Four Thousand Seven Hundred Thirty Dollars ($4,730) for the purchase of two (2)
MAC LC2/40 computers with display and laserwriter, or take any action in relation
thereto. Roger Dignard seconded the motion. Mr. Carlstrom spoke to the motion, noting
that there is extensive software available from the SAU for this equipment. Jim Dane
spoke for the Finance Committee who do not recommend this purchase. Tim White moved
to amend the motion to see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum ofTwenty-five
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($25,500) for the purchase of seventeen (17) MAC
LC2/40 computers with display and laserwriter. Joni Smith seconded the motion. After
discussion, Jim Dodge moved the question, seconded by Paula LeBaron. The motion
passed. The amendment was voted on and defeated. After further discussion, Marcel
Laflamme moved the question on the main motion, seconded by Lisa Teague. The vote
being in the affirmative, the motion was voted and a division was called. The vote was
taken with 136 YES and 8 NO. The motion passed.
Article 6. Roger Dignard moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Nine Hundred Sixty Dollars ($3,960) for the purchase ofand installation
of a security system package to detect unlawful entry into the New Boston Central School
or take any action in relation thereto. Maureen Brown seconded the motion. Mr. Dignard
spoke to the motion, explaining the content and extent of the proposed system. Mary Ann
O'Neill moved to amend the motion to see ifthe District will raise and appropriate the sum
of Seven Thousand Nine Hundred Sixty Dollar ($7,960) for the purchase of and
installation of a security system package and exterior lighting of the exterior grounds to
detect unlawful entry into the New Boston Central School. The amendment was seconded
by Marcel Laflamme. The move to amend was defeated. Marcel Laflamme moved the
question on the main motion, seconded by Joni Smith. The vote was affirmative. The main
motion was voted and passed.
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Article 8. John Walker moved to transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting. Betty Borry seconded the motion. Lloyd Barss commended the
School Board on their diligent service in the past year and expressed concern about the bus
driver's pohcy of not stopping when the child is not visible. Marcel Laflamme requested a
consensus vote on support for a Science Program. Support was unanimous. Others
expressed concerns and praise for the education needs and quality in the New Boston
Schools. Don Chapman moved to adjourn. The motion was seconded by Brian Towne.





NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers
1993
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants ofthe School District in the town ofNew Boston qualified to vote in
District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOM
MANSFIELD GYMNASIUM AT THENEWBOSTON CENTRAL
SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON TUESDAY, THE NINTH
DAY OF MARCH, 1993, AT EIGHT O'CLOCK IN THE
FORENOON TO CAST BALLOTS FROM THAT HOUR OF




To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
2. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
5. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing two years.








NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1993
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants ofthe School District in the town ofNew Boston qualified to vote in
District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOM MANSFIELD
GYMNASIUM AT THE NEW BOSTON CENTRAL SCHOOL IN SAID
DISTRICT ON SATURDAY, THE TWENTIETH DAY OF MARCH,




To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer and fix
the compensation of any other officer or agent of the District or take any other action
in relation thereto.
2. To hear the reports ofAgents, Auditors, Committees or Officers ofthe District, or act
in relation thereto.
3. To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the New Boston School Board and the New
Boston Education Association, which calls for the following increases in course
reimbursement:
YEAR AMOUNT OF COST ITEM
1993-94 $3,000.00
AND further, to raise and appropriate the said sum of THREE THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($3,000.00) for the 1993-94 fiscal year, such sum representing the
additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those paid in
the prior fiscal year.
4. To see what sum ofmoney the District will raise and appropriate for the support ofthe
schools, for the payment of salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
payment of statutory and contractual obligations of the District, or act in relation
thereto.
5. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000 (SEVEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS) to purchase computer hardware, equipment and supplies
for support ofthe New Boston Community Resource Center, or act in relation thereto.
The New Boston Community Resource Center is available for school and community
education, job retraining and personal use. (As petitioned by voters.)
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
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NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE
New Boston School District Dated Ol-Sep-87
School Addition Last maturity: Ol-Sep-97
Bid: BankEast (Connecticut Bank & Trust)
Interest Start Date: Ol-Sep-87 1st Interest Payment: Ol-Mar-88
Delivery Date: Ol-Sep-87 1st Principal Payment: Ol-Sep-88
Amount Borrowed: 1,600,000 Average Interest Cost (NIC): 6.32909
Premium or (Discount): Effective Interest Cost (TIC): 6.32579
Accrued Interest: Average Life (Years): 5.50000
Interest Interest Annual
Date Rate Principal Payable Balance Debt Service
Ol-Mar-88 50,440 1,600,000
Ol-Sep-88 6.250 160,000 50,440 1,440,000 260,880
Ol-Mar-89 45,440 1,440,000
Ol-Sep-89 6.250 160,000 45,440 1,280,000 250,880
Ol-Mar-90 40,440 1,280,000
Ol-Sep-90 6.250 160,000 40,440 1,120,000 240,880
Ol-Mar-91 35,440 1,120,000
Ol-Sep-91 6.300 160,000 35,440 960,000 230,880
Ol-Mar-92 30,400 960,000
Ol-Sep-92 6.300 160,000 30,400 800,000 220,800
Ol-Mar-93 25,360 800,000
Ol-Sep-93 6.300 160,000 25,360 640,000 210,720
Ol-Mar-94 20,320 640,000
Ol-Sep-94 6.300 160,000 20,320 480,000 200,640
Ol-Mar-95 15,280 480,000
Ol-Sep-95 6.300 160,000 15,280 320,000 190,560
Ol-Mar-96 10,240 320,000
Ol-Sep-96 6.400 160,000 10,240 160,000 180,480
Ol-Mar-97 5,120 160,000
Ol-Sep-97 6.40 160,000 5,120 170,240
1,600,000 556,960 2,156,960
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Revenue From Federal Sources
Child Nutrition
Chapter I & II
Other Revenue
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NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
FINANCIAL REPORT 1991-1992
REVENUES
Revenue from Local Sources
Current Appropriations
Total





Revenue from Federal Sources
Federal Projects
Total
Revenue from Other Sources
Local, Miscellaneous
Total
Total Receipts from all Sources















NEW BOSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FINANCE STATEMENT
July 1, 1991 to June 30, 1992




















REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1991 to June 30, 1992
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1991 ($557,456.45)
Adjustment to balance with Bank Statement .00
Total Cash on Hand ($557,456.45)
Total Receipts . $3,411,407.00
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 2,853,950.55
Less School Orders Paid 2,786,486.10




This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and other
financial records of the Treasurer of the School District ofNew Boston, NH, ofwhich the





NEW BOSTON SCHOOL BOARD
Roger Dignard, Chairman Term Expires 1994
Betty Borry, Vice Chairman Term Expires 1993
Gordon Carlstrom Term Expires 1995
Paul Keiner Term Expires 1993
John Walker Term Expires 1995
OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Theodore Olson, Moderator Term Expires 1993
Nonah Poole, Clerk Term Expires 1993
Elliott Hersey, Treasurer Term Expires 1993
Paul Comerau, Auditor Term Expires 1994
Brian Towne, Auditor Term Expires 1 993
ADMINISTRATION
Superintendent of Schools Owen P. Conway
Assistant Superintendent Charles A. Gaides
Business Administrator Benjamin H. Hampton






Linda Byam Grade 3
Anna Carlson Music
Anne Christoph Nurse
Leslie Collins Grade 2
Mary Cormier Grade 2
Barbara Damron Grade 5
Elissa DeLacey Grade 5
Jacqueline Filiault Grade 6
Felicia Forest Aide
Debra Frarie Grade 4
Nancy Graybill Grade 1
Samantha Hersey Grade 1
Daniel Jamrog Grade 6
Julie Jay Grade 4
Judy Keefe Art
Nancy Lian (federally funded) Chapter I Reading
Charry MacDonald Aide
Carol Mace Grade 5
Rita Manna School Lunch Manager




Betty Montgomery (federally funded) Chapter I Aide
Jacqueline Moulton Physical Education
David Mudrick Grade 3
Teresa Muzzey Resource Room
Deborah Pratte-Croteau Grade 4
Mary Reeves Secretary





Linda Wilson School Lunch Helper
Candace Woodbury Grade 1
SEPTEMBER PUPIL ENROLLMENT 1988 - 1992
Grade 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 Sept. 1992
Readiness 20 10 18 21 13
1 65 68 55 58 65
2 46 75 65 47 64
3 39 42 70 68 44
4 47 45 43 66 68
5 41 51 45 46 66
6 43 38 48 45 42
Subtotals 301 329 344 351 362
New Boston Students Tuitioned to
Mountain View Middle School & Goffstown Area High School
Grade 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 Sept. 1992
7 35 33 35 49 41
8 34 36 33 35 48
9 30 34 40 37 30
10 34 29 32 31 36
11 37 36 27 30 29
12 33 34 33 24 29
Subtotals 203 202 200 206 213
Totals 504 531 544 557 575
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Owen P. Conway
In the past year, the administration has placed particular emphasis on the development
of a sense of mission for the school district. To achieve that end, there has been an equal
emphasis on promoting strong administrative leadership skills as well as fostering a
capability and format for evaluating the success ofour program and the performance ofour
personnel.
The impetus ofthis effort by the administration stems from my strongly held belief that
while we do many good things in education, we do them inconsistently. In effect we fail to
define "equality" and "opportunity" when speaking of"equal educational opportunities".
In so far as we default on that fundamental requirement, our efforts become fragmented;
the success of our children solely rests on fate; we become susceptible to trendy practice;
and succumb to the pressure of special interest groups. The long term investment in the
future of our children is too important to allow these prospects to materialize.
The development of the "Blueprint for Student Success", the implementation of a new
five year Master Plan for Staff Development, and the statement of School Board goals
which are clear, crisp, and concrete amply demonstrate that all who are involved in
educating our children have a deep commitment to action, a noticeable pride in their
mission, and a strong belief that education does, indeed, make a difference.



























































Total $3,839 $ $3,698 100.000%
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPALS OF SAU #19
Dunbarton Goffstown New Boston
During the past year, the Central office and the building-level Administration ofSAU
#19 have been actively involved in developing a document that will serve as a guide for
educational change within our School Districts.
This document, titled: A Formula for Teaching and Learning — Our Blueprint for
Student Success is a result of lengthy review and debate of educational research
pertaining to successful educational practices and strategies geared toward increased
involvement of students in the learning process.
The "Blueprint", as it is commonly termed, will serve as the foundation for our schools
to construct a learning environment whereby each and every student has the opportunity to
fully participate in the development and acquisition of lifelong learning skills that meet the
demands of today's society and the ever changing workplace of tomorrow.
Our goal is to have our students become active learners who know how to acquire
knowledge in a variety of productive ways. Our task is to create a community of learners
and citizens who are caring and have a stable sense of self-concept, self-esteem, and a
respect for diversity.
In order for all students to be academically successful, we must establish high
standards and appropriate expectations which promote habits of learning that embrace
inquiry and critical skills development. It is our beliefthat life and learning are inseparable,
with common threads of content woven together. With this in mind, our curriculum will
reflect an interdisciplinary approach to teaching and learning. Students need to be skilled
in problem-solving and decision-making techniques, and be secure and competent in
interpersonal relationships. Students need to make responsible choices, collaborate,
accept decisions, and expect justice in order to be contributing members of tomorrow's
society.
The thrust of the curriculum is to have students gain essential knowledge through
critical skills education. Problem solving and decision making will be the foundation skills
for tomorrow's workplace. Critical and creative thinking will allow students to adapt
information for a given purpose. The abilities to organize, document progress, communicate
effectively, and cooperate with others through collaboration and management are the
vehicles to productivity. As members of the school community and future society,
individual students need to work independently and, often times, assume a leadership role.
Students should be enthused with learning and recognize their achievement. The
teacher will be the coach and advisor creating an atmosphere of success by encouraging
students to explore and celebrate the wonder of learning through projects, research, inter-
personal relationships, and self-satisfaction for a completed task. As each student
becomes a lifelong learner, he/she will experience a sense of self-worth and success,
greater peer acceptance and respect, a sense of security within the school environment,
and a hope for improving the quality of his/her life.
To look for a better society tomorrow, we need to strengthen our community ties today.
Parent and community partnerships are a vital and integral part of our program. We invite
individuals and groups to serve as resources and mentors to help us achieve our goals in the
years ahead. We want our students to be given the opportunity to serve their community in
productive ways today. In order to secure a responsible society for tomorrow.
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When each of us reaUzes that the power of this nation Hes with the youth of today, and
that public education has the greatest influence on the quality of this power, then we must
commit ourselves to better our educational system and change our focus of instruction to
reflect the demands of tomorrow. With the combined forces of the school and community
making a commitment to change, we ensure a brighter, more hopeful future for all.
William Zeller Dunbarton Elementary School
Marc Boyd Maple Avenue Elementary School
Leon Cote Bartlett Elementary School
Stephen O'Neil Mountain View Middle School
William Marston Goffstown Area High School
Rick Matthews New Boston Central School
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NEW BOSTON CENTRAL SCHOOL
ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH REPORT
September 1991 - June 1992
Health issues and the economy seem to go together these days. Children's concerns are
often the same as their parent's. Children bring to school their worries and health problems
and filter through the Nurse's Office. Health decisions make a school nurse's job
educational, stimulating, and different each day.
STATISTICS
SCREENINGS DEFECT FOUND RECEIVED CARE
Vision - 360 Eyes- 18 14
Hearing - 360 Ears - 48 46
Heights & Weights - 360 Skin - 10 10









Complaints and visits to Nurse's Office - 3,608
INFECTIONS Medication Given - 2,738
Chicken Pox - 29
Pediculosis - 54
Strep Throat - 23
Conjunctivitis - 15
Fifths Disease - 1
Impetigo - 4
Healthftilly yours,
Anne B. Christoph, R.N., C.S.N.
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